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Abstract 
 
This study investigates the development of tense and aspect (TA) in English L2 
in Chinese L1 older migrants in Australia within a Processability Theory (PT) 
(Pienemann, 1998). TA is expressed differently in Chinese and English: it is 
expressed through morphological and syntactic processes in English while in 
Chinese tense it is expressed lexically, and aspect via contextual cues and aspect 
markers, e.g., le (Xiao & McEnery, 2004). These typological contrasts create 
learning difficulties among Chinese L1 learners in producing English TA 
(Wiedenhof, 2015). From a morph-syntactic viewpoint, PT hypothesises a 
universal sequence of L2 development where V-ing and V-ed are acquired at 
category-procedure stage, followed by verb phrase agreement between 
auxiliary and lexical verb at phrasal stage and finally marking of third person-
singular on verb at S-procedure stage. The Aspect Hypothesis (AH) (Andersen & 
Shirai, 1994; Shirai, 2002b; Shirai & Andersen, 1995) on the other hand, claims 
that the acquisition of aspect is related to verb semantics and, for instance, 
acquisition of progressive V-ing starts with Activity verbs (e.g., walking) then 
extends to Accomplishment (e.g., completing) and Achievement verbs (e.g., 
reaching) (Shirai & Andersen, 1995, p. 745). Further, in English L2, TA is 
acquired in the following order: Present progressive > Simple past > Past 
progressive > Present perfect > Past perfect. No study, so far, has investigated 
whether older migrants follow such developmental paths. Seven Chinese 
migrants in Australia, aged 60-69, participated in this study. They received four-
week instruction on TA. Speech production data were collected before and after 
the instruction. Analyses indicate that the informants’ PT developmental stages 
and grammatical accuracy improved but with significant individual differences. 
Results also largely support AH. This study suggests that older learners are able 
to learn English TA through targeted training, and also provides empirical 
support to PT’s development trajectory among older learners.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1. Chinese migration situation in Australia 
In recent years, Chinese migrantion to Australia has increased 
dramatically. As clearly shown in the 2016 Australian Census data, there were 
approximately 535,000 Chinese migrants in 2011 (accounts for 10.1% of total 
migrant numbers in 2011), however, this number increased by 47.5% over the 
last five years to 789,000 by 2016 (ABS, 2016) (see Table 1.1 in Appendix A ).  
 Correlating with this huge increase in migrant numbers, the language 
needs of migrants have become the key to their integration into society. “Of the 
overseas-born people who arrived in the past 25 years, 11% either did not 
speak English well, or at all in 2016” (ABS, 2016). Many of the younger migrants 
from China received higher education back in China or formal education in 
Australia. They tend to be capable of achieving high proficiency in English. Many 
older migrants, however, have various level of educational backgrounds in 
China and their proficiency in English tends to be low (Burnett, 1998, pp. 58-60; 
Masri, 2002). This is possibly due to either their having had no English training 
in China or what knowledge they do possess has been forgotten due to lack of 
use. 
Despite the fact that these adults received some government-funded 
migrant English training such as Adult Migrant English Program (AMEP) when 
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they first arrived in Australia, this has proven insufficient for them to be able to 
reach adequate proficiency in English (Authority et al., p. 6; Masri, 2002, pp. 10-
11). Consequently, their language barrier in Australia would create considerable 
difficulty in accessing social services, participating in community events, 
securing well-paid jobs, and having a sense of belonging (Kim, Ehrich, & Ficorilli, 
2012; Young-Scholten, 2013). Therefore, there is a huge demand in migrant 
language learning for both newly arrived migrants and those who have been 
living in Australia for some time yet still have low English proficiency (Masri, 
2002). 
 
1.2. Language support for migrants-AMEP 
 Since the wave of migration to Australia after WWII, the Australian 
Government has funded second language training programs for newly arrived 
migrants. Programs such as The Language, Literacy and Numeracy Program, 
Workplace Language and Literacy Program and AMEP aim to help them settle 
and integrate into Australian society (Burns & De Silva Joyce, 2007). Language 
proficiency is essential for migrants’ integration and settlement in the broader 
community, such as social participation, independence; personal wellbeing and 
sense of belonging (Hugo et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Young-Scholten, 2013). 
Despite the obvious social and economic benefits language training offers, there 
are also limitations and problems, such as limited allocated hours (510 hours), a 
“one-size-fit-all” teaching approach and a vocational English focus (Burns & De 
Silva Joyce, 2007). For example, a study by Burns and De Silva shows that some 
migrants feel overwhelmed by the teaching method and the different style of 
learning to that in their home country (2007, p. 12). At the same time, migrants 
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consistently request more teaching in “real-life” English, because AMEP courses 
use generic training for all, with a focus on vocational-oriented English only 
(Leith, 2012, p. 17). Studies show that the English language barrier is one of the 
key issues facing migrants, thus there is a need for more training that is 
designed to suit the needs of migrants (Burnett, 1998; Burns & De Silva Joyce, 
2007; Hugo et al., 2011; Masri, 2002; Thomas, 2003). 
 
1.3. Thesis outline 
 The thesis outline is as follows: Chapter1 is an introduction of the study, 
looking at Chinese migrants and their overall language learning situations in 
Australia. Chapter2 describes on the typological characteristics of English and 
Chinese, including major typological differences in morphology and syntax. 
Chapter3 reviews previous studies and literature on the acquisition of tense and 
aspect (TA) as well as the effect of instructions and feedback.  
Chapter4 describes the theoretical framework of the study, namely 
Processability Theory (PT, Pienemann, 1998) and Aspect Hypothesis (AH, 
Andersen & Shirai, 1994). Chapter5 presents the research questions and 
hypothesis, followed by research design. Participants’ information, data 
collection methods and tasks involved will be explained in this chapter.  
Chapter6 presents the results and discussions of the study. This chapter 
features three parts: PT, AH and discussion. Finally, Chapter7 summarises the 
main findings, the theoretical and social implications of the study, as well as the 
limitations of the current study and suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter 2 
Typological characteristics of 
English and Mandarin Chinese 
 
With increased migration to Australia in recent years, more and more 
Chinese migrants are calling Australia home. According to the 2016 Australian 
Census, of the estimated 6.38 million new migrants born overseas, 
approximately 15% speak a language other than English at home (ABS, 2016) 
(see Table 1.2 in Appendix A). However, many of them, especially adult migrants, 
have limited English proficiency (Young-Scholten, 2013, p. 450). Despite the fact 
that most of them attended the AMEP and showed some improvement in 
proficiency, many are frustrated at not having sufficient English proficiency to 
manage their daily activities. As a result, they are unable to find better paid 
opportunities (Kim et al., 2012).  
 In order to help improve the situation, we must first understand the 
differences between their first language (L1) and second language (L2). This 
helps us to understand why certain ‘errors’ are typical among Chinese speakers. 
It might be that they simply do not know how to express themselves. 
Alternatively, typological characteristics of Chinese could affect Chinese L1 
people in the use of English L2. Therefore, I will describe typological 
characteristics of two languages-English and Chinese in terms of Tense and 
Aspect. 
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2.1. Sketch of English Tense and Aspect 
 English is a stress-based alphabetical language that belongs to the Indo-
European language family.  In terms of morphological expressions, English is an 
inflectional language where the inflections on words perform grammatical 
functions. For example, suffix –ing on verbs to indicate a progressive aspect (e.g., 
Be + V-ing, I am cooking). English uses subject/verb agreement in number and 
person (for third person singular form for verbs and pronouns) pronoun for 
nominative/accusative. 
 Contrasting with Chinese, English is a subject-prominent language, in 
that the subject typically precedes the verb, and needs to be in agreement with 
the verb in person and number (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, pp. 15-16). 
 In terms of word order and sentence structure, English is an SVO 
language. Unlike other SVO languages where the adjective and adverb are 
positioned before the noun or verb, the English adjective/adverb is generally 
positioned before the noun or verb they modify (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 18), 
for example, beautiful bird and quickly left, but not for relative clause such as the 
bird, which is flying around the field. 
 In terms of Tense and Aspect, English has three tenses, (namely Present, 
Past and Future Tense) and different Aspects (Present/Past/ Future Progressive, 
Present/Past/Future Perfective) (Lock, 1996, p. 161). English tense is typically 
expressed through the use of auxiliary verbs (have, is) and morphological 
changes to the verb ending (for example, verb stem + suffix -ed, or -ing),  
agreement between the subject and verb (for third person singular, -s), and is 
often accompanied by a circumstantial adjunct clause such as, ‘for a few days, 
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one morning, later in the weeks’, or a binding conjunctive -when (Declerck, 2006, 
p. 24; Lock, 1996, p. 147; Xiao & McEnery, 2004, p. 2).  
There are two types of verbs in English; a weak verb, also known as (AKA) 
regular verb whose past tense is formed by a verb stem + a suffix -ed, as in the 
following example (1): 
(1) 1He arrived (Verb + -ed, to indicate past action) 
 
The other type is a strong verb AKA irregular verb, that is, its past tense 
is not formed by adding suffix -ed, instead, by using different verb forms 
(Declerck, 2006, p. 23). The following examples (2) - (4) are examples of strong 
verbs and their present, future tense and perfective aspect, 
(2) He arrives at the school (Subject + Verb + -s shows agreement 
between subject and verb to indicate present tense and habitual 
action) 
 
   
    
 
 
     
(3) He is coming to Sydney today (Auxiliary Be + Verb + -ing to indicate 
present progressive aspect, something that is happening now.) 
                                                        
1 Examples used in this study are ordered consecutively regardless of chapters for easy navigation. 
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(4) They have/had arrived (Auxiliary Have/Has/Had + Verb participle to 
indicate perfective aspect). 
(Lock, 1996, pp. 148,161) 
 
 
2.2. Sketch of Mandarin Chinese typology 
 According to Li and Thompson (1989), Chinese belongs to an 
independent branch of the Sino-Tibetan language family, predominantly spoken 
in East and South East Asian countries (p. 2). Chinese is typologically different 
from English in terms of structure of words, phonetics, morphology, word order 
and sentence structure. Different from English, which is alphabetic stress-based 
language, Chinese is a character-based syllabic tonal language.  
 In terms of sentence structure, Chinese is different from English in that it 
is a Topic-prominent language, while English is a Subject-prominent language (C. 
Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 15). The topic of utterance is usually positioned at the 
beginning of a sentence, followed by the subject, but the subject is sometimes 
omitted, for example (5): 
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(5) zuo2tian1        nian4 le              liang3ge4  zhong1tou2 de shu1 
Yesterday,  (I) read  PFV (for) two   CLF  hour                     book 
(Lit. Yesterday read two hours book.) 
Yesterday I read book for two hours (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 16). 
 
The example above shows that the subject is inferred from the context, 
and thus there is no need to be explicitly expressed in Chinese (C. Li & 
Thompson, 1989, p. 15).  
Chinese also has so-called “double subjects” (both the topic and subject) 
in a sentence (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 93). For example (6) - (7),  
 (6) Zhei42ge4   nvu3hai2 yan3jing1         hen3 da4. 
         This     CLF    girl           eye            (are) very  big  
        (Lit. This girl, (her) eyes are very big) 
        This girl has very big eyes (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 93). 
 
(7) Nei4 zhi gou3 wo3 yi3jing1        kan4 guo4 le.  
        That  CLF dog    I       already         see     PFV 
        (Lit. That dog I have seen.) 
        I have seen that dog (Wiedenhof, 2015, p. 121). 
 
In terms of word order, Li and Thompson states that it is difficult to 
establish a “basic word-order” for Chinese, because pragmatics play an 
important role in Chinese sentence structure rather than word order (1989, pp. 
23-24). Chinese displays many characteristics of SOV languages, which are 
known for their richness of compound and polysyllabic words, and “Preposition 
+ Object + Verb construction” (C. Li & Thompson, 1974, p. 204) (see the 
following  examples (8) - (10)): 
 
                                                        
2 Chinese characters are presented in the Romanised Pinyin forms, and the numbers behind the Pinyin represent the 
Chinese tones. 
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(8) SVO structure: S + V + PP 
       Zhang1san1  shui4    zai4  chuang2-shang4. 
       Zhang san      sleep    PROG    bed          top 
      (Lit. Zhangsan sleeps at the bed-top.) 
      Zhangsan is sleeping on the bed. 
              S                   V                  PP 
 
(9) SOV structure: S + O + V 
        Zhang1san1 zai4 chuang2-shang4 shui4jiao4. 
        Zhangsan on bed top sleep 
        S                    O                              V 
       (Lit. Zhangsan sleeps on bed top.) 
        Zhangsan     sleeps on the bed. 
 
(10) SOV structure with object and aspect marker -ba3 and-le:  
         S + -ba3 + O + V + -le 
         Zhang1san1 ba3 Li3si4 da3 le. 
         Zhangsan       ba  Lisi        hit   PFV 
          S                        O                  V 
         (Lit. Zhangsan hit Lisi.) 
         Zhangsan     hit   Lisi (C. Li & Thompson, 1974, p. 203). 
 
However, Li and Thompson suggest that both SVO and SOV structures 
only exist in Mandarin, but not other Chinese dialects (C. Li & Thompson, 1974, 
p. 204). These is some evidence that Mandarin is undergoing a gradual change 
from SVO to SOV word order (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 26). Nominal (non-
verbal) expressions can also be treated as predicate, as in qianbi san mao “The 
pencil/s is/are thirty cents” (Wiedenhof, 2015, p. 117). 
Another difference between Chinese and English is that there are no 
pronoun case markers in Chinese (see example 11 below), as these are 
expressed through word order and prepositions.   
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(11) Ta1          xi3huan1 ta1. 
           He/She  like             he/she (OBJ) 
            (Lit. He/She like him/her.) 
            He/She    likes        him/her. 
                                S           V               O (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 11) 
 
As shown in the above example, Chinese pronouns do not change 
according to case (e.g., Nominative, Accusative). However, there are different 
forms of pronoun for third person singular in Chinese; he, she and it, but these 
are only in writing, not in speech, because the pronunciations and tones for 
these words are the same. He/she “他/她” (ta), it “它” (ta). 
Traditionally, Chinese words are monosyllabic, where each character has 
a standalone meaning that corresponds to each syllable and word category (C. Li 
& Thompson, 1989, p. 13). Mandarin has the large number of compound and 
polysyllabic words among all the Chinese dialects (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 
14). Generally, these words are treated as a single word, for example, 
apple/apples “苹果” (pingguo); school/schools “学校” (xuexiao). Although each 
character has its own meaning, when the words are combined, they form a new 
compound word (p. 13).  
 There is also no number/plural marker in Chinese for nouns, except for 
plural forms for people or animate pronouns. For example, morpheme “-men 
(们)” is added after the pronoun, they “他/她们” (tamen), “它们” (tamen), and 
children “孩子们” (haizimen) to indicate plurality (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 
12). 
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One of the most distinctive differences between the two languages is that 
there are no changes in verb forms in Chinese. Aspect markers (suffixes) are 
used in Chinese, instead, to express the aspect of action (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, 
p. 39). Tense and aspect are indicated lexically as shown in the following 
example (12) and (13), 
(12) Past tense: S + V + O + -le 
          wo3 mai3   zhe4   ben3    shu1   le. 
          I        buy      this     CLF      book   PFV 
         (Lit. I bought this book.) 
          I bought this book. 
 
(13) Aspect markers follow the verb: 
S + V +    -guo + O + -le 
Ta1        qu4 guo4    Tai2bei3 le. 
He/She go   EXP       Taipei       PFV. 
(Lit. He/She has been to Taipei.)          
He/She has been to    Taipei. 
 
These examples show that aspect morphemes -le “了” (perfective 
marker), -guo “过” (experiential marker), -zhe “着” (durative marker) are used 
to indicate time and aspect (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 13). Xiao and McEnery 
describe how Chinese perfective aspect is made up of a combination of the 
above perfective, experiential and durative markers. Especially when –guo and –
le are used together in a sentence, they are interchangeable, the perfective 
marker –le at the end of sentence signals past action, and more “salient” than 
experiential marker –guo (Xiao & McEnery, 2004, pp. 89-90).  
2.3. Summary 
 This chapter briefly described the features and characteristics of English 
and Chinese in respect of morphology, sentence structure and TA. They are 
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similar in that they are both SVO languages, while they also have many 
differences such as temporal and aspectual expressions. These differences 
explain why it is generally more challenging for Chinese learners to acquire 
English, in the areas such as tense and morphology – features that are absent in 
Chinese grammar (Zhang, 2005, p. 156).  
 
Table 2. 1. Comparison between English and Chinese Aspect/Tense 
Tense English Chinese 
Past Verb stem + suffix -ed 
No change to V form. S+ V+ aspect marker (-le “了 
“, or -guo “过 “) 
Present Verb stem + 3SGL-s No change to V form.  
Future Verb stem + 3SGL-s No change to V form 
Aspect English Chinese 
Past progressive 
AUX BE (Was/ were) + Verb 
stem + suffix-ing 
S + V+ aspect marker (-zheng/-zheng4zai4 “正/
正在“) 
Present progressive 
(continuous) 
Aux (BE) + Verb stem + suffix-
ing 
S + aspect marker (-zheng/-zheng4zai4” 正/正在
“) + V 
Future progressive   
Past perfective 
Aux (Had)+Verb stem +  
(participle) 
Aspect marker (-jiu4 yi3jing1”就已经”) + V + 
aspect marker (-le “了”) 
Present perfective 
Aux (has/have) +Verb stem + 
(participle) 
Aspect marker (-xian4zai4 yi3jing1 “现在已经”) 
+ V + aspect marker (-le “了”) 
Future perfective   
 
Table 2.1 above is a summary of the differences between tense and 
aspect in English and Chinese. The next chapter will review the literature on 
developmental sequence in L2, TA, Fossilisation/Stabilisation, Input/output, 
Instructions and Noticing.  
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Chapter 3 
Literature Review 
 
The previous chapter provided a brief sketch and comparison of English 
and Chinese typology. This chapter reviews some of the literature in the area of 
the developmental sequence in second language acquisition (SLA), acquisition 
of tense and aspect, fossilisation/stabilisation, the role of input/output, 
instructions, noticing and feedback, which are all relevant to this current study. 
 There have been many studies on SLA since the 1980s such as the 
influence of L1 on L2 English acquisition (Tickoo, 2001), acquisition of tense 
and aspect (Collins, 2004; Haznedar, 2007; Sharmini, Leng, Singaram, & Jusoff, 
2009; Shirai, 2002a; Tickoo, 2001; Wulff, Ellis, Römer, Bardovi–Harlig, & 
Leblanc, 2009; Zeeuw, Schreuder, & Verhoeven, 2013), effect of instructions and 
feedback on form (Chen & Shirai, 2010; Di Biase, 2008; Xu & Lyster, 2014; Yang 
& Lyster, 2010), and the relationship between language proficiency and 
successful settlement of migrants are well reported (e.g., Kim et al., 2012; 
Young-Scholten, 2013).  
 
3.1. Developmental sequence in SLA 
 Two of the most frequently asked questions in SLA research are whether 
there is a natural developmental sequence in English SLA and whether L2 
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learners go through the same developmental trajectory as native speakers. This 
section will look at some of the literature on development sequence in SLA. 
 Over the past decades, many studies have tried to answer these 
questions (Bailey, Madden, & Krashen, 1974; Brown, 1973; Dulay & Burt, 1973, 
1974; Kayfetz, 1982; Pienemann, 1998; Pienemann, Di Biase, & Kawaguchi, 
2005). Brown’s (1973) longitudinal study on three American children whose L1 
were English showed not only was there little invariance in their development 
of the fourteen English morphemes – “including nouns, verb inflections, copula 
Be, prepositions in and on, and articles a and the” – but also that children went 
through similar stages of development gradually, from simple to more complex 
structures (Brown, 1973, pp. 102-104). In addition, Brown’s experiment 
indicated that the use of structures that matched the children’s cognitive 
development was more effective than experimenting with all different 
structures (Brown, 1973). 
 Dulay and Burt (1973, 1974) conducted two cross-sectional studies on 
142 Spanish children learning English L2, using the 14 grammatical morphemes 
studied by Brown (1973). Their findings supported Brown’s (1973) claim that 
despite, “differences in memory span, previous learning experience and 
conceptual repertoire and L2, children  followed similar developmental orders 
of L1 children” (Dulay & Burt, 1974, p. 251). In addition, they classified and 
analysed the errors made by the learners as “developmental, interference or 
unique” (that is, developmental type of errors were ones similar to the ones L1 
learners made, interference errors were the interference from learners’ L1 on 
their L2 production, and unique errors were the ones that were neither L1-like 
nor influenced by learner’s L1) (Dulay & Burt, 1974). 
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 The study by Kayfetz (1982) on 80 adult ESL students in the United 
States tested students’ performance on similar grammatical morphemes and 
structures used in Dulay and Burt study (Dulay & Burt, 1973). She found that 
learners' writing performance excelled their speech in oral assessment in terms 
of the order and accuracy of grammatical structures (Kayfetz, 1982). She 
concluded that this was because the students were likely to employ more 
thought and consciously apply grammatical rules to their writing output more 
so than their simultaneous speech output (Kayfetz, 1982, p. 145). In addition, 
despite the differences in written and speech performance, she found the 
learners followed the same acquisition order of grammatical structures they 
were learning whether these were spoken or written (p. 145).  
 Pienemann (1998) also posited a universal predictable development 
sequence in his Processability Theory (this will be discussed in the Theoretical 
Framework section of the paper). 
 
3.2. Tense and aspect (TA) 
 Differences between languages in terms of TA have been widely studied 
in the past few decades, particularly around verb categorisation, morphology, 
verb markings and acquisition sequence. Aspect Hypothesis is one of the main 
theory in TA where learners apply tense and aspect markings first on event-like 
verbs then move on to less event-like verbs and learners follow a set 
development sequence (Andersen & Shirai, 1994). This section reviews some of 
the literature both in support and against AH (Collins, 2007, on the acquisition 
of English L2 TA by French L1 learners), Hsieh (2009, on the acquisition of 
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English L2 TA by Chinese L1 learners) and Tickoo (2001, on the acquisition of 
English L2 TA by Cantonese L1 learners). 
 Collins (2007) investigated acquisition of English TA by French and 
Japanese learners using Aspect Hypothesis (AH) (Andersen & Shirai, 1994). 
Collins (2007) found that learners all experienced similar problems when 
acquiring TA regardless of their L1. For example, French and Japanese learners 
had similar performances in correct use of past tense for Accomplishment verbs 
(e.g., “sing a song”) and Achievement verbs (such as “he recognised his old 
friend”), while they used simple present tense for Stative verbs (e.g., “I need you”) 
and progressives for Activity verbs (e.g., “I swam in the river”) (Collins, 2007, p. 
297). She also found that French learners tended to overuse present perfect 
when English required simple past on Achievement verbs due to their similarity 
in French (2007). This seems to be influenced by their L1, as this type of 
overuse was not observed in Japanese L1 learners. Collins argues that learners’ 
problems in acquiring TA can be addressed by teaching verbal contexts where 
different TA is required (2007). 
 Hsieh (2009) conducted a study on the acquisition of three English 
morphemes, third person singular –s, past tense –ed, and Copula be by 20 
Taiwanese Chinese children aged between 11 and 14. He adopted the Missing 
Surface Inflection Hypothesis (MSIH) that, “L2 learners have unconscious 
knowledge of the functions and features that underlying tense and agreement, 
however, they sometimes have trouble realising the surface morphology” 
(Prévost & White, 2000, p. 103) and found that the participants produced 
Copula be with ease and with high percentage of accuracy (Hsieh, 2009, p. 53). 
According to Hsieh, this is due to positive transfer (Lado, 1957, p. 109) where 
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there is a parallel between Chinese shi and English Copula be (Hsieh, 2009, p. 
50). The results also showed there was a high percentage (81%) of omission of 
third person singular (3SGL)–s and past tense –ed by most of the learners. He 
believes that this is due to negative transfer from Chinese to English, as Chinese 
does not have tense and morphology inflections to verbs (Hsieh, 2009, p. 53).  
 Hsieh argues that a small percentage (15%) of correct production of the 
forms indicates that, “learners do have some knowledge of the structure but 
they had problems in realising the surface inflections of the verbs” (Hsieh, 2009, 
pp. 48-49,54; Lardiere, 1998, p. 188). According to Hawkins, the problem of 
omission could be addressed by resetting or activating the parameter of tense 
and aspect (Hawkins, 2000, as cited in Hsieh, 2009, p. 48).  
In addition, comparing Hsieh’s study (2009) with Lardiere’s study 
(Lardiere, 1998) on Patty, a Chinese migrant in United States, Lardiere 
concluded that Patty’s systematic omission of -ed on regular verb past tense in 
her speech data was due to Chinese phonetic rules (Lardiere, 1998). According 
to Lardiere, Chinese language does not allow “final consonant clusters” such as 
kissed [sd] and kicked [kt] (Lardiere, 1998). This explained why most of Patty’s 
speech involving irregular verb past tense were correct and past tense markings 
on regular verbs were extremely low (100% vs. 35% respectively) (Lardiere, 
2003, pp. 178-179). On the other hand, Patty’s written data showed that she had 
knowledge of grammatical rules and produced, “correct past tense forms on 
both regular and irregular past tense in obligatory contexts 77.93% of the times” 
(2003, p. 179). 
 Lardiere also compared Patty’s speech data with Hawkins’ study (2000) 
on Chinese speaker SX on the issue of omission of past tense markings on 
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regular verbs. She suggested the reason inconsistency between Patty and SX’s 
data could lie in the variety of English they learned (that is, American English vs. 
British English) (Lardiere, 2003, p. 180).  
 She concluded that Patty’s omission of regular past tense marking to her 
speech was not attributed to lack of tense marking in Chinese; instead, it was 
observed that a phonological “affixation process that causes words to end in 
such a cluster will clash with a powerful native language constraint that 
prohibits them, discouraging their formation” (Lardiere, 2003, p. 179). Hsieh 
(2009) also suggests that the higher percentage of omission of –ed compared to 
that of 3GL–s could attribute to phonetics (p. 56). The phonetics of –s could be 
[s], [z], and [ez], which are all continuant fricatives, the airflow is maintained 
through the mouth during production of the sound, while –ed could be 
pronounced as [t] or [d], these are non-continuant stops, where learners tend to 
omit (Hsieh, 2009, p. 56; Lardiere, 2003, p. 188).  
 On the difference between participants’ performance, Hsieh (2009)  
concluded that participants who had higher percentage of accurate production 
of the structures also had longer learning time and more advanced English 
proficiency (p. 56).  
 Tickoo (2001) investigated the acquisition of English L2 among 120 
participants in Hong Kong and found that Cantonese L1 speakers did not follow 
the universal development hypothesis (that is, AH) (Tickoo, 2001, p. 18). AH 
claims that the acquisition of English past tense followed set development 
stages and "semantically more event-like verbs are marked and learned before 
less event-like verbs" (Bardovi-Harlig & Reynolds, 1995, p. 107). Tickoo also 
suggests that the syntactic errors made by these speakers are, instead, due to 
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their application of "Hopper’s verb grounding marking principle in their L1" 
(Tickoo, 2001, p. 33). According to this principle, “discourse-based narratives 
have distinction between the actual story line and supportive material, which is 
not part of the narrative main event” (Hopper, 1979, p. 213). Hopper 
categorised verbs that denoted the main event of narrative as fore-grounded 
events and they are marked for TA, while the verbs for backgrounded events 
were not marked (Hopper, 1979). In other words, new and salient information 
in a narrative that represents telicity and dynamicity is categorised as 
foregrounding (perfective), while static, descriptive and irrealis information is 
backgrounding (imperfective) (Hopper, 1979, p. 215).  Tickoo claims that the 
participants’ inconsistent markings to the verbs were due to the grounding 
principle and they used the marker "-le" to indicate past action for fore-
grounded events, and unmarked verbs for backgrounded events (Tickoo, 2001, 
pp. 17, 26-30).   
 
3.3. Fossilisation/ Stabilisation 
 Lenneberg’s Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH) claims that language 
learning is most productive earlier in life, before the age of puberty (1969). 
After puberty, the brain reaches maturation and it is unlikely that learners can 
obtain native-like proficiency (Lenneberg, 1969). In other words, it is difficult 
for adult learners who start learning L2 or a foreign language to become native 
like, regardless of the amount of instruction, immersion and motivation. This 
phenomenon is called fossilisation/ stabilisation in linguistic terms and is a 
much-debated topic in second language learning literatures. This section 
reviews the main literature and debate on fossilisation. 
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 First coined by Selinker in 1972, fossilisation refers to “linguistic items, 
rules and sub systems, which speakers of a particular native language will tend 
to keep in their interlanguage (IL) relative to a particular Target Language (TL), 
no matter what the age of the learner or amount of explanation and instruction 
he receives in the TL” (Selinker, 1972, p. 215). Fossilisation could be 
phonological, such as a foreign accent, or morphological, for example, due to the 
lack of morphology in Chinese, English morphology such as –ing, -ed and 3SGL-s 
is often misused, omitted or simply forgotten the transformation rules by 
Chinese learners of L2 English (Wei, 2008, p. 128).  
According to Wei (2008, p. 128) typical syntactic fossilisation 
phenomena grammatised for Chinese learners is the absence of morphological 
changes to verbs for TA and articles for nouns in their speech. This is because 
there is neither tense system nor articles in Chinese grammar (Wei, 2008); 
learners often do not make clear distinctions on the correct tense and markers 
so they turn to their instincts and this causes fossilisation in these learners (Wei, 
2008). There has been ongoing debate about the existence of the phenomena, 
for example, Selinker and Lamandella claim that “fossilisation is the permanent 
cessation of IL learning before the learner has attained TL norms at all levels of 
linguistic structure and discourse domains, in spite of the learner’s positive 
ability, opportunity or motivation to learn or acculturate into target society” 
(1978, p. 155). In other words, “no adults could ever achieve native-like 
competence in L2 that he/she is indistinguishable from native speakers of that 
language” (Selinker, 1996, as cited in Han, 2004, p. 15). “Fossilisable structures 
could re-emerge in learner’s L2 production where they are thought to have been 
corrected, through language transfer, transfer of training, strategies of SL 
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learning, SL communication and overgeneralisation” (Selinker, 1972, pp. 215-
217).  
 Long (2003, p. 492) argues that the definition by Selinker is problematic, 
especially in regard to the scope and definition of “discourse domains, 
permanence and context”. Long (2003) argues that the results from most of the 
studies cannot be counted as evidence of fossilisation claim due to the following 
reasons: “assuming, not demonstrating, fossilisation; selecting inappropriate 
informants for their studies; findings based on insufficient data, and using 
inadequate analyses” (Long, 2003, pp. 492-501). 
 Long (2003) concludes that for a fossilisation claim to hold ground, it 
must undergo strict qualifying conditions, for example, the “participants chosen 
must have the ability, motivation and opportunity to acquire L2 for many years 
(perhaps 10 years or more) before the study begins (p. 520). In addition, the 
study needs to have supporting evidence that the participants remain qualified 
for the study, combined with repeated observations over five years or more, and 
with spoken data of various kinds (Long, 2003, p. 521). Moreover, analyses 
should be conducted on the level of tokens, not types, and the claim needs to 
distinguish fossilisation of learners IL with general maturation constraints 
(Long, 2003, p. 521). 
 In contrast to many studies that focus on learner errors regarding the 
issue of fossilisation, Neddy and John (1976, p. 283) argue that fossilisations are 
linguistic structures that either conform or mismatch with the rules. Neddy and 
John (1976) define fossilisation as “an interactive and pragmatic process” 
during, which learners try to express their thoughts through speech. Moreover, 
they classify communication as an affective and cognitive process where a 
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learner negotiates meaning with the audience. According to Neddy and John, 
feedback in L2 learning can be negative, positive or neutral, which could all lead 
to fossilisation in different ways (1976). They argue that while repeated 
negative feedback could lead to a learner losing motivation to learn, more 
importantly, “learner’s self-monitoring feedback plays an important role in rule 
fossilisation and when feedback and corrections fall below minimal level or 
disappear, and grammar rules become stabilised” (Neddy & John, 1976, pp. 284-
285). Moreover, positive feedback on either correct or incorrect forms could 
also cause cessation of learning, because when learners’ communicative 
strategies are encouraged, they may find it unnecessary to learn further (Neddy 
& John, 1976, p. 285). They claim “changes from negative towards positive or 
neutral feedback tend to stabilise the learning” (1976, p, 287).  
 Neddy and John (1976) conclude that unless learners regularly receive 
feedback on their errors, these errors tend to become fossilised. Negative 
feedback, combined with affective encouragement, is key to high level  
attainment in L2 learning (Neddy & John, 1976, p. 294). 
 
3.4. Instruction/ training 
 This section will review literature on the role of instructions focused on 
form, input/ output, feedback and noticing.  
 
3.4.1. Instructions Focus-on-Form (FonF) 
In terms of the effect of training, Xu & Lyster’s (2014) study on Chinese 
university students acquiring English morph syntactic forms found that the 
experimental group that received explicit form-focused training outperformed 
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the control group that received no training. They chose to investigate English 
plural –s, past –ed and 3SGL -s forms, which do not exist in Chinese and are 
generally deemed to be difficult for Chinese learners. They found that there is a 
correlation between verb form complexity and its acquisition orders, that is, the 
more complex the verb form, the longer it takes to learn (Xu & Lyster, 2014). 
They also found that learners ranked regular verbs as more difficult to acquire 
than irregular verbs. Xu and Lyster suggested that explicit instruction on FonF 
needs to match a learner’s knowledge base. Furthermore, regular past forms 
seem to be more conducive to explicit instruction (Xu & Lyster, 2014, p. 118). 
 In contrast, an experimental study by Zeeuw et al. (2013) found that 
learners of L2 Dutch processed high type frequency regular verbs faster and 
more accurately than low type frequency irregular verbs. Moreover, it was 
easier for the learners to learn the past tense of regular verbs through 
systematic morphological and inflectional changes (2013). For example, 
“regular past tense in Dutch is always formed by adding an inflection -te or -de 
to the stem of the verb. It is much harder to predict the irregular past forms, 
especially when the verb has low type frequency” (Zeeuw et al., 2013, p. 743).  
 They claim "low type frequency irregular verbs can only be read by 
whole-word processing" (p. 757), therefore, it takes longer to process and 
requires higher learning skills to achieve the same understanding of regular 
forms (Zeeuw et al., 2013). 
 
3.4.2. Input/ Output/ Interaction hypothesis 
Hakuta, Bialystock and Wiley (2003) conducted a study on Critical 
period hypothesis (CPH) (Lenneberg, 1969) among Spanish and Chinese 
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migrants in America based on census data. Hakuta et al. (2003) hold that 
alternative factors such as social and educational contribute to the success of 
language learning. Learners who were exposed to quality language immersion 
and increased language use outperform those who have limited language 
immersion and use (Hakuta et al., 2003).  
 This study shows not only the importance of input and output in SLA, it 
also acknowledges that factors like cognitive aging, processing speed and 
attention span will influence language learning (Kemper, 1992, as cited in 
Hakuta et al., 2003). Some tasks will be harder for older learners than younger 
ones when the critical period is not considered (Hakuta et al., 2003). According 
to Input Hypothesis, L2 acquisition is achieved through comprehensive input, 
“the more comprehensible input a learner receives, the more language 
acquisition” (Krashen, 1989, p. 441).  
 Long (2015) argues in his Interaction Hypothesis that language 
acquisition is triggered when there is a problem in communication, and when 
learners negotiate meaning. While negative feedback could facilitate learning 
during the negotiation process, it can also pose a threat to learners’ Face in 
certain cultures (Long, 1996, 2015). Moreover, recast is widely used in SLA 
teaching and proven to be effective (Long, 2015). 
In complementing Krashen’s Input Hypothesis (Krashen, 1989), Swain’s 
Output Hypothesis (1985) claims that language learning requires more than 
comprehensible input, because output guarantees a whole process of language 
production, from conceptualisation to articulation (Levelt, 1989). “Interaction 
facilitates output in language learning…” (Izumi, et al., 1999, as cited in Long, 
2015, p. 53), and learners can really learn the language “when they are pushed 
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to produce utterance, and this requires attention to the form and syntax” (Swain, 
1985).  
 
3.4.3. Feedback/ recast 
 Long, Inagaki, and Ortega (1998) conducted two studies for the effect of 
modelling and recast; one aimed to replicate a study by Mitos on the acquisition 
of locative and adjective order rule in L2 Japanese while the other was to 
replicate the study but using different L2 structures, that is, Spanish adverb 
placement and direct object topicalisation, using a treatment and control group 
design. 
 The aim was to investigate if learners who heard models of L2 structure 
were able to produce the structures better than the ones who heard the 
structures through recast (Long et al., 1998). Participants were divided into five 
groups (four experimental group and one control group). For the Japanese study, 
results from participants who presumably received instruction on the forms 
were excluded from the analysis (Long et al., 1998, p. 363), while the Spanish 
study tested for participant’s  previous knowledge on the forms.  Participants 
who had previous knowledge of the forms were replaced with new participants 
(p. 364). During the treatment stage in the Japanese study, all experimental 
groups received recast on adjective ordering and modelling on locatives 
alternatively, except the control group, which only practised Kanji writing in the 
Japanese study (Long et al., 1998, p. 361). For the Spanish study, all 
experimental groups received recast on object topicalisation and modelling on 
adverb placements alternatively during treatment stage (Long et al., 1998, p. 
365).  
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 All groups were tested for the same forms in the post-test and results 
revealed a mixed outcome for the Japanese and Spanish studies, with no 
significant differences between model and recast in the Japanese study. The 
Spanish study, however, showed that both model and recast groups 
outperformed the control groups, with higher scores for the groups that heard 
recast of the structures than that of modelling. They were able to produce the 
rules correctly in post-test (Long et al., 1998, p. 367). There were also null 
findings for object topicalisation (no positive evidence were presented) (p. 367). 
Long et al. explained this is due to the structure being too difficult for the 
learners, despite “Pienemann-Johnston framework classified the structures in 
the same processing level with adverb placement” (p. 367). 
 Overall findings for both studies were that “implicit negative feedback 
such as model and recast does have a facilitating effect and results showed 
improvements in learning” (Long et al., 1998, p. 367). 
Yong and Lyster (2010) conducted a study on the acquisition of English 
regular and irregular past tense by Chinese university students and the effect of 
different types of feedback, prompt and recast. The study used a prompt group, 
a recast group and a control group, the students received feedback according to 
the group they were in (Yang & Lyster, 2010, p. 236). Due to the typological 
differences between English and Chinese, and the fact that these constitute a 
challenge for all levels of students (Yang & Lyster, 2010, p. 240), the forms 
chosen to investigate were regular and irregular past tense. 
 In addition, Yang and Lyster suggested that the reason for the different 
effect on regular and irregular past forms could be due to the difference in 
linguistic features, that is, the complexity of the forms where regular past tenses 
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are stored as “rule-based memory” and irregular as “lexical based” (Ellis, 2005, 
p. 169; Yang & Lyster, 2010, p. 241). It was found that groups that received 
form-focused feedback generally demonstrated superior performance to the 
control group, which only received feedback on the content. The prompt group 
performed significantly better than the recast and control group, especially in 
accuracy rate and the acquisition of regular past tense (Yang & Lyster, 2010, p. 
253).  
 The study exemplifies the facilitating effect in form-based structure 
development, as well as the importance of noticing in L2 learning.  
 
3.4.4. Noticing 
 The previous studies discussed above have one thing in common; that is, 
instructions on form, different types of feedback are all aimed at raising a 
learner’s consciousness on L2 forms, features and rules. This, according to 
Schmidt’s Noticing theory, is essential in language learning (1990, p. 131). He 
summarises that consciousness theories are mostly associated with working 
memory, attention, control processing (especially in processing novel 
information or behaviours), and information exchange (Schmidt, 1990, p. 138). 
 Awareness, intention and knowledge are three main areas of 
consciousness (Schmidt, 1990, pp. 131-135). Consciousness/ noticing can be 
achieved by using strategies such as repetition, explicit and implicit feedback 
and instruction that is focused on form. Schmidt argues “subliminal language 
learning is not possible, language learning can only be effective when input is 
consciously understood (noticed) and becomes intake” (p. 129). It is commonly 
acknowledged and accepted that “instruction has a priming effect and facilitates 
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language acquisition, because it increases the likelihood of noticing features in 
input” (Schmidt, 1990, p. 143). He further states that noticing alone is not 
sufficient; learners also need output to turn noticing (linguistic features such as 
morph syntactic knowledge) into syntactic forms in (Schmidt, 1990; Swain, 
1985, 1998). Schmidt concluded that consciousness in language learning may be 
“essential for adult acquisition of abundant grammatical features, the 
relationship between attention and awareness can be used to explain individual 
learner differences” (p. 149). And lastly, “instructions make certain linguistic 
features more salient and thus facilitate learning” (p. 150). 
 The above reviewed literature is relevant to the current study because 
noticing, modelling and recast methods were adopted in the training and 
assessment of the current study. 
 
3.5. Chapter Summary 
 This chapter reviewed some of the literature around development 
sequence, acquisition of TA, fossilisation/ stabilisation, input and output and 
instructions on form and feedback. The next chapter will present the theoretical 
framework for this study- Processability Theory (Di Biase & Kawaguchi, 2002; 
Pienemann, 1998, 2007; Pienemann et al., 2005) and Aspect Hypothesis 
(Andersen & Shirai, 1994). 
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Chapter 4 
Theoretical Framework 
 
4.1. Aspect Hypothesis 
Aspect Hypothesis (AH) posited by Andersen and Shirai (Andersen & 
Shirai, 1994; Shirai, 2002a; Shirai & Andersen, 1995) is based on Vendler’s verb 
categories where the verbs were classified into Statives, Activities, 
Accomplishments and Achievements (1967, pp. 23-25). According to AH, the 
verb categories are determined by their inherent verb aspects, such as “dynamic, 
punctuality and telicity” (Andersen & Shirai, 1994, pp. 133-134; Shirai & 
Andersen, 1995, p. 744). Table 4.1 below shows the semantic features of the 
verb categories.  
Table 4. 1. Semantic features of the verb categories3 
 
  Statives Activities Accomplishments Achievements 
Punctual - - - + 
Telic - - + + 
Dynamic - + + + 
 
In Table 4.1, Statives are verbs that describe senses, mood or feelings 
(e.g., feel, see) Activities are dynamic, habitual verbs and do not necessarily have 
an endpoint (e.g., run, drive), as compared with Accomplishments and 
Achievement verbs (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 215). Accomplishments are verbs 
                                                        
3Adapted from Andersen and Shirai (1994, p. 134) 
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that have duration and usually occur with an inherent endpoint (e.g., walked one 
kilometre). Achievement verbs, however, indicate a change of condition, and are 
punctual (e.g., graduate) (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 215). According to AH, 
Statives are least inflected, therefore L1 and L2 learners acquire this category 
early. According to Andersen and Shirai (1994) Activities, commonly used in 
progressive and imperfective inflections (Andersen & Shirai, 1994, pp. 135-136; 
Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 225), are acquired first followed by Statives. 
Accomplishments and Achievements that involve past and perfective inflections 
are acquired last, the classification of verbs are according to the semantics, that 
is, the inherent lexical categories (Andersen & Shirai, 1994).  
 To determine the inherent verb categories in participants’ speech data 
and to maintain consistency in the results, the current study adopted Shirai and 
Andersen’s Inherent Verb Aspect Diagnostic Test for English (Shirai & Andersen, 
1995, p. 749), which was adopted and developed by Andersen and Shirai based 
on Dowty (1979, pp. 325-348). Table 4.2 below is an excerpt from the test: 
Table 4. 2. Shirai and Andersen’s Inherent Verb Aspect Diagnostic Test for English (1995, p. 749) 
Step 1: State or non-state  
Does it have a habitual interpretation in simple present tense? 
If no -> State (e.g. I love you)  
If yes -* Non-state (e.g. I eat bread) -* Go to Step 2  
Step 2: Activity or non-activity  
Does 'X is V-ing' entail 'X has V-ed' without an iterative/habitual mean- ing? In other words, if you stop in the 
middle of V-ing, have you done the act of V? 
 If yes -* Activity (e.g. run) 
 If no -> Non-activity (e.g. run a mile) -> Go to Step 3  
Step 3: Accomplishment or achievement  
[If test (a) does not work, apply test (b), and possibly (c).] 
a) If 'X V-ed in Y time (e.g. 10 minutes)', then 'X was V-ing during that time.' 
 If yes -* Accomplishment (e.g. He painted a picture.)  
If no -* Achievement (e.g. He noticed a picture)  
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b) Is there ambiguity with almost?  
If yes -* Accomplishment (e.g. He almost painted a picture has two readings: he almost started to paint 
a picture/he almost finished painting a picture.) 
If no -^ Achievement (e.g. He almost noticed a picture has only one reading.) 
c) 'X will VP in Y time (e.g. 10 minutes)' = 'X will VP after Y time.'  
If no -* Accomplishment (e.g. He will paint a picture in an hour is different from He will paint a picture 
after an hour, because the former can mean that he will spend an hour painting a picture, but the latter 
does not.) 
If yes -* Achievement (e.g. He will start singing in two minutes can have only one reading, which is the 
same as in he will start singing after two minutes, with no other reading possible.) 
 
Main claims by AH for SLA, which are utilised in the current study are as 
follows: 
1. Learners first use (perfective) past marking on achievements and 
accomplishments, eventually extending use to activities and statives. 
2. In languages that have progressive aspect, progressive marking begins 
with activities and then extends to accomplishments and achievements. 
3. Progressive markings are not incorrectly over-extended to statives. 
The next section describes Processability Theory, the framework of this 
current study, and its emergence criterion.  
 
4.2. Processability Theory (PT) 
Turning to theoretical approaches on SLA, PT (Pienemann, 1998; 
Pienemann et al., 2005) is a theory widely used to identify learners’ syntactic 
and morphological development stages in various second languages (Artoni & 
Magnani, 2015 for Russian; Baten & Verbeke, 2015 for Hindi; Di Biase & Hinger, 
2015 for Spanish; Di Biase & Kawaguchi, 2002 for Italian and English; Glahn et 
al., 2001; Håkansson & Norrby, 2010 for Scandinavian languages; Hardini, 2017; 
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Jansen, 2008 for German; Kawaguchi, 2005 for Japanese; Mansouri, 2005 for 
Arabic; Medojevi, 2009 for Serbian; Mohamed Salleh, 2017 for Malay; 
Pienemann, 1998; Tang, 2016; Yamaguchi, 2010 for ESL; Zhang, 2005 for 
Chinese).   
 PT was developed from Levelt’s Speech Model (1989). The original PT 
was focused on feature unification within a constituent (e.g., one boy, two boys, 
he drives a car) by looking at learners’ lexical development in speech 
(Pienemann, 2007). The two main areas of PT are developmental and logical 
issues. Developmental issues are constrained by learners’ cognitive capabilities 
while logical issues are linguistic phenomena formalised using Lexical 
Functional Grammar (LFG) (Dalrymple, 2001). Feature unification is achieved 
by making changes to either argument or functional structure, or between 
functional and c-structure (Pienemann, 2007; Pienemann et al., 2005).  Di Biase 
and Kawaguchi extended the original PT to allow, “discourse functions and 
using Lexical Mapping Theory (LMT) to map argument structure onto function 
structure”. This allows for other non-linear linguistic phenomena to be mapped 
onto PT hierarchy (such as any structures other than SVO canonical order, Cleft, 
passive and tag questions) (Pienemann et al., 2005, p. 201). 
 LFG (Dalrymple, 2001), on the other hand, makes it possible to formally 
map the non-linear linguistic structures across typologically different languages 
by mapping (a)rgument structure onto (f)-structure and onto (c)-structure 
(Pienemann et al., 2005). 
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4.2.1. PT stages 
 The Processability Theory (PT) claims that language learning is 
incremental, learners’ development in proficiency is closely constrained by their 
cognitive ability, and degrees of exchange of information in sentence production 
predict the learner’s developmental stages (Pienemann, 1998) (see Table 4.3 
below for PT’s Processability hierarchy).  
 
Table 4. 3. Processability Hierarchy (Bettoni & Di Biase, 2015) 
   
  Stages Example in English 
1 Lemma (No procedure) simple word and formulaic expressions 
2 Category procedure adding a past tense morpheme to verb 
3 Noun phrase procedure matching plurality in noun phrases, e.g., "two apples" 
4 Verb phrase procedure 
moving an adverb out of the verb phrase to the front of 
sentence "I went yesterday / yesterday I went" 
5 Sentence procedure subject-verb agreement 
6 Subordinate clause procedure 
The use of subjunctive in subordinate clauses triggered 
by information in a main clause. 
 
In terms of PT stages in morphology, the above table shows that the L2 
learner goes through the following four stages: At Stage 1 (single words/ fixed 
expressions) and Stage 2 (Category stage), grammatical encoding does not 
involve exchanges of information between any elements in a sentence. At these 
stages, learners are able to add the -ed and –ing to the verb; At Stage 3 and 4 
(Phrasal stage), learners are able to match plurality in noun phrases and use 
Auxiliary verb with specific verb forms (e.g., has + past participle) and verb-
phrase agreement become possible and; at Stage 5 (Sentence stage) the learner 
is now able to produce inter-phrasal morphology such as –s on verb where 
information exchange is required across phrases (i.e. NP Subject and VP) which 
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marks SUBJ information of third person-singular; and finally, Stage 6 
(Subordinate Clause Procedure) where the learner is able to produce 
subordinate clauses using subjunctives that are triggered by information from 
the main clause (Pienemann, 1998). Stage 6 is beyond the scope of this study 
which mainly focuses on the development of TA which corresponds to Stage 2 to 
Stage 5 (see Figure 4.1 below for examples of various stages). 
 
Stage 1: Lemma  
 
Stage 2: Category  
 
Stage 3-4: NP/ VP  
 
Stage 5: S Procedure  
 
Figure 4.1. Tree structures of PT stages 
 
As encodings of TA spread over three stages in PT, adopting PT to 
analyse L2 learners’ performances on TA is therefore very useful to describe 
their L2 development. 
NP: agreement between Num 
and Noun 
VP: Aux + Verb -ing 
       Aux +V-ed (passive) 
       Have/Has +V-ed 
 
3SGL –s 
SBJ + V +OBJ agreement in 
person and number 
Word and formulaic 
expressions 
verb with –ing, -
ed (no 
agreement) 
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4.2.2. Emergence criterion 
 According to PT, language development follows a predictable set 
sequence. The boundaries of development stages are determined by different 
types of information exchange, such as phrasal (e.g., noun phrase number) and 
sentential (e.g., person agreement and third person singular (3SGL) –s on verbs) 
(Di Biase & Kawaguchi, 2002, pp. 286-287; Pienemann, 1998, pp. 144-146; 2007, 
p. 146). The emergence criterion is a measure of learners’ development stages, 
that is, for a learner to claim to have acquired a certain stage, the learner must 
be able to produce lexical variation and form variation. For example, if the 
learner produced studied and worked (lexical variation) as well as studied and 
studying (form variation), this learner is deemed to have acquired –ed  
(Pienemann, 2007, p. 147). 
 
4.2.3. Teachability 
A theoretical consequence of PT is through the Teachability Hypothesis 
(TH), that all L2 language learners follow a fixed developmental order, in both 
morphological and syntactical structures (Pienemann, 1998). This indicates that 
learners cannot skip stages and that they can only acquire a higher structure 
once they have acquired all lower stage structures (Pienemann, 1998), as the 
hierarchy defined by PT is implicational. Thus, Teachability Hypothesis 
stipulates that learners’ development in L2 is constrained by the current ability 
of language processing. In other words, L2 training is most beneficial when the 
instructions follow PT stages, because training focused on form that is beyond a 
learner’s processing ability cannot make the learner skip stages (Pienemann, 
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2007). The study by Di Biase (2008) reviewed below exemplifies the effect of 
training and feedback that is moderated by learners’ developmental stages.  
 Di Biase (2008) conducted a study on the acquisition of Italian noun 
plural by Italian primary school children. The study used PT (Pienemann, 1998) 
as a framework and investigated the effect of FonF instructions (that is, training 
focused on the form and grammar of English L2). The research adopted a 
Treatment, Delayed-Post-test design and used an experimental group and a 
control group (Di Biase, 2008). The experimental group was given instructions 
on the rules in the first ten minutes of class; they also received feedback from 
the teacher, while the control group received conventional, meaning-based 
training only. Delayed-Post-test was conducted eight weeks after the treatment 
completed.  
 Results from Di Biase’s study show a facilitating effect of instruction on 
Form, where the experimental group out-performed the control group. For the 
training to be effective, “it must be developmentally moderated,” according to 
students’ development stages (Di Biase, 2008, p. 216). Moreover, FonF 
instructions that are developmentally moderated together with feedback can 
accelerate the rate of acquisition and facilitate the children’s grammar 
development (Di Biase, 2008, p. 216). 
 The only known study on the acquisition of tense and aspect (TA) using 
PT and AH as a theoretical framework (for Japanese L2) is the study by Mine 
(2015) based on existing Japanese L2 learner corpus data. Mine’s (2015) result 
supports the acquisition order of Japanese TA morphemes hypothesised by Di 
Biase and Kawaguchi that “-ru (invariant form) > -ta (category procedure) > -tei 
ru and –tei ta (phrasal procedure)” (Di Biase & Kawaguchi, 2002). In addition, 
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inherent verb categories (Andersen & Shirai, 1994) also played a strong role in 
the acquisition order of TA in Japanese L2 (Mine, 2015). Another interesting 
finding is that Chinese learners in her study showed more omissions in past 
tense morpheme –ta than English and Korean learners, because the lack of tense 
system in their Chinese L1.  
The study holds considerable relevance to the current study due to the 
use of the same theoretical frameworks and on the acquisition of TA.  
In addition, most previous studies conducted within PT focused on young 
children (Di Biase, 2008; Di Biase, Kawaguchi, & Yamaguchi, 2015; Itani-Adams, 
Iwasaki, & Kawaguchi, 2017; Medojevi, 2009; Pienemann, 1984; Yamaguchi, 
2010), adolescents and young adults (Artoni & Magnani, 2015; Di Biase & 
Hinger, 2015; Di Biase & Kawaguchi, 2002; Glahn et al., 2001; Håkansson & 
Norrby, 2010; Jansen, 2008; Kawaguchi, 2005; Ma, 2017; Mansouri, 2005; Zhang, 
2005). There are no studies on English L2 acquisition of TA using PT or AH as 
framework for older migrants.  
 
4.3. Summary 
 From the above literature we can see that there is a research gap in 
acquisition of English TA by older adults using PT and AH as a theoretical 
framework.  Another gap in research is whether older learners can continue 
learning English L2 using PT moderated training that is based on noticing, 
modelling and feedback. The current study intends to address these gaps and 
answer the following research questions: 
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(1) Which developmental stages in PT did the adult migrants achieve before 
the experiment? 
(2) Can adult migrants develop their English TA through training following PT 
stages? 
(3) Is aspect acquired before tense? Are there any differences among learners? 
(4) Can older learners further develop their L2 proficiency following training? 
 
This section provided a brief review of the theoretical framework of the 
current study and identified the gap in research, as well as presented the 
research questions. The next chapter will discuss the research design in detail. 
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Chapter 5 
Research Questions and Research Design 
 
In the previous chapter we discussed the theoretical framework used in 
this study, Aspect Hypothesis (AH, Andersen & Shirai, 1994), Processability 
Theory (PT, Pienemann, 1998), as well as the research gap. This chapter 
discusses the research questions and research design. It is divided into three 
sections: Section 5.1 Research questions and hypothesis; Section 5.2 the 
Research design, covering participants; data collection and tasks used; audio 
recording sessions; method of data analysis and acquisition criterion.  Section 
5.3 provides a summary of the chapter. 
 
5.1. Research Questions and Hypotheses 
In order to bridge the research gap identified through the literature 
review and review of the framework in the previous chapters, the study intends 
to address the following research questions: 
1. Which developmental stages in PT did the adult migrants achieve before 
the experiment? 
2. Can adult migrants develop their English TA through instructions on 
Form, as well as follow the development stages predicted by PT?  
3. Is aspect acquired before tense? Are there any differences among 
learners? 
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4. Can older learners further develop their L2 proficiency following training? 
 
The researcher hypothesised that: 
(1) Despite research question one being exploratory in nature; the 
researcher predicts that none of the learners has attained the highest PT 
stage in English L2. 
(2) All participants follow the same development sequence predicted by PT 
regardless of their base line. However, the final attainment of each 
participant may differ4.  
(3) Based on Shirai and Andersen’s Aspect Hypothesis, it is predicted that 
learners acquire aspect before tense5. 
(4) Older participants can learn and further develop their L2 through 
training following PT framework, although the level of improvement may 
differ among the participants6.  
 
In order to answer the above research questions and to test my 
hypothesis, a quasi-experimental study involving pre-test, training and post-test  
was conducted. The experiment aims to investigate the development of English 
L2 tense and aspect by older Chinese L1 migrants in Australia.  
 
5.2. Research Design 
This section covers participants, data collection and tasks used, audio 
recording sessions, method of data analysis and acquisition criterion. 
                                                        
4This hypothesis is based on PT. 
5 This hypothesis is based on Aspect Hypothesis (Shirai & Andersen, 1995). 
6This hypothesis is based on Input Hypothesis (Krashen, 1989), Interaction Hypothesis (Long, 1996) and Output 
Hypothesis (Swain, 1985) 
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5.2.1. Data Collection 
 There are two types of data collected for the study; spoken data and 
written data. Spoken data was collected through Pre-test interview, Post-test 
picture task, and written data was collected via Nation’s Bilingual Vocabulary 
Size Test (NBVST) at Pre-test and written task at Post-test. 
 
5.2.2. Participants  
 This study involves seven older Chinese L1 migrants in Australia. All 
participants are female so that the gender variable is eliminated, and their age 
range is between 60 and 69. These participants were recruited via a notice 
posted at a local community hall where their singing club meets every fortnight. 
Most of the participants have been living in Australia for more than ten years. 
For Ethics consideration, I have coded participants with the first initials of their 
surnames (see Table 5.1 for participant code-names). 
 
Table 5. 1. Participant code-names7 
 
Participant 
1 
Participant 
2 
Participant 
3 
Participant 
4 
Participant 
5 
Participant 
6 
Participant 
7 
J S H P W B T 
 
A common characteristic worth mentioning about these participants is 
that they are from the generation that experienced the Cultural Revolution in 
China. This was a period of political and social upheaval in China between 1966 
and 1976 when teachers and intellectuals were persecuted. Instead of studying 
                                                        
7 Participant number 1 to 7 is purely for the purpose of sequencing them apart. They do not represent participants’ 
proficiency level. 
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and teaching at schools, many students and teachers were sent to perform hard 
labour (AKA to be “re-educated” by the peasants) in remote rural areas where 
they stayed for a decade until the end of Cultural Revolution in 1976. Like many 
older migrants in this generation, all of participants in my study shared similar 
life experiences during Cultural Revolution.  
Most of the participants advised the researcher that they learned 
minimal English in middle school8 some 50 years ago. Despite most of them 
completing the Adult Migrant English Program (AMEP) following their arrival in 
Australia, due to their unfamiliarity with the Western way of learning and 
acculturation difficulties, they have maintained little of what was learned.  
The following describes individual participants’ situations and language 
backgrounds. 
Participant one, code-named J is a 65-year-old lady from Guangzhou, 
China. She came to Australia in 2008 at the age of 55 and has lived in Sydney for 
10 years.  
 J advised the researcher that she only learned one year of English in her 
first year of middle school and never had an opportunity to use the language. 
Her home languages are Cantonese and Mandarin. After arriving in Australia, 
she completed 510 hours AMEP and a six-month TAFE English course for job-
seeking purposes.   
 She lives alone and does not have the opportunity to speak English at 
home; however, she visits her son’s home once a week to play with her 
granddaughter.  Her son wants her to teach her granddaughter Chinese.  
                                                        
8 The school system in China is different from Australia. There are six years in Primary school, then three years of Middle 
school followed by three years of High school. First year at middle school is the equivalent of Year 6 in Australia. 
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 J also said that she has difficulties communicating and accessing services 
due to her poor English. As a result, she avoids going to Australian doctors and 
specialists because she cannot express herself and does not want to hassle her 
son every time she wants to see a doctor.   
She wants to learn English, so she can be independent when she gets old. 
She also wants to live in Australia and learn English, so she can travel to other 
places in Australia. 
 Participant two, code-named S, is a 60-year-old lady from Shanghai, 
China. She has been travelling back and forth to China, Australia and Japan every 
year over the past 25 years. However, she only lived semi-permanently in 
Australia since 2005 at the age of 48 and has lived in Sydney for 12 years.  
 S told the researcher that she only learned one-year elementary level 
English in middle school during the Cultural Revolution, and never had an 
opportunity to use the language. She is multilingual, speaking Mandarin, 
Shanghai dialect and Japanese. She said that she completed her MBA in Japan, 
worked and lived there for 30 years before coming to Australia. She learned 
Japanese after she went to Japan in the late 1980s, and she is very fluent in 
Japanese. According to S, she could manage to read a journal article in English, 
however, she cannot speak English and has forgotten all that she had learned 
before. S says she is now retired and did not complete any formal English 
training program in Australia.  
 She lives with her son and daughter-in-law in Sydney. Her home 
languages are both Shanghai dialect and Japanese. S says that her son wants her 
to study English, as well as teach her grandson Chinese, and she is eager to learn 
English. 
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 Participant three, code-named H, is a 61-year-old lady from Guangzhou, 
China. She came to Australia in 1991 when she was 35 and has lived in Sydney 
for 26 years.   
H told this researcher that she only completed two terms of English 
when she was in middle school in China and did 180 hours of AMEP after 
arriving in Australia. Her highest education was middle school in China.  
After coming to Australia, she tried various types of jobs, including 
working in a clothing factory, running a Chinese restaurant and a chicken shop. 
She had limited use of English in her work, because most of the workers were 
also migrants with similar situations and language proficiency.   
She lives with her daughter who has just completed high school in 
Australia. H speaks Cantonese and Mandarin and does not use English at home. 
She is now retired and enjoys singing, travelling and doing Tai Chi in the park.  
 H said that she wants to learn English, but she is too lazy. She also goes to 
a singing club where she can learn to sing English songs. She wants to learn 
English, so that she could sing more English songs. 
 Participant four, code-named P, is a 65-year-old lady from Guangzhou, 
China. She came to Australia in 2005 when she was 52 and has lived in Sydney 
for 13 years.   
 P told the researcher that she only completed elementary level English 
when she was in middle school in China. She completed the 510 hours of AMEP, 
as well as a two-year part-time TAFE English course after arriving in Australia. 
Her highest education was technical college in China (equivalent to TAFE in 
Australia) and worked as an accounts clerk in a factory in China.  
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 After coming to Australia, she did various types of jobs such as sewing in 
a clothing factory, working in a Chinese massage shop and selling food at yum-
cha in a Chinese restaurant. She used little English in her work and the 
vocabulary was limited to her work.  
 She revealed that she found it very difficult to follow AMEP, as when she 
first arrived in Australia, she had no idea about the social system and life here. 
Now that she has lived here for a long time, she has an improved understanding 
of how things work in Australia and can better comprehend her English learning.  
P lives with her son’s family in Sydney. Her lifestyle is restricted to her 
local area where her family and relatives also reside.  P speaks Cantonese and 
Mandarin, and no English is spoken at home. She is now retired. P said that she 
really wants to learn English. She also goes to a singing club where she can learn 
to sing English songs. 
 Participant five, code-named W, is a 65-year-old lady from Guangzhou, 
China. She came to Australia in 1992 when she was 39 and has lived in Sydney 
for 26 years.   
 W advised this researcher that she only completed elementary level 
English when she was in middle school in China. Her highest education was 
vocational school in China (equivalent to TAFE in Australia). After coming to 
Australia, she performed various types of jobs such as operating a sewing 
machine in a clothing factory and packing at a sugar factory. She used limited 
English in her work at the factory. She also worked as a cleaner and she used to 
own a Chinese mart. Despite the fact that her English improved through daily 
dealing with suppliers and customers when operating the Chinese mart, due to 
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traumatic personal circumstances, she became ill and lost her English memory 
for some time.  
 She lives with one of her daughters in Sydney and takes her 
grandchildren to and from school. She tried to go to TAFE to learn English but 
could not pass the entrance assessment. W only speaks Cantonese at home; she 
is now retired. She also goes to a singing and dancing club where she can learn 
to sing English songs and socialise.  She is very keen to learn English. 
Participant six, code-named B, is a 67-year-old lady from Shanghai, China. 
She came to Australia in 2001 but only lived permanently in Sydney since the 
age of 60.   
 Participant B advised the researcher that she only completed elementary 
level English when she was in middle school in China during the Cultural 
Revolution. She was sent to remote rural villages in Northeast China to perform 
hard labour for 12 years. After she came back to Shanghai, she studied medicine 
part-time at evening college for four years while working full-time in a factory. 
She graduated from a medical college and worked as a doctor at the factory 
clinic.  
 She said that even that small amount of English she learned at school is 
now forgotten, as she never used it. B advised this researcher that she could not 
even produce a complete sentence in English.  
She is retired and lives with her husband in Sydney. B speaks Shanghai 
dialect and Mandarin. She does not use English at home. She also goes to a 
singing and dancing club where she can learn to sing English songs and socialise. 
B can sing beautifully, like a soprano singer. She loves to sing English songs and 
devotes most of her time to singing. She is very keen to learn English. 
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Participant seven, code-named T, is a 65-year-old lady from Beijing, 
China. She came to Australia in 1992 when she was 39 and has lived in Sydney 
for 26 years.  T told the researcher that she never learned English when she was 
in China during the Cultural Revolution. She served in the Army and later 
worked in a hospital as a registered nurse for thirty years in China.  
 After she migrated to Australia, she performed many types of hard 
labour roles, such as working as a sewer in a factory and a process-worker in a 
tile factory. Because of her low English proficiency, she could not work as a 
registered nurse in Australia, even though she was more than qualified for the 
job. She went to study part time in TAFE and eventually worked in a nursing 
home as a nurse assistant and lastly, as a dental assistant until her retirement.   
She said she completed the 510 hours of AMEP after she came to 
Australia. However, due to her poor English, she could neither follow nor 
understand the lessons. T told the researcher that she could only speak some 
simple words to make herself understood.  
Participant T is retired and lives with her daughter in Sydney. She speaks 
Shanghai dialect and Mandarin; and no English is spoken at home. Sometimes 
she goes to a singing club where she learns to sing English songs or play cards 
with her Chinese friends. She is very keen to learn English. 
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Table 5. 2. Summary of participant bio data9 
 
 
Table 5.2 above is a summary of participants’ bio data, education level in 
China, self-proclaimed English level and language environment. 
 
5.2.3. The tasks 
 Both oral and written tasks were used to elicit utterances from the 
participants. The study adopted a research design that incorporates Pre-test, 
Training and Post-test.  
 Pre-test interviews between the participant and the researcher were 
conducted on Friday, 19 January 2018 at Western Sydney University, in a quiet 
Group Study Room.  Pre-test tasks consisted of a semi-structured interview and 
Nation’s Bilingual Vocabulary Size Test (NBVST) (Nation & Beglar, 2007) in 
English and Chinese.  
                                                        
9Meaning of code:  
AOA=Age of arrival, EDU=Education Level, En level=Self-rated English level, En at Hm=speak English at home, 
Health=health issues that may affect learning? W/R=Working or Retired? YOA=Year of arrival, YOR=Years of residence 
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 The researcher conducted the interviews with participants on an 
individual basis using free speech. The questions used were about their 
educational backgrounds in China, their lives in Australia, family and hobbies. 
To answer these questions, participants required knowledge of tense and aspect, 
third person singular, plural forms for nouns, as well as narrative skills. The 
interviews lasted approximately 10-15 minutes each, after which participants 
completed the NBVST. The aim was to identify participants’ baseline English 
proficiency through elicited speech samples, their use of English tense and 
aspect in particular. 
 
5.2.4. Training and teaching plan 
 The study included a four-week (one hour each week) form-focused 
grammar instruction on English tense and aspects. The researcher designed the 
lesson plans (see Table 5.3 below for detailed lesson plans) and delivered the 
teaching sessions at Campsie Public Library, using a reserved air-conditioned 
room, which has whiteboard, tables and chairs. The lessons were planned for  
four sessions, starting on Tuesday 23 January 2018, and each lasting for one 
hour.  The researcher decided to hold the class at 10am on Tuesdays to suit the 
schedules of the participants. 
 
Table 5. 3. Tense and aspect training lesson plans (one hour each session) 
 
Lesson 1 Present and Future tense 
a.      Use timeline to introduce the concept of tense 
b.      Explain the difference between English and Chinese in time expression 
c.      Introduce the form and when to use the form 
d.      Model the forms in declarative, interrogative and negation structures 
e.      Model the forms of person agreement and 3rd person singular 
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f.       Activities in class (pair work) 
g.      Homework 1  
i.       Identify mistakes in sentences and rewrite to correct sentences 
         ii. make sentences using Present and Future tense 
 
Lesson 2 Past tense and Progressive aspect 
a.      Revision of lesson 1 
         i.     activity-routine/ recount of what the other said using 3rd singular 
         ii.    reiterate the forms taught in lesson 1 
b.      Feedback on common mistakes for homework1 
c.      Learn time expression for past and progressive aspect 
d.      Teach rules of verb morphology for 3rd person singular and past (regular/irregular) 
e.      Instruction on form and context of use 
f.       Class activity 
g.      Homework 2 
i.       Identify mistakes in sentences and rewrite to correct sentences 
         ii.  make sentences using Past/Progressive 
         iii. Provided English list of frequently used regular and irregular verb and their forms, 
 participants to check meaning in dictionary 
 
Lesson 3 Past and Present Perfective 
a.      Revision of lesson 2 
         i.  activity-participants tell the story about what they did last week/this morning  
            using Past and Progressive 
         ii. reiterate the forms taught in lesson 1 and 2 
b.      Feedback on common mistakes for homework2 
c.      Learn time expression for Perfective aspect (Past/Present) 
d.      Instruction on form and context of use using timeline to illustrate the concept 
e.      Class activity 
f.       Homework 3  
i.       Identify mistakes in sentences and rewrite into correct sentence 
         ii.  change tense and aspect in given sentences to specified forms 
         iii. make sentences using Perfective 
 
Lesson 4 Revision 
a.      Revision of lesson 3 
         i.   reiterate the forms taught in lesson 1 -3 
b.      Feedback on common mistakes for homework 3 
c.      Exercise using tense and aspect 
        (Bears Picnic, vocabulary provided in bilingual form) 
        Participants work in pairs and retell the story 
d.     Learn English song (Changing Partners-Patti Page), 
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         i.   play song from YouTube, 
         ii.  provided vocabulary 
        iii.  activity for participants to identify the tense and aspect used in the song 
        iv.  understanding the song 
         v.  sing the song together 
 
Considering all participants self-rated themselves as being at beginner’s 
level, the lessons were conducted in both English and Mandarin. The purpose of 
using their L1 and English was to make participants feel at ease and comfortable. 
Each lesson followed a set routine, that is, outline of the lesson, revision of 
previous learning points, vocabulary necessary for the new lesson (I had 
purposefully included time expressions that matched the tense and aspect for 
the session), 5-10 minute-feedback on common errors from homework, 
instructions on form, class activities and exercises and homework.   
For example, for Present Tense, I taught participants often, always, days 
of the week, everyday; for past tense, I taught them last week, yesterday, and the 
day before.  This was followed by instructions and examples of the tense and 
aspect.  
 The instructions on tense and aspect covered the forms of sentence 
structures (Declarative, Interrogative and Negation), and the context where 
these tense and aspect were used.  
 The lessons followed the instruction order of Present and Future tense> 
Past Tense and Present Progressive> Past and Present Perfective Aspect> 
Revision. This coincided with PT stages: Stage 1 (Word)> Stage 2 (Category)> 
Stage 3 (Noun Phrase/Verb Phrase)> Stage 4 (Sentence)> Stage 5 (Subordinate 
Clause) (Pienemann, 1998, p. 7). 
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 The researcher used pair-work and drills in class activities to encourage 
participants to interact with each other and use what was taught. Paired work is 
non-confrontational, considering the participants’ Chinese cultural background 
and the concept of ‘Face’, which is “permeated through every aspect of social 
communications” (Gao, Ting-Toomey, & Gudykunst, 1996, p. 289). It is more 
relaxed and comfortable for them to practise in pairs than to speak out in class 
individually, because they may feel embarrassed when making a mistake in 
public and lose Face (Gao et al., 1996, p. 289; Hwang, Ang, & Francesco, 2002, p. 
74). The researcher also used recast technique when giving individual 
participant feedback in class, and a combination of recast and negative feedback 
on common errors as a group.  
Homework was assigned to participants to complete before the next 
lesson. The homework questions were designed to reinforce the newly learned 
knowledge (see Appendix F for the homework). For example, changing the tense 
of a given sentence to a particular tense; to identify mistakes in given sentences 
where obligatory context was set for a certain tense. The homework was 
designed to make participants aware of the forms and the context where they 
could use them. According to Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis, noticing or “paying 
attention” to the form and the difference between the form they produce and 
the target language can “facilitate learning in L2” (Schmidt, 1990). Homework 
was marked, and feedback was provided in class for common errors, however, 
homework performance was not included in the results, as it was completed 
outside the controlled environment. 
 During the last lesson, participants completed the picture task of Bears’ 
Picnic by practising storytelling (Di Biase, 2003) (see Appendix B -1). Bilingual 
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vocabulary was given to the participants in class to assist them completing the 
task. The task was first completed by dividing participants into three groups; 
the researcher shuffled all the pictures and asked participants to first sort out 
the sequence of events in groups by asking each other questions, then each 
group practised telling the selected story. Finally, one participant from each 
group recounted the story in front of the class. The purpose of this exercise was 
to prepare participants for the style and format of the following Post-test task. 
 
5.3. Data Elicitation Procedure 
Spoken data was collected through Pre-test interview and Post-test 
picture task of “Frog, Where are you?” (Meyer, 1969) (see Appendix B-2). The 
interview was structured to elicit language samples from the participants, with 
obligatory context for them to use past tense, present tense and future tense. 
The interview took approximately 15 minutes each, completed on an individual 
basis and there were no interruptions. The interviews were recorded using a 
smart phone. The participants then had 30 minutes to complete the vocabulary 
task. 
 Mandarin-English version of the Nation’s Bilingual Vocabulary Size Test 
(NBVST) (Nation & Beglar, 2007, pp. 9-13) which was developed using British 
National Corpus (Zhao & Ji, 2016, p. 2) was used for Pre-test task (see Appendix 
D). Studies have confirmed the validity of the bilingual version of the 
Vocabulary Size Test and it is comparable to the original monolingual English 
version, as well as distinguishing learners of different proficiency levels (Elgort, 
2013; Nation & Beglar, 2007; Nguyen & Nation, 2011; Zhao & Ji, 2016).  
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The test contains 14 sections with ascending difficulty levels and words 
chosen were according to their frequency, with level one being the easiest and 
level fourteen the most difficult. There are ten multiple choice questions in each 
section; each correct answer scores one point and total possible score is 140. 
Each score represents 100 word families (Zhao & Ji, 2016, p. 2).  
Participants’ scores were tallied by counting the number of correct 
answers out of the fourteen levels. According to Zhao et al., this is a reliable task 
to measure participants’ vocabulary size and accurate reflection of their lexicon 
(2016, p. 2).  
Post-test task was completed individually at Campsie Library one week 
after the completion of training sessions. Post-test task consisted of two parts, 
part one was to give a recount of story “Frog, Where are you?” (Meyer, 1969), 
and part two was a written task where participants identify errors in given 
sentences and write the correct ones. Participants also were asked to create 
sentences using first person and third person and English tenses (Present, Past 
and Future) (see Table 5.4 for Post-test written task questions).  
 Due to time restrictions, each participant was given a section of the story 
(four pictures each) and vocabulary needed for completing the task.  An 
exception in Post-test was that participant S had to visit Japan for a personal 
emergency, and she completed the final task with the researcher via Skype a 
week later. 
 
5.4. Audio Recording of Sessions 
Recording of spoken data was in the format of MP3, then converted to 
WAV format using the software FormatFactory (Softonic, 2018). Audio 
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recordings were carried out at two points; one at Pre-test just before the 
training lessons commenced and the other at Post-test, one week after the 
trainings were completed. For Post-test, all participants completed the task at 
Campsie Community Library, except for participant S who completed the task 
over Skype (while she was in Japan). The researcher used Skype Messaging and 
Audacity® software (Mazzoni, 2018) simultaneously to record her speech from 
Skype.  
5.5. Method of Data Analysis 
The researcher transcribed the data using Praat Software (Boersma & 
Weenink, 2018) and transcription convention (Di Biase, 2000, pp. 25-26). All 
Code-Switching utterances in Chinese were transcribed in Pinyin (Romanised 
alphabets) accompanied by Chinese characters and English explanations. 
Completed transcriptions were then input to KWIC Concordance software 
(Tsukamoto, 2006). KWIC is software for corpus analysis and can generate 
wordlists for the Type (new word) and Token (number of occurrences), as well 
as concordance search, which is useful in analysing participants’ speech in 
context. The data generated from KWIC was then entered into Excel to be sorted 
and manipulated for qualitative and statistical analysis.  
The Pinyin tokens were then manually taken out in Excel after which 
both English and Pinyin tokens were counted. To avoid miscalculation of 
counting Pinyin as English words, Chinese tone markers were used on Pinyin 
coding. For example, Pinyin “a” (interjections meaning “ah”) could be taken as 
English “a” (article) during wordlist search. Therefore, they are coded as “a1”,  
any coding with numbers are Pinyins.  
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 The researcher is a Chinese-English bilingual who was born in China and 
migrated to Australia 30 years ago, she is also a Certified Translator (bi-
directional Chinese<>English) by Australian National Authority of Translator 
and Interpreter (NAATI). She is a native speaker of Mandarin Chinese and her 
English is native-like. Her credentials ensured the validity and reliability of 
participants’ speech data collected in both English and Chinese. Due to 
participants’ limited competence in English, code-switching between English 
and Chinese occurred a number of times in their speech production. 
The percentage of each language, English and Chinese in their speech 
production was calculated by using the following formula (Figure 5.1):  
Code-Switching percentage=                                       Total Pinyin tokens 
                                                __________________________________________________ 
                                                                (Total English + Total Pinyin tokens) x100 
 
 
English percentage=                                             Total English tokens 
                                            _________________________________________________________ 
                                                              (Total English + Total Pinyin tokens) x100. 
 
Figure 5. 1 Code-Switching percentage calculation formula 
  
5.6. Acquisition Criterion 
 PT’s stages for English as a second language were used to analyse 
participants’ PT stages. PT uses emergence criterion to determine if the L2 
output produced by a learner is simply formulaic (or chunk) expression or if the 
learner can produce the same grammatical structure but in a different context 
with a different verb (Meisel, Clahsen, & Pienemann, 1981, p. 111). According to 
Pienemann, “emergence can be understood as the point in time at which certain 
skills have, in principle, been attained or at which certain operations can, in 
principle, be carried out” (Pienemann, 1998, p. 138).  
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For the morph- syntax analysis, there needs to be more than one lexical 
and morphology variation to count as evidence for meeting the emergence 
criterion (Pienemann, 1998, p. 133).  
 In addition to PT stages, accuracy of specific morphological structures is 
examined. Accuracy rate is calculated by the number of correct (or positive 
evidence), incorrect and oversupply of a form in both obligatory and non-
obligatory context (Pica, 1983, pp. 70-71). A point to note here is that, “accuracy 
is not a measure of linguistic development” (Di Biase, 2008, p. 215; Pienemann, 
1998, pp. 11,144), rather, it reflects the development in participants’ proficiency 
and individual differences (Meisel et al., 1981, p. 115).  
 
5.7. Coding for verb categories 
It is worth pointing out that inaccurate classification or incorrect coding 
of the verb categories could lead to misinterpretation of the data. This is 
because “some tokens with same forms can have different inherent verb 
categories” (Shirai & Andersen, 1995, p. 750). For example, “the contrast 
between walk vs. walk to the store”, verb category for walk according to 
Vendler’s verb classification is Activity, while the inherent verb category for 
‘walk to the store’ implies a period of time it took to get to the store, therefore 
the verb category here is Accomplishment (Shirai & Andersen, 1995, p. 751). 
For example,  
(14) 
a B T1 310  Tommy and his dog are fall down from the cliff into a pond 
 
                                                        
10 The alphabet at front is the index of the example, followed by participant code-name, T0=Pre-test/T1=Post-test, and 
the turn number 
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The highlighted phrase implies that the action of fall takes some time to 
be completed (from the cliff) and there is an end point-into a pond, while the 
semantic meaning of fall does not indicate an endpoint.  
 It would be incorrect to judge the word by its semantic meaning and 
classify it as an activity verb. The above example (14) suggests that coding 
needs to consider “both linguistic and extra linguistic meaning” in terms of 
where the verb occurs (Shirai & Andersen, 1995, p. 750). In other words, it is 
essential to code the verb categories not only for their semantic meaning, but 
also for meaning in context.  
 
 
5.7. Chapter Summary 
 This chapter detailed the research questions, hypothesis and provided a 
description of participants, as well as tasks used for Pre-test, training and Post-
test. This was followed by a focus on data collection, transcription methods and 
finally, data analysis using emergence criterion and accuracy rate. The results 
will be presented, analysed and discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6 
Results and Discussion 
 
The previous chapter detailed the project design, participants, tasks used, 
data collection and method of analysis. This chapter presents and compares the 
results from Pre-test and Post-test, in conjunction with Section 6.1– description 
of the data; Section 6.2– morphological development; Section 6.3– development 
of Tense and Aspect, followed by Section 6.4– relationship between PT and TA, 
and Section 6.5– Summary. 
 
6.1. Description of data 
In this study, the following factors are presented: subsection 6.1.1 
summarises participants’ vocabulary size; and subsection 6.1.2 presents the 
result and analysis of participants’ Code-Switching patterns at both Pre-test and 
Post-test. 
It was predicted that none of the learners had attained the highest PT 
stage in English L2 at Pre-test prior to training and these results constitute the 
participants’ baseline for the study. 
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6.1.1. Vocabulary size 
Results for participants’ vocabulary size are shown in Figure 6.1 below, 
 
Figure 6. 1. Pre-test Nation’s Bilingual Vocabulary Size Test (NBVST) 
 
As can be seen in Figure 6.1 above, participants’ vocabulary size ranged 
between 2.3K and 6.8K out of the total possible score of 14K. According to 
Nation (2012), a vocabulary size of 2K is efficient for general conversation. 
There is a substantial difference between vocabulary sizes among the 
participants. 
 
6.1.2. Data size and Code-Switching patterns 
First, audio data size for the study, including Pre-test and Post-test tasks 
is shown in Table 6.1 below,  
Table 6. 1 Total spoken data for each task for all participants (in minutes)11 
Pre-test Interview (Bio data)  101 
Post-test Frog-where are you?  66 
Total audio data   167 
 
                                                        
11After each participant interview, there were some conversations in Chinese where the researcher was giving 
instructions to the participant about how to do the NBVST. This is not included in the data table above. 
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The Pre-test interview was completed individually and each interview 
lasted approximately 10-17 minutes while the Post-test picture task for each 
participant lasted approximately 10 minutes each. Table 6.2 below is a 
summary of individual participant’s spoken data size: 
Table 6. 2 Individual participant spoken data size (in minutes)12 
  J S H P W B T 
Pre-test Interview (Bio data) 18(26) 17(20) 13(15) 13 (14) 13 (15) 17 (19) 10(11) 
Post-test 
Frog-where are you? 
9.5 9 8.3 10.4 9 9.36 10.3 
Total each Participant 28 26 22 23 22 26 20 
 
Table 6.2 above shows the total length of speech for each participant 
ranged from 20 minutes to 28 minutes. There is substantial difference among 
participants speech in Pre-test (ranged between 10 minutes and 18 minutes) 
comparing with that of Post-test (ranged between 8.3 minutes and 10.4 
minutes).  
Second, The analysis of language use resulted from Code-Switching at 
Pre-test is presented in Table 6.3 as well as presented graphically in Figure 6.2 
below: 
Table 6. 3. Code-switching at Pre-test    
Participant English  Chinese  
H 52% 48% 
J 53% 44% 
B 60% 40% 
T 67% 33% 
P 68% 32% 
S 79% 21% 
W 100% 0% 
                                                        
12The numbers in the brackets are the total recording time in minutes which also included instructions on coming to the 
class and how to complete the vocabulary test. These instructions were given in Mandarin and not included in the Pre-
test transcription. 
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As can be seen from Table 6.3, all participants achieved between 21-48% 
of Code-Switching in Chinese, except for participant W who did not have any 
Code-Switching in Pre-test. 
 
 
Figure 6. 2. Code-switching English vs. Chinese at Pre-test 
 
The Code-Switching results at Post-test (see Table 6.4, also illustrated in 
Figure 6.3 below) show a significant reduction in Chinese Code-Switching 
percentage in participants H, and B at 33% and 4% respectively, compared with 
their results in Pre-test. Participant S remained steady at 21%, and a slight 
reduction for participant J, at a rate of 38%.  
Table 6. 4. Code-switching at Post-test 
Participant English  Chinese  
H 77% 33% 
J 62% 38% 
B 96% 4% 
T 53% 47% 
P 60% 40% 
S 79% 21% 
W 79% 21% 
 
Participants whose Chinese Code-Switching percentage increased in 
Post-test were participant P, T and W with 40%, 47% and 21%, compared with 
32%, 33% and 0% respectively at Pre-test. 
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The reason for the high percentage of Code-Switching in Chinese at Pre-
test could be due to lack of confidence in using English, mental stress in 
speaking at interviews and not knowing how to express what they wanted to 
convey. The latter reason could be attributed to the lack of knowledge on forms 
and vocabulary size (see Figure 6.3. for illustration of Code-Switching between 
English and Chinese at Post-test). 
 
 
Figure 6. 3. Code-Switching English vs. Chinese at Post-test  
 
In terms of the increase of Code-Switching in Post-test for participant P, 
T and W, upon close examination of participants’ transcripts, it is evident that 
the increase could be due to vocabulary, as they did not know how to express 
themselves (see Table 6.5 below for examples of participant P’s Post-test 
transcript, Chinese Code-Switching at Post-test).  
Table 6. 5. Examples of participant P’s Code-Switching at Post-test 
Turn Speaker   Code-Switching                                                                         Translation of Code-Switching 
118 P um (CS) na0 wo3 zen3 mo0 shuo1 ne0 (CS)  the 
Tony climb on the (CS) pa2 shang4 (CS) 
那我怎么说呢 (so how should I say 
this?)  爬上 (climbed onto) 
120 P .. so the reindeer um uh (CS) zen3 me0 shuo1 tuo2 
zhe4 ta1? (CS) 
怎么说驮着他? (how do you say to 
carry him?) 
122 P yeah yeah carry 
 
124 P um … (CS) zuo2 tian1 zhao3 guo4 de0 (CS)  昨天找过的 (looked for it yesterday) 
126 P carry yeah the reindeer 
 
128 P reindeer carried the Tony the (CS) wang3 qian2 zou3 
wang3 qian2 gan3 (CS) 
往前走往前赶 (go forward go forward) 
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Therefore, from the above examples we can see that the use of Chinese 
words by participant P was not a sign of inability to use English, but it is her 
active contribution to search/find new vocabulary items and expressions in 
English. 
 
6.2. Participants’ morphological development  
The Pre-test interviews were analysed using PT’s emergence criterion to 
determine participants’ baseline English stages in PT. This includes 
distributional analyses and implicational scaling. Emergence criterion was 
applied in order to identify the participants’ PT morphological stages. See below 
Table 6.6 for the morphological productions of the speech of each participant at 
Pre-test.  
 The numbers 1-5 shown above the PT Stage labels are the numbers for 
the stages. The numbers showing inside the table represent the number of 
correctly supplied forms in obligatory context , and numbers with “-” in front 
are for any non-suppliance of the structure in obligatory context, and “>” are the 
forms participants oversupplied in non-obligatory context. For example, “-
1/4>1” can be interpreted as the participant having one non-suppliance of a 
structure in obligatory context, four correct suppliance and one oversupply in 
non-obligatory context.  
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As can be seen from Table 6.6 below, participant H’s PT stage at Pre-test 
was Stage 2 (Category stage), participant P achieved Stage 3 (NP stage), and 
participants W, T, J, S and B all achieved Stage 4 (VP stage). 
 
Table 6. 6. Morphology-syntactic observations at Pre-test13 
  PT Stages   H P  W T J S B 
5 
S-Procedure  
(Inter-phrasal) 
3SGL14 -s -1 -1 -2 
 
-2 -2 -2 
4 
Phrasal Procedure 
(VP)-with agreement 
Modal +V +1 
  
+2 +3 +3 +4 
 
 
Be +V -ing 
  
+2 +1 
   
 
 
Have +V -ed 
  
  
    
 
 
Be+V-ed 
 
+1   
  
+1 
 
3 
Phrasal Procedure  
(NP)-with agreement 
Possessive -s 
 
-2   
 
-1 +3 
 
 
 
plural-s  -1 +3  -1/+3>1  -2/+3>1 +3  -1/+3 +3 
2 Category Procedure -ing +2 +4 +3>3  +4>2 +4 +2 +3>1 
 (No agreement) Past -ed +2 +2 -3 +3 
 
+3  -3/+3 
 
 
plural –s   
 
+2 
 
>1 +1 +1 
1 Lemma word               
  
Some of the examples of forms produced at Stages 2-4 in Pre-test are 
shown below: 
Stage 2, Category Stage, involves -ing and –ed forms without agreement: 
(1515) 
a H T0 5516 *17with friend go away ehh happy  yeah travelling 
b H T0 84   *I exercise and after the singing yeah in the park 
c H T0 76  opened the business 
d S T0 44    *can listening 
e J T0 40    *no talking 
f J T0 110    *I travelling 
g W T0 106   *I at home reading hard 
h W T0 112   *You waiting you waiting 
                                                        
13Note: OC=Obligatory context;  
"-"=not supplied in OC, "+"= supplied in OC, and ">"=over-supplied in non-OC 
14 3SGL= third person singular 
15Bold number in the bracket is the number of examples in the study 
16 The capitalized alphabet is the code-name of participant, followed by T0 for Pre-test/T1 for Post-test. The number is  
the turn number 
17 Asterisk* represents ungrammatical forms 
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i B T0 153   *Now I learning 
j T T0 91  *I hospital working 
k T T0 5    *I coming Australia 
 
As can be seen from the above example (15), all participants were able to 
mark verbs using V+-ing/or –ed forms, however, they were unable to produce 
agreement between SBJ and Verb and produce grammatical sentences. From 
another perspective, these errors are not due to L1 transfer, because there is no 
inflection to verbs in Chinese and it is not target-like either, as it lacks AUX. 
Therefore these are not due to L1 transfer or cross-linguistic interference, 
rather, this is due to “developmental errors” (Dulay & Burt, 1973, p. 247). All 
participants achieved Stage 2 at Pre-test. As shown in example (14a-14k). 
 
Stage 3 involves phrasal procedure which requires the agreement 
between number and nouns plural -s in Noun Phrase, as well as possessive –s 
form, the following are some examples produced by participants: 
(16) 
a H T0 70   eighteen years 
b H T0 140  *two year () 
c W T0 22    ten years 
d W T0 38    two daughters 
e W T0 38   *two grandchildren; one girl and one boys 
f P T0 154  two times 
g P T0 158   five hundred hours 
h J T0 14   twenty-eight years 
i J T0 28   five hundred hours 
j S T0 22  twenty-one months 
k S T0 26  my son's wife 
l S T0 78  Chinese shops 
m B T0 6 sixty seven years old 
n B T0 64 little words 
o T T0 79 making tiles 
p T T0 91 thirty years 
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As can be seen from the above example (16a, H T0 70), participant H 
could only produce one correct plural form and one non-suppliance in 
obligatory context (see example 16b, H T0 140). This means that she has not 
met the emergence criterion of lexical and form variation; there were no 
possessive –s forms produced by her either in the NP stage, thus she has not 
acquired this stage. Although participant W had one oversupply of plural –s in 
non-obligatory context (16e W T0 38), she was able to produce two variations 
of the forms in different context correctly (see examples 16c W T0 22 and 16d 
W T0 38), therefore she was deemed to have acquired Stage 3. As can be seen 
from examples (16f- 16p), participants P, J, S, B and T were able to produce at 
least two variants of plural –s forms with agreement, thus all acquired Stage 3-
NP Stage.  
 
 Stage 4, Verb Phrase stage, involves Aux + V, and four subset of forms (Be 
+ V-ed passive, Have + V-ed, MOD +V and Be + V-ing). To gauge whether the 
stage has been acquired, participants need to be able to produce variations of 
forms for at least one of the subsets. The example (17) below are some of the 
forms produced by participants: 
(17) 
a H T0 116  *I don't want uh () drive a car 
b P T0 74  is moved 
c J T0 28   can learn English 
d J T0 78  can do anything 
e J T0 94  *can come my home 
f S T0 138  English is lost in my memory – passive 
g S T0 44    she can speak Mandarin 
h S T0 140  we must teach my grandson 
i W T0 22    I'm living in Burwood 
j W T0 90  I'm going to hospital 
k B T0 74     I can't complete sentence 
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l B T0 82    I can learn English 
m B T0 90    we must go to country 
n T T0 45     I can't understand 
o T T0 23     I don't know 
 
As exemplified in (17a H T0 116), Participant H was able to supply only 
one ill-formed MOD+ V form. Thus she was not qualified to be placed at Stage 4. 
Participant P was able to produce only one VP form, which is Be + V-ed (see 
example 17b, P T0 74). No other forms in VP Stage were evident; therefore, she 
did not meet the emergence criterion for Stage 4 either. All other participants 
were able to produce at least one of the subset forms with different verbs (see 
examples 17c-17o).  
 According to PT, participants do not have to produce all subset forms to 
be claimed to acquire a particular stage, as long as they can produce lexical and 
form variations in obligatory context. Therefore we can say that all participants 
except P and H acquired Stage 4 at Pre-test (Di Biase, 2008).  
No participant was able to produce more than one of 3SGL –s in Stage 5 
(S procedure) at Pre-test. This means that no one at Pre-test is at Stage 5.  
 
Participants’ morphological observations and PT stages in Post-test (oral 
picture task, “Frog, where are you?”) (Meyer, 1969) are presented below (see 
Table 6.7 for summary of Post-test).  The baseline analysis above showed that 
participants H and P achieved Stage 2 and 3 respectively, while participants J, S, 
W, B and T all achieved Stage 4 (VP stage) at Pre-test.  
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Table 6.7 below shows the morphology-syntactic frequency distribution 
at Post-test. 
Table 6. 7. Summary of Morphology-syntactic observation for Picture task at Post-test 
 PT Stages  H P W T J S B 
5 S-Procedure  
(Inter-phrasal) 
3SGL -s -3 -4  -
3/+1 
+1   -2  -
1/+3>1 
4 Phrasal Procedure 
(VP)-with agreement 
Modal +V 
  
+2 
  
+1 
 
  
Be +V -ing 
  
+4 
  
+4 +2 
  
Have +V -
ed 
  
  
  
+1 +3 
  
Be+V-ed +1 
 
+1 
    
3 Phrasal Procedure  
(NP)-with agreement 
Possessive 
-s 
 
-3 
  
 
-1 +3 +1 
  
plural-s   -
2/+1 
 -
1/+3 
 -
2/+2 
 -
2/+1 
+3 +2 +3 
2 Category 
Procedure 
-ing +3 +1 +3 +4 +2  
+2>1 
+3 
 
(No agreement) Past -ed -1 +3 -1 
 
 -
2/+3 
+3 +2 
  
plural –s +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 
 
1 Lemma word               
 
Table 6.8 below is a summary of their PT stages for Pre-test and Post-test. 
Table 6. 8. Comparison of Participants’ PT Stages Pre-test vs. Post-test 
Participant PT Stage (Pre-test) PT Stage (Post-test) 
H 2 2 
P 3 3 
W 4 4 
T 4 4 
J 4 4 
S 4 4 
B 4 5 
 
 As can be seen from Table 6.8, results for Pre-test, all participants 
achieved Stage 4 except H and P who achieved Stage 2 and 3 respectively. At 
Post-test, all participants have remained at their PT stages at Post-test level 
except for participants B who advanced to Stage 5 (S procedure stage).   
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The following are some examples of their production at the Stage 3 (for H 
and P) and Stage 4 and 5 (for participants T, W, J, S and B) at Post-test. 
Stage 3 involves noun phrase procedure which requires agreement in 
plural –s or possessive –s.  Some of the examples are as follows,  
(18) 
a H T1 42  the bees come out 
b H T1 14  many bee () 
c H T1 16   some bee () 
d P  T1 14   many trees 
e P  T1 42  adult shoes 
f P  T1 40  black pants 
 
Example (18a H T1 42) shows that participant H produced only one 
lexical plural –s form, but not phrasal plural –s in obligatory context (example 
18b and 18c). Therefore, she did not acquire Stage 3 Phrasal procedure. 
Participant P, however, was able to produce three variants of phrasal plural –s 
forms in obligatory context (example 18d-18f), and therefore acquired Stage 3 
at Post-test. 
 
Stage 4 involves Verb Phrase procedure where participants are required 
to produce both lexical and form variations of any of the Aux + V –ing/-ed forms. 
See some of the examples below: 
(19) 
a S T1 6   I can try   
b S T1 20  Tom is smiling  
c S T1 42 Tom is opening window 
d S T1 72  Bees are flying from the beehive 
e S T1 104  They have arrived at cliff 
f W T1 19   It is broken  
g W T1 29  he is wearing a pair boots 
h W T1 53  the bee is flying  
i W T1 76  *they are don't find it 
j W T1 78  *they are cannot find it 
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k B T1 18 they are climbing on the log 
l B T1 26 some little frogs are coming too 
m B T1 35 she he has realized  
n B T1 37 they have played a while 
o H T1 112 he is scared 
 
As shown in example (19), participant S was able to produce Aux + V-ing 
(19b-19d)/ Have + V-ed (19e) and Modal + V forms (19a) both correctly and 
with different verbs, therefore, she has acquired Stage 4. The same as for 
participant W (see examples 19f-19h), except that she produced two ill-formed 
Modal +V forms (19i and 19j). It seems that she was confused with the use of 
Aux Be and Modal verbs by using the two together. Despite the inaccuracy, it 
acted as an indicator that she had noticed the forms, yet she did not know how 
to correctly apply the structure. Applying emergence criterion, she also 
acquired Stage 4. Her results show the potential of improvement through FonF 
instructions based on her developmental stage, where training could focus on 
this area and could be most effective for her learning (Di Biase, 2008, p. 205). As 
for participant H, she did not meet the emergence criterion for Stage 4, as she 
only produced one of the required forms (19o). Participants J and P did not 
produce any Stage 4 structures at Post-test. 
 
Next, we will talk about Stage 5 which involves S-procedure stage. It 
requires participants to be able to produce Subject and verb agreement in 
number and person- third person singular –s (3SGL-s). The following are some 
of the examples from Post-test: 
(20) 
a H T1 17  he has uh t-shirt striped t-shirt 
b H T1 23  the ground has a hole on the ground 
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c H T1 15  *she get () the boot 
d H T1 32  *the dog push () the tree 
e H T1 55  *he go () down 
f S T1 34     frog has disappeared 
g S T1 120  he has *catched the big log 
h J T1 22  Tommy home has the light 
i J T1 22 the bed has four pillars 
j P T1 32  *Tony lift () up 
k P T1 62   *Tony climb () up to big rock 
l P T1 71  *Tony shout () loudly 
m W T1 29  the boy has soft hair 
n T T1 138 little boy hearing hears frog 
o B T1 14 she think thinks 
p B T1 16 she says 
q B T1 83 he carries a little frog 
r B T1 30 *some little frogs comes from the pond 
 
Example (20a and 20b) above shows that although participant S used 
3SGL –s (has) with two different verbs (disappeared and *catched) in different 
contexts, they are Auxiliary (has) + V-ed which belongs to Stage 4 VP procedure 
and cannot be qualified as meeting emergence criterion. Thus she has not 
acquired Stage 5. The same goes for participant H, J and W who also produced 
Auxiliary (has) + V-ed forms (20a, 20b, 20h, 20i and 20m). Participant H also 
had three non-suppliance of 3SGL –s in obligatory context (20c-20e), she did not 
meet the emergence criterion for Stage 5. Participant P was not able to produce 
any 3SGL-s forms in obligatory context (20j-20l). Only participant B was able to 
produce both lexical and form variations of 3SGL –s (20o-20q), as well as an 
oversupply of the form (20r). She has acquired Stage 5 at Post-test. 
The morphological-syntactic distribution analysis above for Pre-test and 
Post-test shows that none of the participants achieved S-procedure (Stage 5) at 
Pre-test (see Figure 6.4. for illustration of PT stages at Pre-test and Post-test). 
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Only participant B was able to advance to Stage 5 at Post-test, while participants 
H and P remained at their Pre-test stage of 2 and 3 respectively. The same goes 
for participant W, J, S and T who remained at Stage 4 in Post-test. A note here 
for participant T’s PT stage, as can be seen from Table 6.7, she only achieved 
stage 2 at Post-test, however, PT stipulates that language learning is 
“accumulative”  and acquisition of each lower stage is a pre-requisite for a 
higher stage, a learner cannot “un-learn” the knowledge acquired (Pienemann, 
2007). Therefore, participant T achieved Stage 4 at Post-test.  
Figure 6.4 below is an illustration of participants’ PT stages at Pre-test 
and Post-test. 
 
Figure 6. 4. Comparison of PT stages at Pre-test & Post-test 
 
6.2.2. Accuracy rate 
The above section presented the results for PT stages for Pre-test and 
Post-test. This section will compare the accuracy rates at Pre-test and Post-test 
to confirm if any improvements were made following the training.  
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Pre-test accuracy rate 
Accuracy rates were calculated adopting the Target-Like-Use (TLU) 
formula used by Pica (1983, p. 71).  
 
 Number of correct suppliance in OC18 
Accuracy rate =  
 (Total number of OC) + (Number of suppliance in non-OC) 
 
Figure 6. 5. Accuracy rate calculation formula 
 
The reason for using this formula is that accuracy calculations, based 
only on suppliance or non-suppliance of certain structures in obligatory context, 
overlook any overgeneralisation or oversupply of such structures in non-
obligatory context, thus are not accurate reflections of the participants’ 
production (Pica, 1983, p. 70; Pienemann, 1998, p. 143). 
 Evidence of suppliance of structure comes from PT morphological 
observations in Pre-test. The accuracy rates for individual participants in Pre-
test interviews are presented in Table 6.9 below. The first columns on the left 
are the code for the participants; second and third columns are the accuracy 
rate for –ing and –ed (without VP agreement). These two forms are regarded as 
falling into Category stage in PT, because there is no exchange of grammatical 
information (Pienemann, 1998, p. 140). The last columns show the accuracy 
rate for 3SGL-s.  
The scale for accuracy rate in the result is from 0 to 1.0, with 1.0 being 
the highest (see Figure 6.5 below for the summary of accuracy rate at Pre-test). 
 
                                                        
18 OC=obligatory context 
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As can be seen in Table 6.9 below, at Pre-test, the accuracy rate for 
participants W, T, B and J for –ing form are .5, .66, .75 and .80 respectively. They 
all had three to four correct suppliance of the forms; however, they also had 
quite a few oversupply of the forms in non-obligatory context. 
 
Table 6. 9. Summary of Accuracy Rate at Pre-test for all participants19 
 
Morphology/ 
Participant 
-ing Past -ed 3SGL -s 
W +3>3 (.5)  -3 (0)  -2 (0) 
T +4>2 (.66) +3 (1) 
 
B +3>1 (.75)  -3/+3 (.50)  -1 (0) 
J +4>1 (.8)   -2 (0) 
H +2 (1) +2 (1)  
S +2 (1)  -1/+3 (.75)  -2 (0) 
P  +4 (1) +2 (1)  -1 (0) 
 
Participants H, S, and P all achieved an accuracy rate of 1.0 and without 
any over-supply of –ing forms in non-obligatory context. For the –ed form, 
participant W, B and S achieved 0, .5 and .75 accuracy rate respectively, while 
participant T, H and P achieved 1.0. There were no –ed forms observed in 
participant J’s data. No participants supplied any correct 3SGL-s forms in Pre-
test. 
 
Post-test accuracy rate 
As shown in Table 6.10 below, all participants except participant S (.66) 
achieved an accuracy rate of 1.0 for –ing form at Post-test. Participants B and S 
achieved 1.0 in –ed forms, while participants J and P achieved .66 and .42 
                                                        
19Note: OC=Obligatory context, 
"-"=not supplied in OC, "+"= supplied in OC, and ">"=over-supplied in non-OC,  
The number shown in the bracket is accuracy rate, 
Blank space in the result indicates that there was no suppliance of structure.  
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respectively. Participants W and H’s accuracy rate was 0 and no –ed form was 
presented in participant T’s speech at Post-test.  For 3SGL –s forms, participant 
T achieved accuracy rate of 1.0, while B achieved .60, and no 3SGL –s was 
produced by participants W, H and S at Post-test. There was no context for 3SGL 
–s for participant J. 
 
Table 6. 10. Summary of Accuracy Rate at Post-test (Picture task) 
Morphology/ 
Participant 
-ing Past -ed 3rd SGL -s 
W +3 (1) -1 (0) -3 (0) 
T +4 (1) 
 
+1 (1) 
B +3 (1) +2 (1) -1/+3>1 (.60) 
J +2 (1) -2/+3 (.60) 
 
H +3 (1) -1 (0) -2 (0) 
S +2>1 (.66) +3 (1) -2 (0) 
P +1 (1) -4/+3 (.42) 
 
 
 Following Pienemann (Pienemann, 1998, p. 143), I also calculated 
accuracy rate, however, it needs to be pointed out that the frequency of each 
morphological structure presented at both Pre-test and Post-test in this study 
were too small to calculate the rate. 
For example, participant T scored 1.0 in accuracy rate for 3SGL –s at 
Stage 5 (e.g., (T T1 138) little boy hearing hears frog); however, there was only 
one positive occurrence of the structure.  According to emergence criterion, for 
a stage to be deemed acquired, the learner must be able to show that she/ he 
can produce “variations in both lexical and form” (Di Biase, 2008, p. 205; 
Pienemann, 2007, p. 147). However, when viewing participant T’s performance 
from an overall perspective, it does indicate changes in her development 
following  the training.  
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It is also interesting to point out that although participants H, W, S and J 
did not produce any 3SGL –s with lexical verbs, they did however used the 
correct 3SGL form for the Auxiliary verb has in conjunction with various lexical 
verbs – Aux has + V-ed forms as exemplified in (20f, and 20g) above.  This 
indicates that participants have noticed the form and showed conscious effort to 
use the form. 
Although “accuracy rate alone was not used as a measure of proficiency”, 
when combined with PT stages, it can provide a clearer development profile of 
the participant (Di Biase, 2008, p. 215; Pienemann, 1998, p. 143). 
 
 The results presented above suggest that adults also follow similar 
developmental routes as children (Dulay & Burt, 1973, p. 251); that they do not 
incorrectly apply L1 rules on L2 structures. The reasoning is that if this is the 
case, we would, “expect to see participants apply L1 rules across all L2 
production and not selectively” (Dulay & Burt, 1973, p. 253). A more plausible 
explanation is to use PT to explain that participants can supply certain forms 
because they have acquired the stage that a structure fits and are cognitively 
capable of processing the information. On the other hand, if they are unable to 
produce it, it is probably due to their cognitive constraints (that is, they have not 
acquired the knowledge to process the information) (Pienemann, 1998, p. 7; 
2007, p. 137). 
Observation and analyses of participants’ language use, morphology-
syntax patterns support the hypothesis that training facilitates learning and 
participants have made improvement in their PT stages.  
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 Results also show clear evidence that the participants have gained 
awareness of the TA forms and they have made an effort to use it in their output. 
These can be seen through the following examples by participant S and B: 
 Participant S demonstrated significantly increased use of the progressive 
aspect in her Post-test assessment task as exemplified in examples 19b and 19d.  
There was also oversupply of –ing form in non-obligatory context, such as, 
(21)  
a S T1 64  *Tom is very surprising 
 
The above examples show that she is trying to apply the newly learned 
knowledge using generalisation. Compared with her performance in Pre-test– 
where she only produced Modal + V (such as turn (34) my son can't speak 
Chinese, and turn (140) we must teach my grandson) and one incidence of AUX 
Be+ V-ed (passive), for example, (138) English is lost in my memory – she has 
expanded her output and produced a variety of forms in Stage 4 at Post-test, 
such as Be + V-ing (22a,b) and Have + V-ed (22c): 
(22)  
a S T1 42  Tom is opening window 
b S T1 92  The owl is chasing Tom 
c S T1 104 They have arrived at cliff 
 
By Post-test, participant S was able to produce every structure in Stage 4. 
She has acquired Stage 4. 
Participant B made significant improvement after training at Post-test 
compared with her speech at Pre-test interview where she could barely 
complete a whole sentence in English (see example 23 below): 
(23) 
a B T1 14 she thinks thinks 
b B T1 16 she says 
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c B T1 18  they are climbing on the log 
d B T1 22 Tommy has found there are two frogs 
e B T1 26  some little frogs are coming too 
f B T1 35 she he has realized 
g B T1 37 they have played a while 
h B T1 66 Oh my God I have found you finally 
i B T1 83 he carries a little frog 
   
Examples above show that participant B was able to produce both lexical 
and form variations of Stage 4 structures: Aux Be + V-ing (23c, 23e), Have + V-ed 
(23d, 23f, 23g and 23h) as well as 3SGL –s (23a, 23b and 23i) in Stage 5, she has 
met the emergence criterion and acquired both Stage 4 and 5.  
Participant B disclosed to the researcher at Pre-test that she had 
forgotten the English she learned at school some 50 years ago. At Post-test, she 
produced complete sentences, with correct tense and aspect, she used 
perfective aspect. This shows that she has made a conscious effort to use the 
progressive and perfective forms at Post-test. 
 The overall improvement in participants’ development strongly points to 
the effect of explicit instructions on form on TA, as well as instructions on the 
context applicable for the forms. Furthermore, previous studies (Collins, 2007; 
Long et al., 1998; Williams, 1992; Xu & Lyster, 2014; Yang & Lyster, 2010) have 
shown the positiveness of instruction, such as increased opportunities for input 
that is targeting their level of proficiency, training for contexts where certain 
structures are used and more interaction and output opportunities in class 
activities.  
Another important point is that training focused on form helps learners 
become aware of the gaps in their inter-language (Di Biase, 2008; Schmidt, 
1990). Training also helps participants to produce target-like structures both 
verbally and in written forms (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000).  
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Moreover, PT’s Teachability Theory hypotheses that learners’ 
development are constrained by their cognitive ability (Pienemann, 2007). In 
other words, most of the participants in this study had already acquired Stage 4 
at Pre-test, therefore they were cognitively capable/ready to handle higher-
level learning. However, not all participants achieved Stage 5 at Post-test for the 
picture task.  
 There are three possible reasons accounting for the individual 
differences among the participants: First reason could be due to individual 
differences in education background, language use and learning aptitude. 
Participant S’ performance is a good example of individual differences. She 
mentioned to the researcher at Pre-test interview that because she only learned 
very little English in school some 50 years ago, combined with lack of use, “her 
memory of English was lost”. She had the highest academic qualifications among 
the participants. She completed her MBA in Japan some 30 years ago and speaks 
fluent Japanese while English is her third language (L3). She worked as a stock 
market analyst and wrote stock market analysis in Japanese. Academic 
background, learning a L3 and strong analytical skills are her strengths. It was 
evident to the researcher that at Pre-test, participant S was struggling to 
express herself in English.  
Participant S had made significant improvement in her English TA. She 
was better in extracting, analysing and finding patterns of the learning materials 
than others, in other words, she has better “inductive language learning ability” 
(Carroll, 1965, as cited in Skehan, 1991, p. 277). 
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She mentioned to the researcher after the Post-test, that “she totally 
enjoyed the training, and with the good summaries from the researcher for the 
TA, her memory is coming back”.  
The second possible reason for her performance could be her motivation 
to learn English, because she now lives with her son’s family; she has a strong 
will to learn English, so she can communicate with her grandson.  
 The third reason for the differences in participants’ performance could 
be due to teachability reason – participants that did not achieve Stage 5 were at 
a lower stage and were unable to handle the structure at higher stages. For 
example, although all participants went through the same training, participant P 
still could not produce 3SGL-s at Post-test, example (24) shows her non-
suppliance in obligatory context for 3SGL –s, 
(24) 
a P T1 32  *Tony lift () up 
b P T1 62 *Tony climb () up to big rock 
c P T1 71 *Tony shout () loudly 
d P T1 77 *Tony fall () down the big tree 
 
She could only produce structures at Stage 3, which was the same level 
as her Pre-test stage. 
The above example shows that despite the same training, having similar 
age and years of residence, participants’ performances are different.  
In brief, in terms of learning aptitude, education background, third 
language (L3) and analytical skills, all these factors have contributed to the 
improvements in participants’ proficiency in this study, participant S and B in 
particular. 
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 Results for participant S and B suggest that even after many years of not 
using English and a seeming “memory loss in English”, they were able to 
continue learning and making improvement given that they received 
instructions which were adapted to their developmental stages. 
 On the other hand, even though not all participants made advancement 
in their PT stages after training in the current study, they nevertheless made 
progress within the stage for other structures, for example, other structures 
within VP Stage, Modal+V or Aux Be + V-ing.  In addition, they also improved in 
areas such as accuracy, reduced Code-Switching in Chinese and increased their 
English use compared with their performance in Pre-test. While development 
cannot be defined by accuracy rates, improvement in accuracy rate is also an 
important factor in L2 learning.   
 
 
6.3. Development of Tense and Aspect 
This section presents results relating to analysis of Tense and Aspect. 
According to Aspect Hypothesis, learners acquire aspect before tense. In this 
subsection, participants’ inherent verb distributions will be presented and 
analysed first. Second, the results of inherent verb aspect with past and 
progressive inflections at Pre-test and Post-test are compared. Third, a 
summary of findings is presented. 
Regarding participants’ lexical verb category distribution, as can be seen 
in Table 6.11 below, the majority of verb categories at Pre-test were Activity 
verbs, followed by Statives, Achievement (Achv) and Accomplishment (Accm) 
verbs for all participants.  
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Table 6. 11. Summary of participants’ verb category distribution at Pre-test 20 
Pre-test Activity Stative Accm Achv 
W 52 26 6 3 
T 45 15 1 15 
J 25 8 0 4 
B 23 58 9 1 
S 23 36 17 4 
H 23 6 1 4 
P 13 15 7 3 
 
Table 6.11 above shows that at Pre-test, participant W had the highest 
use of Activity verbs (52 tokens), and participant P the least (13 tokens). 
Participants B and S had the highest tokens in Statives (58 and 36 tokens 
respectively). There was very little use of Accomplishment and Achievement 
verbs, with participant S having the most Accomplishment verbs (17 tokens) 
(see Figure 6.9 below for an illustration of the distribution at Pre-test). 
 
Figure 6. 6. Summary of participants’ verb category distribution at Pre-test 
 
Similar distribution patterns were observed at Post-test (as shown in 
Table 6.12 and Figure 6.10 below). Participants W, S and H had the most 
Activity verbs (40, 34 and 23 tokens respectively), and participants B, S and W 
had the most Statives (50, 36 and 28 tokens respectively). Again, there was very 
little usage of Accomplishment and Achievement verbs for all participants, 
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except for participant S who had 12 Accomplishment and 10 Achievement verb 
tokens. 
 
Table 6. 12. Summary of participants’ verb category distribution at Post-test 
Post-test Activity Stative Accm Achv 
W 40 28 4 4 
T 12 12 2 4 
J 7 7 2 3 
B 18 50 5 6 
S 34 36 12 10 
H 23 19 5 5 
P 17 13 6 3 
 
 
Figure 6. 7. Summary of participants’ verb category distribution at Post-test 
 
The following are some of the examples of the verb categories produced 
by the participants: 
Activity verbs 
(25) 
a J T0 45 I always meet my grandchildren in every Monday 
b J T0 20 *yes no good no talking my English poor 
c J T0 27 *if you call me you waiting English 
d J T0 53 *mama mama singing 
 
Stative verbs 
(26) 
a J T0 35 *I hope live Australia 
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b J T0 22 so I say I don't know 
c J T0 29 I don't watch Chinese TV 
 
 
Accm verbs 
(27) 
a S T0 12 the frog climbed out from the glass jar 
b S T1 53 Tom and his dog are falling in the pond 
c H T0 76 uh opened the business 
 
Achv verbs 
(28) 
a J T0 27 *I retired 
b S T0 52 they have arrived at cliff 
c H T0 74 *all the come came Australia 
  
 The results and examples above suggest that the participants acquire 
verbs in the order of Activity verbs, followed by Stative, Accomplishment and 
Achievement verbs. This finding supports Aspect Hypothesis’ claim that 
Activities, commonly used in progressive and imperfective inflections, are 
acquired first followed by Statives (Andersen & Shirai, 1994, pp. 135-136; 
Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 225). Accomplishments and Achievements that involve 
past and perfective inflections are acquired last (Andersen & Shirai, 1994). 
In terms of the inherent verb aspects for progressive –ing and perfective 
–ed inflections, Table 6.13 and 6.14 below shows the progressive –ing 
inflections produced by each participant for the inherent verb category at Pre-
test and Post-test.  
 
As can be seen from tables below, the numbers before the “/” is the 
actual –ing tokens supplied, the numbers after “/” is the total tokens for that 
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verb category, and the numbers in the bracket is the suppliance rate (maximum 
of 1.0). 
Table 6. 13. Frequency of progressive –ing inflections at Pre-test 
Pre-test Activity Stative Accm Achv 
J 13/25(.52) 0/8 0 0/4 
W 18/52(.35) 0/26 0/6 0/3 
P 4/13(.31) 0/15 0/7 0/3 
T 9/45(.20) 0/15 0/1 0/15 
H 2/23(.09) 0/6 0/1 0/4 
B 2/23(.09) 0/58 0/9 0/1 
S 1/23(.04) 0/36 0/17 0/4 
 
For example, participant J applied the most –ing inflections on Activity 
verbs at Pre-test- 13 out of 25 total tokens in that category. This represents 52% 
of the total tokens for Activity verbs. Participant S used the least –ing forms at 
Pre-test, only 1 out of the 23 total tokens for Activity verbs. For easier 
understanding of Table 6.13, an illustrated version is presented in Figure 6.8 
below. 
 
Figure 6. 8. Distribution of progressive –ing inflection at Pre-test 
What is interesting in the above result is that progressive inflections 
were applied exclusively to Activity verbs for all participants. There were no 
progressives used on Statives or Accomplishment verbs at Pre-test as predicted 
by Aspect Hypothesis (Andersen & Shirai, 1994).  
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Similar patterns are repeated in Post-test results for –ing inflections (see 
Table 6.14 and Figure 6.9 below). Participant S had the highest use of –ing forms 
in Activity verbs, she produced 28 total Activity verbs out of 34, which 
accounted for 82% of the Activity verbs. Participant H had the second highest 
usage of –ing forms on Activity verbs, at 48%. 
The composition of participant S’ –ing inflections also included 58% of 
Accomplishment verbs (7 out of 12) and 20% of Achievement verbs (2 out of 
10).  Again, at Post-test, there were no –ing inflections on Stative verbs. 
 
Table 6. 14. Frequency of progressive –ing inflections at Post-test 
Post-test Activity Stative Accm Achv 
J 1/7(.14) 0/7 0/2 0/3 
W 9/40(.23) 0/28 0/4 0/4 
P 4/17(.24) 0/13 0/6 0/3 
T 3/12(.25) 0/12 0/2 0/4 
H 11/23(.48) 0/19 4/5(.80) 0/5 
B 4/18(.22) 0/50 0/5 0/6 
S 28/34(.82) 0/36 7/12(.58) 2/10(.20) 
 
 
Figure 6. 9. Distribution of progressive –ing inflection at Post-test 
 
The following are some of the examples of the –ing forms produced at 
Pre-test and Post-test. 
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Activity verbs 
(29) 
a H T0 84 *I exercise and after the singing yeah in the park 
b W T0 34  *first job cutting the line 
c W T0 56  *I looking for work 
 
This result supports Andersen and Shirai’s claim that “learners first 
apply progressive inflections to Activity verbs, then extend to Achv verbs… 
learners do not mistakenly use progressive inflections on Stative verbs” 
(Andersen & Shirai, 1994, p. 136).   
As for the result for past/ perfective –ed inflections, as shown in Table 
6.15 below, participants P and B used most of –ed inflections on 
Accomplishment  and Achievement verbs, followed by participant T and W at 
Pre-test. There was minimum use of –ed inflection on Activity or Stative verbs, 
with participant H and S using 1 out of 23 tokens and 2 out of 36 tokens 
respectively.  
 
Table 6. 15. Frequency of perfective –ed inflections at Pre-test 
Pre-test Activity Stative Accm Achv 
J 0/25 0/8 0 1/4(.25) 
W 0/52 0/26 1/6(.17) 0/3 
P 0/13 0/15 3/7(.43) 1/3(.33) 
T 0/45 0/15 0/1 0/15 
H 1/23(.04) 0/6 0/1 1/4(.25) 
B 0/23 0/58 3/9(.33) 0/1 
S 0/23 2/36(.05) 2/17(.12) 1/4(.25) 
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As illustrated in Figure 6.10 below, the supply rate of –ed inflections at 
Pre-test is mainly on Accomplishment and Achievement verbs. 
 
 
Figure 6. 10. Distribution of perfective –ed inflections at Pre-test 
Results of Post-test inherent verb aspect analysis show a similar pattern 
(see Table 6.16 and Figure 6.11 below). 
 
Table 6. 16. Frequency of perfective –ed inflections at Post-test 
Post-test Activity Stative Accm Achv 
J 1/7(.14) 0/7 2/2(1) 1/3(.33) 
W 0/40 0/28 0/4 0/4 
P 2/17(.13) 0/13 0/6 2/3(.67) 
T 0/12 0/12 0/2 0/4 
H 0/23 1/19(.05) 0/5 0/5 
B 1/18(.06) 1/50(.02) 1/5(.20) 0/6 
S 1/34(.03) 0/36 3/12(.25) 4/10(.4) 
 
 
Figure 6. 11. Distribution of perfective –ed inflections at Post-test 
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As shown in Table 6.16 above, participant J and P had the most past –ed 
inflections at Post-test, used 1 out of 1 in Accomplishment verb, 2 out of 3 and 1 
out of 3 tokens in Achievement verbs (representing 67% and 33% of total 
tokens respectively in Achievement verbs). 
Examples (30) are some examples of past/perfective –ed inflections used 
on Accomplishment verbs by participants, and examples (30) show –ed 
inflections used on Achievement verbs: 
Accomplishment verbs 
(30) 
a P T0 37 now is moved Friendly st 
b S T1 12 the frog climbed out from the glass jar 
c S T1 18 Tom get get dressed his striped t shirt 
 
 
Achievement verbs 
(31) 
a P T1 71 to the cliff they stopped 
b S T1 67 stock market finished at four o'clock  
 
 
 The verb category observations for all the participants discussed above 
show conclusively that Activity and Stative verbs are acquired before 
Accomplishment and Achievement verbs. Moreover, all participants used a great 
majority of progressive –ing inflections to Activity verbs, followed by 
Achievement verbs at both Pre-test and Post-test. There were no –ing 
inflections applied to Stative verbs, which is consistent with Aspect Hypothesis 
by Andersen and Shirai (1994). Past –ed inflections were used mostly on 
Accomplishment verbs, followed by Achievement and Activity verbs for all 
participants at both Pre-test and Post-test. 
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 This finding supports the Aspect Hypothesis (Andersen & Shirai, 1994) 
for tense and aspect that learners “start by using progressives -ing markings on 
activity verbs… extended to accomplishment and achievement verbs, using 
perfective marker -ed, respectively” (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 227; Shirai, 2002a, 
p. 44). The findings also confirmed that learners “do not mistakenly apply 
progressive –ing markers to Stative verbs” (Andersen & Shirai, 1994, p. 135). 
 
 6.4. Relationship between TA and PT  
In Section 6.2 the result for participants’ PT stages at Pre-test and Post-
test was presented. It revealed that participants acquired –ing and –ed forms at 
Stage 2 (Category stage) on the PT hierarchy (Bettoni & Di Biase, 2015; 
Pienemann, 2007). This is because there is no exchange of information and 
learners use these forms for marking the verbs (Pienemann, 2007). Results also 
showed many non-suppliance of –ed forms. This could be due to the effect of 
phonetic rules of participants’ Chinese L1. According to Lardiere (1998), the 
reason that Chinese learners frequently omit past–ed is because of their 
“Chinese L1 phonetic rules, which do not allow consonant clusters” (double 
consonants such as [td], [kd], [zd] and [pt], for example, skipped, kicked) (C. Li & 
Thompson, 1989, p. 3). On the other hand, “Chinese Mandarin does have syllable 
final consonant ending with [ŋ], as well as nasal [n]” (C. Li & Thompson, 1989, p. 
6) which is similar to English –ing, therefore it is easy for Chinese learners to 
pronounce, thus facilitating the learning of English –ing forms.   
 The researcher analysed the phonetic factors using participants’ data for 
–ing and –ed forms in both obligatory context and non-suppliance and found 
that participants applied –ing inflections at all times, but not for –ed forms. The 
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following is a tally of all the –ed forms both supplied and omitted in obligatory 
context in Pre-test and Post-test. 
The –ed forms that were supplied were for consonants [vd], [nd], [id], 
[rd], [pt] and [t͡ʃd] in examples in (32): 
(32) 
a H T0 38  learned 
b H T0 74  moved 
c H T0 94  lived 
d H T0 152  opened 
e J T1 120   *catched 
f P T1 144    stopped 
g S T0 136  I'm so worried 
h T T0 87 retired 
i T T0 97  registered 
 
 
 However, not for consonants [d͡ʒɗ], [kt], [td] and [ʃd] exemplified in (33): 
(33) 
a B T0 9  migrate () 
b B T0 101  
I want () to 
study 
c B T0 129  graduate () 
d H T1 64  push () 
e W T1 23  pick () up 
f W T0 72 change () 
 
The above findings support Lardiere’s claim that Chinese learners tend 
to omit –ed forms that have consonant clusters, especially the ones ending with 
[d͡ʒɗ], [kt], [td] and [ʃd] (Lardiere, 2003, p. 180).  
 The other reason why progressive –ing forms are acquired first while 
past –ed forms are acquired later could be due to the typology of Chinese. 
Chinese is a language without tense; past is expressed lexically through aspect 
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and temporal adverbs (Comrie, 1985; C. Li & Thompson, 1989). Therefore, 
participants find that–ing forms are easier to process.  
In terms of the developmental order of tense and aspect, Aspect 
Hypothesis deals with the semantics of verbs, the developmental trajectory is 
according to the inherent verb categories as presented in section 6.3.  
The above analysis of participants’ inherent verb categories, the 
comparison with –ing and –ed in PT’s category stage, as well as phonetic aspect 
of –ed forms support the hypothesis that aspect is acquired before tense. In 
addition, conclusive findings of this study support Aspect Hypothesis’ claim that 
learners apply progressive inflections first to Activity verbs, then extend to 
Accomplishment and Achievement verbs (Andersen & Shirai, 1994), which is 
similar to first language acquisition. Participants never applied progressive –ing 
inflection on Stative verbs (Andersen & Shirai, 1994). Moreover, perfective/ 
past inflection –ed and comparison of Pre-test and Post-test verb category 
distribution suggest a generalised pattern among all participants; that there is 
an increase in the use of Accomplishment and Achievement verbs following 
training.  
From PT development perspective, -ing inflections are used in early 
stages as marker for verbs, as learners progress in their L2 development, they 
start to use –ing and –ed inflections in conjunction with Aux Be and Aux Have 
(Pienemann, 2007). In addition, participants’ L1 phonetic rules play an 
important role in their speech production in terms of consonant clusters.  
 In terms of the effect of instructions, we can see from the comparisons of 
Pre-test baseline and Post-test  results that there is an increasing use of –ing 
and –ed forms, increasing accuracy rate, as well as improvement in PT stages 
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following training in TA. The reason for this is that Focus on Form (FonF) 
provides explicit instructions on the form, context and sentence structure.  
 The researcher also underlines the differences between English L2 and 
Chinese L1 in terms of tense and aspect. For example, English is a language 
where temporal information is expressed using tense and aspect, by using 
morphological inflections attached to the verbs.  
 Examples and activities used in the training sessions were related to the 
participants’ daily routine. During class activity, participants worked in pairs to 
talk about their daily routine. For example, using Chain Drills activity in class, 
the first participant makes a statement about their routine using first person, 
then each person repeats what the previous one said, using third person (such 
as she says…). At the same time, each participant uses first person to make a 
statement about themselves. Participants find these activities fun and easy to 
follow; the topics discussed are meaningful to their day-to-day life or interest. 
By focusing on providing “instructions in the context of meaningful problem-
solving situations... and when to use the skills” (Gijselaers, 1996, p. 16), 
participants found it interesting to learn the structures that are relevant to their 
real-life communication needs. 
 Class activities focused on using the forms taught in class. This was 
followed up by homework, where output was encouraged in both writing and 
speech, noting the forms and structures. Furthermore, the researcher also 
taught participants when and where to use the structures learned. As discussed 
in literature review, the Collins study shows that regardless of learners’ L1, they 
all make similar errors when using English tense and aspect. Thus, it is 
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important to teach the context where these structures should be applied 
(Collins, 2004, p. 269).  
 According to Swain’s Output Hypothesis, learners need to be “pushed to 
produce output, in the process they learn to transform morphological 
knowledge into syntactical production” (Hinkel, 2005, pp. 471-474; Swain, 
1985). In addition, before each class, revision activity of the forms was covered 
and feedback elicited on common error re-enforce learning and awareness. The 
other purpose of revision is to check for participant’s comprehension of the 
form learned. Krashen states learners need to have “comprehensible input” 
(Krashen, 1989, p. 448) in order to learn and “turn input to comprehensible 
output” (Swain, 1985). The results from the current study support Di Biase’s 
(2008) findings that when FonF instructions and feedback/recast are 
developmentally moderated to learners’ development stages using PT, it 
becomes an effective strategy in facilitating and promoting the development of 
grammatical structure (Di Biase, 2008, pp. 215-216). 
 
6.5. Summary of results and findings 
This section summarises the results and findings of the current study: 
• Developmental stages in PT:  
At Pre-test, participant H and P achieved Stage 2 (Category Stage) and 
Stage 3 (NP Stage) respectively, while participants J, W, T, J and S all reached 
Stage 4 (VP Stage). At Post-test, only participant B advanced to Stage 5 (S-
procedure Stage) and all the other participants remained at their Pre-test stages. 
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• Accuracy rate: 
Results in Pre-test and Post-test showed improvements in accuracy rate, 
however, the frequency of each morphological structures was too small to 
calculate the rate.   
• Tense and Aspect: 
Analysis of participants’ inherent verb categories and verb category 
distributions show that participants apply progressive –ing inflections almost 
exclusively on Activity verbs, followed by Accomplishment and Achievement 
verbs. Activity and Stative verbs were acquired first, followed by 
Accomplishment and Achievement verbs. The findings support Aspect 
Hypothesis. 
• Relation between PT Stages and Aspect Hypothesis: 
The findings showed that progressive –ing forms are acquired first with 
both PT and Aspect Hypothesis.  Past/perfective –ed forms are acquired later, 
due to both the semantic characteristics of the verbs that –ed inflections are 
developed at a later stage. Phonetics of consonants, L1 phonetic rules on 
consonant clusters, as well as typological differences between English and 
Chinese all play a role in the development of –ed inflections in this study.  
• Stabilisation in L2 learning in older migrants: 
The results and analysis from Pre-test and Post-test suggest that older 
migrants can continue developing their L2 following PT stage instructions.  
 
The following chapter will present the conclusions, implications and the 
limitations of the study.  
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
 
7. 1. Summary of Major Findings 
This chapter presents firstly the research questions of the current study, 
followed by the summary of major findings in addressing the questions. Next 
the limitations and suggestions for future study, as well as implications of the 
current study are presented. Finally, the concluding remarks are presented. 
The study investigated the development of tense and aspect in L2 English 
in Chinese older migrants in Australia. Nation’s Bilingual Vocabulary Size Test 
(NBVST) tasks, as well as interviews were used to establish participants’ 
baseline proficiency before the study started. Participants’ speech data were 
analysed before and after the four-week’s training using Processability Theory 
and Aspect Hypothesis, as the overarching theoretical framework. The research 
questions of the study are as follows: 
RQ1: Which developmental stages in PT did the adult migrants achieve 
before the experiment? 
At Pre-test, participant H and P achieved Stage 2 (Category Stage) and 
Stage 3 (NP Stage) respectively, while participants J, W, T, J and S all reached 
Stage 4 (VP Stage). No participant achieved Stage 5 before the study commenced. 
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RQ2: Can older migrants develop their English TA through instructions 
on Form, as well as follow the development stages predicted by PT? 
Results support the developmental sequence predicted by Processability 
Theory in oral assessment that participants can only process and produce forms 
in a higher stage when they have acquired all the lower stages (Di Biase, 2008; 
Di Biase & Kawaguchi, 2002; Pienemann, 1998, 2007). Comparison of 
participants’ PT stages at Pre-test and Post-test, accuracy rates, language use as 
well as inherent verb category distributions indicate that participants can 
develop their English TA through form-focused instructions. Morphological-
syntactic analysis support that they follow the developmental stages predicted 
by PT. 
 
RQ3: Is aspect acquired before tense? Are there any differences among 
learners? 
 For the development of tense and aspect, the results for Pre-test and 
Post-test support Shirai (2002a) and Bardovi-Harlig (2000)’s claim in Aspect 
Hypothesis that participants’ acquisition of the tense and aspect, “start by using 
progressives -ing markings on Activity verbs, and extend to Accomplishment 
and Achievement verbs using perfective marker -ed, respectively” (Bardovi-
Harlig, 2000, p. 227; Shirai, 2002a, p. 44). Moreover, semantic verb categories 
sometimes differ from verb categories in context. Therefore, it is important to 
look at the verb category in context, not just the semantic meaning. 
 Morphological observations of participants’ performance also suggest 
that –ing and –ed forms were used by participants as verb category markers 
rather than marking tense or aspect at Category stage which most participants 
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are at in Pre-test. This supports and provides empirical evidence to 
Processability Theory. The findings of this study add the perspective of older 
learners to the theory of PT. 
 
RQ4: Can older learners further develop their L2 proficiency following 
training? 
Since Selinker first introduced the concept of fossilisation/stabilisation 
in second language learning (Selinker, 1972), the question as to whether L2 
learners whose inter-languages are fossilised are able to continue learning with 
instructions, has been an issue of debate for nearly fifty years. The findings from 
the current study suggest that older learners whose L1 are typologically distant 
from English can continue learning and improving on their English L2. The 
reason for the stabilisation in their L2 learning is possibly due to lack of input 
processable at their cognitive level and lack of output such as exercise and 
interaction. 
 Formal instructions on form and context showed a facilitating effect on 
participants’ development of Tense and Aspect. In other words, it is important 
to provide instructions at the level they are able to process, as it helps learners 
to ‘notice’ and to facilitate their learning development (Collins, 2004; 2007, p. 
299; Di Biase, 2008, pp. 215-216; Schmidt, 1990, p. 149). Participants benefited 
from the interactions following PT stages through paired work, class activities 
and homework, as these tasks increase their consciousness of the forms and 
differences with their Chinese L1 as a result, turning input into intake (Schmidt, 
1990, p. 138). The results demonstrate that participants improved oral 
performance.  
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PT fits in perfectly in that it is essential to first establish learners’ L2 
development stage, and then provide learners with instructions suited to their 
cognitive capabilities. Training and feedback can facilitate learning but cannot 
make learners skip stages. Further, this study found that older participants can 
continue developing L2 following instructions that incorporated their level of 
development.   
 
7.1. Implications of the Study 
7.1.1. Theoretical Implications of the Study 
 
The findings of this study found crucial relationship between 
participants’ Processability Theory (PT, Pienemann, 1998) development stages 
and inherent verb categories of Aspect Hypothesis (AH, Andersen & Shirai, 
1994). In addition, the results from this study suggest that older learners are 
still able to learn TA in English L2 and make improvements through form-
focused training. Moreover, this study provided evidence that the training will 
be beneficial for the learners if it is moderated by their developmental levels. 
This study contributes to theory construction in PT (Pienemann, 1998; 
Pienemann et al., 2005) by testing its applicability to older learners using 
empirical data. 
 
7.1.2. Socio-economic Implications of the Study 
This project holds implications both at personal and government levels.  
Understanding how older people learn English helps educators to design 
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effective curriculums, based on PT's Teachability Hypothesis (Pienemann, 1984, 
1998) and AH (Andersen & Shirai, 1994).  
 At the personal level, this study promotes success in language learning 
among adult migrants. This may have a consequence in that language 
proficiency translates into better employment opportunities and settlement 
experience (Burnett, 1998; Kim et al., 2012). In addition, Li Wei (2007) reports 
that improved language proficiency tends to give migrants confidence to 
participate in community activities and to develop a sense of belonging and 
wellbeing. 
At the governmental level, local governments with a high concentration 
of migrants would benefit from this type of project, to improve government-
funded language programs (Masri, 2002).  ABS (2014) data show that migrants 
with limited English visit the doctor far less than Australian-born adults of the 
same age. Language proficiency improvement enables older migrants to become 
more independent and to have better access to healthcare and services, which 
eventually reduces a government's financial burden (Carlos Encina, 2010; 
McKeon, 2014). My project aims to make a difference in migrant language 
situation in Australia and in other locations where new migrants struggle to 
learn the language of their host society. 
 
7.2. Limitations and suggestions for future research 
The study has identified several limitations; however they are trivial 
comparing with what I have done. First, the study adopted a Pre-test, training 
and Post-test research design. The immediate effect of training is reflected 
through the Post-test result. The training was short to reach conclusive 
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conclusions; a longer period of instruction could be beneficial to achieve a 
lasting effect of training FonF (Long, 2003). Moreover, for the findings to be 
generalisable, Delayed-Post-tests, possibly at one month and six months 
following the Post-test, would be useful to observe if participants could retain 
the learning and make improvement in their proficiency. This is especially 
important for the study of stabilisation in L2 learning. 
Another limitation is that the vocabulary size task was only used at Pre-
test, but no such task was done at Post-test, which leads to results that not 
comparable and any changes cannot be determined.  This is possibly due to the 
short duration of the study and it may be illogical to expect a substantial 
improvement in vocabulary size. For future longitudinal studies, it is suggested 
to include a Delayed-Post-test vocabulary task to ascertain if there are any 
changes in participants’ vocabulary. This is because vocabulary is also a valid 
indicator of one’s proficiency (Nation, 2012, pp. 2-3).  
 Further limitation can be the fact that only female participants were 
recruited in the current study to control gender variable. Also, the sample size is 
relatively small. Although this eliminated gender as a variable for this short 
Master study, for the results to be generalised, future studies could recruit a 
larger sample size and include male participants. 
 
To conclude, in this study I investigated Chinese L1 older migrants’ 
acquisition of tense and aspect in English L2, using two theoretical frameworks: 
PT and AH Previously only Mine (Mine, 2015) used in her study on the 
acquisition of tense and aspect in Japanese L2. My study is the first using 
Chinese learners whose L1 is typologically different from Japanese, and I was 
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able to show connections between PT and Tense and Aspect. My study also 
contributes to L2 learnability in older learners which is understudied to date.    
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Appendix A - Census data 
Table 1. 1. 2011 and 2016 Census information 
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Appendix B- Pictures used for Picture Tasks 
1) “Bear’s Picnic” (Di Biase, 2003) 
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2) “Frog, Where are you?” (Meyer, 1969) 
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3) Vocabulary provided for Post-test task 
Frog, Where are you?词汇   
bark 汪汪叫 Antler 鹿角 
boots 靴子（复数） Be quiet 请安静！ 
chase 追赶 Bee hive / bees 蜂巢 / 蜜蜂 
cover 掩住/盖住 broken 破碎 
disappear 失踪，不见 Carry 托，举，带着 
Dog/doggy/puppy 狗狗 /小狗 cliff 悬崖 
Forest / woods 树林/森林 Climb up 爬上 
frog 青蛙 Get dressed 穿上衣服 
Kneel 跪， Glass jar 大玻璃瓶 
Large log 大木头 Happy ever after 
从此以后过着幸
福的生活 
Lift up 举起 Hole on the ground 地洞 
mole 鼹鼠 Jump 跳，蹦 
owl 猫头鹰 lick 舔 
ripple 涟漪 pyjama 睡衣 
rock 大石头/岩石 pond 水塘 
shoulders 肩膀 Put…inside… 把…放在…里 
slippers 拖鞋 Reindeer 驯鹿 
sock 袜子 Tree branches 树枝 
sound 声音 Up-side-down 倒置，倒放 
stool 板凳 Water lily 睡莲 
Striped T-shirt 条纹 T 恤     
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Appendix C - Transcripts 
 
1) Transcript (J) 
Researcher=R, Participant=J    
Turn number Speaker Transcription Code-switching translation 
2 J yeah uh Jxx too  
4 J um yeah  
6 J oh oh yeah … I . I I am Jxx  
8 J uh .. I come from I come from .. China  
10 J um  
12 J uh .. Guangzhou  
14 J yeah uh . and I . uh .. I was I was . in uh twenty twenty eight years 
years  
16 J yes … yeah yeah came Australia  
18 J uh (CS)bu2 shi4 wo3 shi4 er4 ling2 ling2 ba1 nian3 lai2 zhe4 
li3(CS)  不是我是二零零八年来这里(no I came here in 2008) 
20 J uh I come to Australia in twenty  
22 J auh two thousand and eight  
24 J uh no I just just uh middle middle school just one level one level 
(CS)chuo1 yat2(CS)   初一 (Year six) 
26 J just one year  
28 J no … here come here can learn English five hundred hours  
30 J yeah … no yeah .. uh .. this special English class is is the job . the 
for job English class  
32 J yeah yeah (CS)jiu4 shi4 zen3 mo0 shuo1 ne0(CS)  就是怎么
说呢(is how should I say?) 
34 J (CS)shi4 zhao3 gong1 zuo4 de0 ying1 wen2 ying1 wen2 ban1(CS) 
 是找工作的英文英文班(is the English English class for job seeking) 
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36 J not TAFE uh oh TAFE I go maybe half half years  
38 J five hundred  
40 J um yes no good no talking my English poor listen is very very bad
  
42 J no no no no no no no no just simple maybe … yea but if listen if I if 
other people talking English I just not hear just by phone not hear so just I don't 
know I I  
44 J so I say I don't know I I don't know I don't understand sorry sorry 
but I want to listen but (xxxx) too fast too fast  
46 J too fast yeah … yeah yeah many difficult so I I want to go travel go 
work travel (xxxx) but my English poor so I I difficult (CS)ni3 xiang3 qu4 dan4 
shi4 jiu4 shi0 yu3 yan2 wen4 ti2 mei2 ban4 fa0(CS)  你想去但是就是语言问
题没办法 (you want to go but because of language problem nothing you can do 
about it) 
48 J so yeah I want to learning yeah yeah  
50 J no  
52 J no working I visit (CS)tui4 xiu1 le0 zen3 mo0 shuo1(CS)  退
休了怎么说?(how do you say retired?） 
54 J retired yeah … um . um my home is Chinese but I I tell my son and 
my daughter in law you if you call me you waiting English  
56 J yes yeah yeah yeah but talking just Chinese but waiting the 
message the near yes  
58 J yeah yes yeah yeah yeah yeah ... (CS)jiu4 mei2 ban4 fa3 jiu4 shi4 
zhen1 de0 ting1 bu4 dong3 dan4 shi0 wo3 dou1 hen3 nu3 li4 rang4 ta1 men2 
jiu4 shi4 fa1 xin4 xi1 huo4 zhe3 fa1 wei1 xin4 gei3 wo3 fa1 ying1 wen2 wo3 
jin4 liang4 de0 kan4 jie1 chu4 duo1 xie1(CS) in home in my home um I don't 
watch Chinese uh little bit just 就没办法就是真的听不懂但是我都很努力让
他们就是发信息或者发微信给我发英文我尽量的看接触多些(no other way I 
really could not understand but I tried very hard to ask them to send SMS or 
Wechat and send in English and I try to read or use more)  
60 J I don't watch Chinese TV I just want always I just watch the 
English the  
62 J the local TV yeah (CS)jiu4 shi0(CS)but I don't 就是(it is)  
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64 J maybe not maybe (CS)jiu4 shi0 fei1 chang2 jiu4 shi0 bu2 shi0 
shuo1 neng2 ting1 de0 dong3(CS) but (CS)hen3 xiang3 zai4 zhe4 ge0 fan4 wei3 
nei4 zai4 zhe4 ge0 kong1 jian1 li3 sheng1 huo2(CS)  就是非常就是不是说能
听的懂(it is very . it is not to say that I can understand) 很想在这个范围内在这
个空间里生活 (really want to within this area to live in this space) 
66 J uh  
68 J oh (CS)wo3 hen3 xi1 wang4 zai4(CS)  I hope I hope um .. uh . I 
hope live English the (CS)zen3 mo0 shuo1(CS)？ 我很希望在(I really hope to) 
怎么说(how do I say this?) 
70 J uh oh I hope live Australia so I will hard learning English (CS)wo3 
hen3 xiang3 jiu4 shi0 zai4 ao4 da4 li4 ya4 hao3 hao3 sheng1 huo2 suo3 yi3 wo3 
jiu4 hen3 xiang3 nu3 li4 xue2 ying1 wen2(CS)  我很想就是在澳大利亚好好生
活所以我就很想努力学英文(I really want that is to live in Australia so I really 
want to learn English well) 
72 J yeah yeah yeah … but I am old  
74 J um … yeah yeah  
76 J I know 
78 J um um I can do anything  
80 J yeah so so my son tell me you you live grandchildren talking 
Chinese but my children always talking English good good I just listen I just 
talking I I like my grandchildren talking two and two years or more  
82 J auh  
84 J my grand my grand uh my grand dau (CS)ying1 gai1 shi0(CS)  my 
grandchildren no no my grandchild no no (CS)nu3 hai2 zen3 mo0 shuo1? sun1 
nu3(CS)  应该是(should be) 女孩怎么说？孙女 (how to say girl? 
granddaughter） 
86 J uh my granddaughter yes my granddaughter um two years old 
more um um two years old more .. (CS)ni3 xiang3 yao4 wo3 shuo1 shen2 mo0? 
wo3 dou1 wang4 ji0 le0(CS)  你想要我说什么？我都忘记了(what do you 
want me to say? I have already forgotten) 
88 J oh I just one only one granddaughter now only one 
granddaughter name is Sky yes um uh yeah very very beautiful  
90 J uh very happy so uh I wil I I always I um (CS)wo3 zong3 shi0(CS)  
I always meet my grandchildren in every Monday 我总是(I always)  
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92 J um I go my son home uh I don't live my son live  
94 J no together so uh always my son say you can come my home uh 
live granddaughter play anything  
96 J uh yeah just play but not say so do that do that … no no  
98 J my son say you you can teach granddaughter Chinese so I I 
(CS)wo3 hui4(CS)  I can oh I can learning the Chinese story more story and sing 
and 我会(I will) 
100 J dancing  
102 J for my  
104 J granddaughter so my granddaughter very happy  
106 J mama mama yeah I come home I come her home granddaughter 
mama mama singing (CS)jiu4 shi0 .. you3 zhi1(CS)  monkey (CS)you3 zhi1(CS) 
monkey 就是 .. 有只(it's just there is a) 有只(there is) (laugh) 
108 J (CS)na4 shi0 liang3 zhi1 lao3 hu3 dan4 shi0 wo3 ba3 ta1 gai3 
cheng2 yin1 wei2 wo3 you3 yi4 ben3 shu1 gei3 ta1 de0 yi4 ben3 fo2 jiao4 de0 
yi0 ben3 shu1 li3 mian4 gang1 hao3 you3 si4 ge0(CS)  monkey (CS)di4 yi1 ge0 
zheng4 hao3 wo3 jiao1 ta1 zhe4 shou3 ge1 you3 zhi1(CS)  monkey (CS)you3 
zhi1(CS) monkey (CS)hao3 ke3 ai4 hao3 shu1 fu2 hen3 xing4 fu2(CS)  那是两只
老虎但是我把它改成因为我有一本书给她的一本佛教的一本书里面后面刚好有
四个(that's two tigers but I changed it because I have a book for her a book on 
Buddhism at the back of the book there are four) 第一个正好我教她这首歌有只
(the first one I taught her is there is a) 有只(there is a) 好可爱好舒服很幸福
(very adorable comfortable and happy) 
110 J uh yeah I travelling Perth uh Melbourne Adelaide Tasmania  
112 J uh yes Gold Coast just Darwin and big  
114 J no (CS)da4 bao3 jiao1 qu4 guo4 zhi3 you3 na4 ge4 da4 shi2 
tou0(CS)  大堡礁去过只有那个大石头(I have been to the Great Barrier Reef 
only that big rock) 
116 J Ayers Rock and Darwin I don't I haven't been so I want to later  
118 J very very hot yeah yeah  
120 J yeah maybe in the winter or summer can go  
122 J (CS)han4 ji4(CS)  yeah yeah yeah yeah … too hot yeah too hot not 
good not comfortable 旱季(dry season)  
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124 J yeah … (CS)jiu4 xie3 ge4 ying1 wen2 chu1 lai2(CS)  就写个英
文出来(just write in English) 
126 J (CS)jiu4(CS) tick (CS)jiu4 deng3 yu2(CS)  就 (just)就等于(just 
equals to) 
1 R ok so Jenny you're also Jxx  
3 R yeah Jxx ok so I just want to talk to you today if you could explain 
introduce yourself to me I want to have an understanding of your English level
  
5 R yeah yeah so if there is anything you don't understand just let me 
repeat alright ... I will repeat if you don't understand ok? so ah can you please 
tell me about about yourself like where you are from where you were born 
when did you come to Australia and how long you have been here  
7 R yeah  
9 R um  
11 R where where in China?  
13 R ok yep  
15 R um … twenty eight years? in Australia?  
17 R twenty (CS)er4 shi2 ba1 nian2(CS)  二十八年(twenty eight 
years) 
19 R auh ok say that again say that again  
21 R two thousand and eight  
23 R yeah ok yeah that's better not twenty eight years ok so did you 
learn English in China?  
25 R no you didn't learn at school? … let me close let me close the 
door … um ok … oh one year only one year  
27 R and and you never speak English in Guangzhou? how about here 
in Australia?  
29 R hours … yeah ok yeah so after the five hundred hours did you 
learn any other class? other English classes?  
31 R for looking for jobs  
33 R (CS)shi4 zhao3 gong1 zuo4(CS) 是找工作(is for job seeking?) 
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35 R is that from TAFE?  
37 R um ok yeah so do you find that five hundred hours English useful?
  
39 R is that course good? no no good?  
41 R ok but you speak good English you can speak good English yeah 
but can understand I can understand you  
43 R ok  
45 R too fast yeah so do you find that because you cannot speak much 
English that make it difficult for you go to see doctors or make phone calls .. to 
go to use community services? (CS)jiu4 shi4 yin1 wei2 ni3 yu3 yan2 de0 wen4 
ti2 ni3 ni3 jue2 bu4 jue2 de0 qu4 kan4 dai4 fu0 da3 dian4 hua4 hen3 nan2? 
hen3 kun4 nan(CS) you find it difficult? 就是因为你语言的问题你你觉不觉得
去看大夫打电话很难？很困难(because of your language barrier do you feel it is 
difficult for you to make phone call to see a doctor? very difficult?)  
47 R yeah … yeah … so you cannot go  
49 R so are you working in Australia?  
51 R have you worked?  
53 R retired you are retired ok and you don't speak English at home  
55 R (laugh) you want your son and daughter in law to call you in 
English  
57 R yeah yeah … you want then to write to you in English but speak to 
you in Chinese OK?  
59 R oh ok that's very good  
61 R the local TV that's great  
63 R you don't understand  
65 R yeah yeah … yeah yeah yeah yeah ok so can you try to tell me say 
that in English? … yeah try to say what you just told me in Chinese say it in 
English  
67 R (CS)wo3 hen3 xi1 wang4 zai4 zhe4 li3 zai4 zhe4 ge0 kong1 jian1 
sheng1 huo0 ni3 ba3 ta1 shuo1 cheng2 ying1 wen2(CS)  我很希望在这里在个空
间生活你把它说成英文(I really hope to live in this space say it in English) 
69 R in Australia  
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71 R um ok so what you're saying is because you want to live in 
Australia so you want to study English so you can you can live here and happy 
right? that's good so um  
73 R no no no you're not old no no no no as long as you want to learn 
you can learn is a matter of you learn fast or learn slow you can learn if you 
want to if you don't want to learn I tie you here you won't learn 
75 R (CS)ni3 bu4 xiang3 xue2 wo3 ba3 ni3 bang3 zai4 zher0 ni3 ye3 
xue2 bu2 jin4 qu4(CS)  你不想学我把你绑在这你也学不进去(if you don't 
want to learn even if I tie you here you won't learn) 
77 R hnn yeah it's important you want to learn and then you watch 
local TV listening train your ears yeah  
79 R yeah so uh uh your your family do you have grandchildren or?  
81 R yeah … yeah … yeah … how old how … can you say the complete 
sentence? (CS)shuo1 yi1 ge0 wan2 zheng3 de0 ju4 zi0(CS)  说一个完整的句
子(say a complete sentence) 
83 R (CS)jiu4 shi0 shuo1 ni3 de4 sun1 zi0 he2 sun1 nu0 ni3 ji3 ge0 
sun1 zi0 sun1 nu0? ta1 men ji3 sui4 le0? ni3 he2 wo3 shuo1(CS)  就是说你
的你的孙子和孙女你几个孙子孙女？他们几岁了？你和我说(what I mean is 
your your grandson and granddaughter how many grandson granddaughter? 
how old are they? please tell me) 
85 R granddaughter  
87 R uh (CS)you3 ji3 ge0 sun1 zi0(CS) 有几个孙子孙(have a few 
grandchildren) 
89 R ok yeah … she's uh uh over two … Sky oh beautiful name … yeah … 
yeah …  
91 R every Monday you meet? so you don't live with them do you live 
with your daughter? no?  
93 R you don't live uh you don't live together oh ok right  
95 R yeah ok you can come to play with her uh yeah  
97 R yeah (laugh) so he doesn't want you to he doesn't want you to 
teach ok?  
99 R yeah … uh ok yeah  
101 R yeah uh that's good yeah  
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103 R granddaughter yeah ok  
105 R um um um  
107 R (CS)na4 shi0 liang3 zhi1 lao3 hu3 shi4 bu2 shi4? na4 shou3 ge1 
ni3 bian4 cheng2 hou2 zi0 le0(CS)  那是两只老虎是不是？那首歌你变成猴子了
(that's two tigers is that right? you changed the song to monkeys) 
109 R uh uh uh … oh that's great so have you been around in Australia? 
have you been travelling around?  
111 R hm hm hm you've been to many places  
113 R um um … oh the Barrier Reef Cairns (CS)da4 bao3 jiao1(CS) ? 大
堡礁(the Great Barrier Reef)？ 
115 R oh Alice Springs Ayers Rock Ayers Rock  
117 R you haven't been yeah … yeah it's very hot Darwin is very very hot 
I've been there  
119 R yes very hot but its's nice it's tropical  
121 R yeah yeah yeah you go there in the dry season not the wet season . 
(CS)bu2 yao4 zai4 yu3 ji4 qu4 yao4 zai4 han4 ji4 qu4(CS) September October 
(CS)jiu3 yue4 shi2 yue4(CS)  that's a good time to go there otherwise it will be 
raining everyday and too hot 不要在雨季去要在要在旱季去 (don't go 
there in rainy season go in dry season) 九月十月(September October)  
123 R yeah yeah so uh that's it it's just a simple talk with you if you can 
uh do this exercise (CS)zuo4 zhe4 ge0 ce4 shi4 a0(CS)  做这个测试啊(do this 
test) 
125 R (Cs)jiu4 shi4 bu2 shi4 xie3 ying1 wen2 zhe4 ge4 ying1 wen2 zi4 
shen1 yan2 se4 de0 kan4 dao4 ma? ta1 hou4 mian4 fan1 cheng2 zhong1 wen2 
le0 zhe4 si4 ge4 ni3 jue2 de2 na3 yi1 ge0 shi zhe4 ge0 yi4 si0 mei3 yi1 ge0 zhi2 
you3 yi1 ge0 shi4 dui4 de0(CS)  就是不是写英文这个英文字深颜色的看到吗？
他后面翻成中文了这四个你觉得哪一个是这个意思每一个只有一个是对的(not 
to write English do you see the English letters in bold? it has been translated 
into Chinese which one of the four choices do you think this word means only 
one choice is correct for each question) 
127 R (CS)jiu4 wan2 le0 xuen3 yi1 ge0(CS)  就完了选一个(that's it 
just choose one) 
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Post-test transcript J    
Researcher=R, Participant=J   
Turn number Speaker Transcription Code-switching 
2 J yeah I try just try  
4 J uh . last night I say this Fiona  
6 J boy? oh just Tommy  
8 J I say this Tommy this dog yeah uh last night Tommy and dog uh .. 
uh .. … saw SAW  
10 J saw saw the saw the fro  
12 J frog saw the frog this frog inside in (CS)ping2 zi3 zen3 me0 
shuo1(CS) ？ 瓶子怎么说？(how do you say bottle?) 
14 J in the jar in the glass jar um .. they uh they very happy and this .. 
later . later the Tommy and dog sleeping uh no sleeper sleeper SLEEPED in the 
bed um but the . frog um . the frog (CS)pa2(CS)   climb and go out um 爬(climb) 
16 J cramb crambed crambed go out  
18 J (CS)wo3 yao4 shuo1 shi2 wu3 fen1 zhong1 … zhong4 lai2 zhong4 
lai2 wo3 yi3 wei2(CS) 我要说十五分钟 (I have to speak for 15 
minutes?)(laugh) … 重来重来我以为(let's do it again let's do it again I thought) 
20 J (CS)wo3 yi3 wei2 yao4 yi1 zhang1 tu2 yi1 ju4 hua4(CS)  我以为要
一张图一句话(I thought one sentence for each picture) 
22 J yeah yeah yeah yeah ok uh … Tommy home is beautiful has has 
the light and the bed the bed has four   
24 J pillars and the .  
26 J and the pillow um .. uh . the dress on the floor .. the st stri striped 
t-shirt on the floor uh   
28 J .. and has one pair one pair shoes um .. uh Tommy sit (CS)qian2 
mian4 ying1 gai1 shuo1 shi4(CS)  last night the Tommy sit the (CS)xiao3 deng4 
he2(CS)  chair (CS)you4 bu4 yi1 yang4 a1(CS) 前面应该说是(should have 
said )小凳和(stool and) 又不一样啊(is different) 
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30 J stool sit stool sit stool uh Tommy . um and dog show the forg the 
frog in the glass dry um .. um . the moon uh the moon same (CS)wan1 wan1 di2 
zen3 me0 shuo1(CS)   弯弯的怎么说(how to say moon bending?) 
32 J waxing moon very nice  
34 J um . so they very happy   
36 J together uh uh they play the frog together very very happy that is 
ok?  
38 J .. um later later Tommy and dog um go back   
40 J sleeping sleeping sleeping um sud suddenly the frog C L I M B 
(CS)wo3 ji4 de2 dan4 shi4 wo3 ji4 de2 zen3 me0 pin1(CS)   我记得但是我记
得怎么拼(I remember but I remember how to spell) 
42 J (CS)wo3 shuo1 deng3 yu2 ta1 men2 mei2 de2 zhun3 bei4 le0 ta1 
men2 mei2 de2 xiang3 le0(CS)   我说等于她们没得准备了她们没得想了(if 
they hear my saying this there is nothing for them to prepare) 
44 J (CS)wo3 jue2 de2 yin1 wei2 ni3 men2(CS)  我觉得因为你们 
(I feel because you) 
46 J (CS)zhe4 ge4 jiang3 wan2 le0(CS)  这个讲完了(finished talking 
about this one) 
48 J uh . today today morning . uh Tommy and dog .. get . got up . got 
up . uh they find . they find found found the . frog .. um the . they found . the frog 
di sai pir disappear the . glass dri empty uh so .   
50 J so . uh . so they   
52 J they .. get . so Tommy get dress . get dress changed dress changed 
dress and take the shoes looking look look looking the shoes no no no looking 
just looking the shoes the dog uh .. um coming . the dog .. looking . looking . put 
inside the dog put inside   
54 J put inside the glass jaw uh .. want to fai the frog but everything . 
no . uh . not .. this . the frog is was dis  
56 J disappeared  
57 J yeah so they not happy  
59 J (CS)gou4 shi2 jian1 le0 ma2(CS)？ 够时间了吗？(enough 
minutes?) 
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61 J yeah thank you  
1 R (CS)ni3 xian1 deng3 yi1 xia4 wo3 xian1 shuo1 yi1 xia4(CS)  ok 
today is the twenty of Feb two thousand and eighteen Tuesday the final 
assessment the first participant is Jxx OK so can you please tell me about the 
story in your pictures please? 你先等一下我先说一下(please wait a 
moment let me record the title first) 
3 R ok yeah (laugh) 
5 R Fiona? that's a little boy  
7 R Tommy ok Tommy yeah  
9 R uh saw yeah  
11 R the frog?  
13 R (CS)da4 ping2 zi3(CS) big jar glass jar jar 大瓶子(big jar) 
15 R climb  
17 R (CS)ni3 de2 shuo1 ni3 de2 shuo1 shi1 wu3 fen1 zhong1 a1 ni3 
bu4 neng2 liang3 ju4 hua4 jiu4 mei2 le0 ni3 yao4 shuo1 shi2 wu3 fen1 zhong1 
duo1 miao2 shu4 miao2 shu4 ni3 zhe4 ge4 liang3 fen1 zhong1 jiu4 wan2 le0(CS) 
 你得说你得说十五分钟啊你不能两句话就没了你要说十五分钟多描述描
述你这个两分钟就完了(you need to you need to speak for 15 minutes you can't 
just say two sentence and finish you need to speak for 15 minutes and give 
description on the things you have just spoken for 2 minutes and finished) 
19 R (CS)bu4 xing2 ni3 de2 miao2 shu4 zhe4 ge4(CS)   不行你得描述这
个(no you can't you have to describe) 
21 R (CS)na4 bu4 xing2 na4 bu4 xing2(CS)  那不行那不行(no no 
cannot be like that) 
23 R pillars  
25 R pillow  
27 R um  
29 R stool stool  
31 R (laugh) it's a waxing moon waxing moon  
33 R yeah ok  
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35 R (CS)ta1 men2 yi1 qi3 wan2 ni3 shuo1(CS)  他们一起玩你说
(can you say they play together?) 
37 R ok that's ok the first picture is ok now the next one  
39 R um?  
41 R (CS)hai2 shi4 ni3 men2 dao4 wai4 mian4 qu4 zhun3 bei4(CS) 还
是你们到外面去准备 (maybe good idea you all prepare outside) 
43 R (CS)wo3 men2 yi1 ge4 yi1 ge4 jin4 lai2 shui2 jiang3 jin4 lai2 
jiang3(CS)  我们一个一个进来谁讲进来讲(we come in one by one whoever's 
turn she comes in and talk) 
45 R (CS)kai1 zhe4 ge4 eng0(CS)  ok yeah 开这个嗯(open this 
yeah) 
47 R um ok  
49 R yeah ok that's fine put this one yeah and then?  
51 R (CS)huan4 yi1 fu2 le0(CS)  换衣服了(got changed) 
53 R (CS)ba3 tou2 fang4 zai4 li3 mian4(CS)   把头放在里面(put the 
head inside) 
55 R disappeared yeah disappeared  
58 R ok alright   
60 R ok that's . fine alright that's your part now you do (CS)zuo4 bi3 
shi4 ha0(CS)  做笔试哈 (now the written test yeah) 
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2) Pre-test Transcript (S) 
Researcher=R, Informant 2=S    
    
Turn number Speaker Transcript Code-switching translation 
2 S yeah  
4 S yeah my name is xxxxx  
6 S I'm very uh   
8 S worry   
10 S worry … English a little  
12 S uh yeah my son uh he gone he went ehh to Australia in two 
thousand two thousand and one (CS)nian2 zen3 mo0 shuo1 a0? wo3 er2 zi0 
shi0 er4 ling2 ling2 yi1 nian2(CS)  二零零零年二零零一年怎么说啊？我儿子是
二零零零一年(how to say the year 2001? my son is 2001) 
14 S uh (CS)wo3 lai2 shi4 shen2 mo0 shi2 hou lai2 de4 shi4 ba0? yin1 
wei2 shi4 duan4 duan4 xu4 xu4(CS)  我来是什么时候来的是吧？因为是断
断续续(you mean when I came right? because it is many occasions) 
16 S I I maybe I my first time to Sidony in twenty five?  
18 S nineteen twenty five two thousand and eleven oh I uh every year 
twenty five um from twenty five every year once more to Sidony and I twenty 
fifteen and yes I come to Sydney four month ..  uh four month last year four 
month in Sydney  
20 S yeah and my grandson  
22 S oh he is twenty one months  
24 S everyday he go to day care I can free  (laugh) 
26 S no at home we speak Chinese and Shanghai language and my son 
and my son's wife speak English  
28 S uh uh uh … but by the way … we we talk to my grandson in 
Japanese and uh Beijing language and Shanghai language  
30 S yeah  
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32 S yeah … I I Japanese a long time I I lived in I go to Japan (CS)yi1 
jiu3 ba1 wu3(CS)  uh nineteen eighty five years oh yeah 一九八五(the year 
1985) 
34 S yeah yeah my son's language is Japanese can't speak Chinese  
36 S interesting? Uh … my sons uh uh sixteen years .. uh when he . 
when he sixteen years he come to Sidoney 
38 S and he go to Scott College High School  
40 S he he is study in NSW (CS)mi4 niao4 ke1(CS)  泌尿外科
(Endocrinologist) 
42 S a doctor uh Urology my son's wife is Dentist she is born in New 
York  
44 S yeah … from everywhere (CS)xi2 fu0 zen3 mo4 shuo1(CS)? my 
my … uh daughter in law my daughter in law hear (CS)ke3 yi3 ting1(CS) can 
listening uh Shanghai language he can she can speak Mandarin 媳妇怎么说(how 
do you say daughter-in-law?) 可以听 (can listen)  
46 S yeah   
48 S she is Chinese um … a little  
50 S my primary uh when I study in primary school we learned a little 
English but uh (CS)zheng4 zhi4 de0 yuan2 yin1(CS)  政治的原因(due to 
political reasons) 
52 S political English … I was I born in nineteen fiftyseven um  
54 S Cultural Revolution  
56 S uh I I I was (CS)bi4 ye0 shi4 zai4(CS) textile technology I learned 
my university Shanghai Textile  毕业是在 (graduated from)  
58 S um um machin … (CS)ji1 jie4(CS)  uh but I uh I eighteen (CS)yi1 
jiu3(CS)  nineteen eight five year I go to Japan 机械(machinery) 一九
(nineteen)  
60 S and I uh I go to uh study uh uh National Yokohama National 
University MBA uh three years  
62 S um … but you know Japanese not speak English  
64 S in my country I no chance to speak English  
66 S and but my Master  
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68 S while I can I can read a report but   
70 S my uh my I go to Japan uh that time I can't Japanese I only speak 
little English and I I call call phone I only speak English (laugh)  
72 S but now I cannot speak English I'm very worried my son said to 
me mumy your English is so bad you must study I see I see  
74 S uh my I I I uh menu shopping I know a little trouble  
76 S a little trouble  
78 S uh and Chinese shops yeah often  
80 S Woolworths uh week one week   
82 S uh  
84 S uh yeah um last month last month our our family go to uh went to 
Perth  
86 S uh Perth Perth travel 
88 S it very it is very surprise to me Perth is a very clean city  
90 S um and uh uh I I think it comfort to children uh and beach .. um 
very is small but children's play playground uh they have uh beach uh (CS)hen3 
duo1 you3(CS)  much much children's playground 很多有(there were 
many)  
92 S and BHP park water park very enjoy to children  
94 S and uh train baby car is fright very  
96 S on rule city rule is very (CS)yan2 ge2 shi4 shen2 mo4 a0(CS)?  严
格是什么啊？(how do you say strict?) 
98 S strict you should you should your baby cart to go lift you don't 
you cannot to escalator baby cart (CS)tui1 le0(CS) baby cart (CS)bu4 neng2 
shang4(CS) 推了(pushed) 婴儿推车不能上 (baby stroller cannot go on the lift) 
100 S because it is very danger I think it is very good city's infra and 
train station and work very nice  
102 S uh  
104 S twenty years ago Syd eight years ago Sydney is very very nice  
106 S I each I uh uh my memories uh airport  
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108 S my first to sidony is uh twenty five six (CS)er4 ling2 ling2 san1 
shi4 zen3 mo4 shuo1 a0(CS)?  二零零三是怎么说啊？(uh how do you say 
2003 in English?) 
110 S (CS)san1 san1(CS)  三三(three three) 
112 S uh yeah I arrived at Sidony airport it was concert oh I am very 
surprised  
114 S it very so (CS)ren2 hen3 shao3(CS)  人很少(not many 
people) 
116 S and not many people um then now very   
118 S unnn and Chinese  
120 S many many Chinese many many India  
122 S many Eastern (CS)zhong1 dong1 de0(CS)?  中东的?(from 
Middle East?) 
124 S Middle East  
126 S um I'm very shock  
128 S (laugh) don't I don't speak English I came every year everywhere 
I don't speak English I can I can ask to Chinese  
130 S big change   
132 S certainly . four years  
134 S it big change  
136 S I'm so worried  
138 S memory my memory English is lost in my memory  (laugh) 
140 S my son speak say to me mumy oh my home don't speak English 
we must uh we must teach my grandson Chinese Chinese language is first 
language   
142 S in my home my son cannot speak Chinese his hopes his hope is 
with   
144 S his son 
146 S you can you must teach your grandson Chinese  (laugh) 
148 S learn English  
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150 S vocabulary test  
152 S vocabulary test  
1 R ok good morning uh   
3 R so how do I call your name?  
5 R uh xxxxx surname is xxxx there is no need to be stressed about so 
it's just a simple chat with you for me to get an understanding of your English 
level yeah so if you could uh just relax and tell me about yourself? yeah say your 
name where you are from?   
7 R yeah   
9 R the other lady don't worry don't worry about it it's ok it's ok it's 
not life and death right?  
11 R yeah that's ok it's ok I don't expect you to be perfect in English 
then you don't need to learn so can you tell me uh when you came to Australia?
  
13 R (CS)uh ni3 na4 ge0 nian2(CS)  can you say the numbers?  你
那个年(ok the year)  
15 R no in English  
17 R uh two thousand and five?  
19 R uh … right so do you live with your son? yeah ok  
21 R uh ok all right how old is your grandson?  
23 R oh twenty one month all right so  
25 R uh I see so do you speak English at home?  
27 R no no? … right ok so uh did you learn English when you were  
29 R right ok speak Japanese  
31 R because when you say Sydney you said Sidony so I was thinking 
why  
33 R ok all right so did you study there? or did you study in Japan?  
35 R I see it's interesting very interesting ok so you migrate to 
Australia in two thousand and fifteen  
37 R um  
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39 R oh I see  
41 R oh ok Urology   
43 R ok so he has got a good job … uh ok so it's like a United Nations 
(CS)xiang4 lian2 he2 guo2 ni3 men2 jia1(CS)  from everywhere daughter in law
 像联合国你们家(your family is like the United Nations)  
45 R uh ok is she Chinese?   
47 R yeah she is Chinese uh yeah all right uh so when you were in 
China you didn't learn English you learned Japanese  
49 R you learned little  
51 R political political ok I I understand yeah yeah  
53 R ok … so about the same age as my brother   
55 R um yeah yeah yeah yeah my brother was fiftynine um  
57 R oh textile (CS)fang3 zhi1(CS)  machinery oh I see oh I see 纺
织(textile)  
59 R right  
61 R oh very good yeah  
63 R yeah  
65 R yeah yeah  
67 R right ok  
69 R ok you cannot speak many Chinese have this problem yeah you 
can't say it you can read very advanced English but you can't say it  
71 R ok  
73 R ok so when you live in Australia when you go shopping or go out 
can you go out yourself? can you explain yourself in English?  
75 R yeah … a little trouble  
77 R but mostly you go to Chinese shops?  
79 R yeah yeah yeah  
81 R yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah ok yeah so do you want to tell me some 
of your experience in Australia? something that uh very memorable or some big 
experience you want to share with me?  
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83 R like something very unusual or unforgettable or do you like 
Australia? or do you like China? do you is there anything interesting? anything 
you want to tell me  
85 R Perth?  
87 R uh ok … right  
89 R yeah  
91 R ok yeah yeah I understand you yeah yeah   
93 R uh ok … yeah ...  
95 R yeah … very considerable for children yeah ok  
97 R strict  
99 R oh ok I see very dangerous  
101 R (laugh)  
103 R nicer than Sydney? laugh   
105 R uh  
107 R um  
109 R yeah … two thousand and three  
111 R three three two thousand and three  
113 R yeah … um  
115 R yeah not many people  
117 R yeah  
119 R yeah  
121 R yeah  
123 R Middle East   
125 R yeah yeah yeah  
127 R you're very shocked (laugh) 
129 R yeah yeah yeah I understand that's good you actually speak good 
English  
131 R um .. um  
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133 R yeah   
135 R yeah yeah yeah yeah .. your English as actually very good but you 
just your vocabulary you know your vocabulary is lacking so you need to learn 
more words so you can say more Grammar there's a little bit of problem but uh 
yeah that's typical uh that's typical for Chinese making this kind of mistakes 
that's that's ok yeah that's ok  
137 R don't worry don't worry so no that's it it's just a simple simple 
simple uh talk   
139 R it'll come back it'll come back slowly come back slowly you have 
to use it language you have to use the language otherwise you forget if if you 
only learn and you never even look at it or never use it you don't practise how 
do you learn? you can't learn yeah  
141 R ok uh ... ok yeah   
143 R with you (laugh) … yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah  
145 R so he's counting on you to teach  
147 R Chinese (laugh)I see now you're learning English so bilingual yeah
  
149 R ok uh thank you very much for talking to me sharing your 
experience with Perth yeah it's very interesting so what I would like you to do is 
to complete this uh . uh where is it oh here .. this vocabulary test ..   
151 R this one you can do it outside you have half hour to do that I will 
continue with the next person … this vocabulary test  
153 R this one you can do it outside you have half hour to do that I will 
continue with the next person  
     
Post-test   transcript (S) 
Researcher=R, Informant 2=S    
Turn number Speaker Transcript Code-switching translation 
2 S .. yeah today is Thursday uh Thursday  
4 S Sunday Monday Tuesday  (laugh) 
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6 S yeah uh I can try this is Tom's bedroom this is Tom's bed room 
(CS)wo3 ba3 zhe4 ge4 nan2 hai2 di2 ming2 zi4 jiao4(CS) Tom 我把这个男孩的
名字叫(I call this boy) 
8 S Tom's bedroom  
10 S uh . there is a frog . in the glass jar .   
12 S Tom's dog is looking frog inside the jar   
14 S . Tom's dog Tom's dog is is looking . is looking looking uh looking 
at frog inside the jar   
16 S Tom is (xxxx) to watch frog  
18 S is smiling   
20 S is smiling to watch the frog   
22 S Tom and the dog go to bed . Tom and his dog go to up . uh his Tom 
and his dog going to bed going to bed (CS)qu4 shui4 jue2 le0(CS)  去睡觉了
(go to sleep) 
24 S .. the frog . the frog climbed out from the glass jar when they have 
sleep   
26 S .. Tom and dog wake up next morning   
28 S . they found the glass jar empty   
30 S . uh the frog disaparid   
32 S and disaperid  
34 S frog has disapperid  
36 S disappeared .. Tom Tom get get dressed his striped t shirt . he is 
finding the frog from his boot up-side-down  
38 S .. (CS)wo3 jiu4 shi4 shuo1 ta1 ba3 ta1 di2 xie2 zi3 dao3 guo4 
lai2(CS)  我就是说他把他的鞋子倒过来 (what I mean is he put his shoes 
up-side-down) 
40 S . Tom's dog is looking inside the glass jar too  
42 S . Tom is opening window and he is calling to frog ..   
44 S Tom's dog is looking inside the glass jar   
46 S uh Tom's dog is sitting is sitting the window side  
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48 S looking inside the glass jar . Tom's dog is jumping from window . 
to garden  
50 S .. Tom is catching his dog closely ..   
52 S . Tom is carrying his dog to forest . he is going to find his frog   
54 S . uh Tom found a hole on the ground   
56 S Tom's dog found a bee hive   
58 S a mole is going out from the hole just time  
60 S a a mole is going out   
62 S a mole is going out from the hole from the hole that time 
64 S Tom is very surprising ..   
66 S uh Tom's dog is touching the big tree  
68 S is touching  
70 S looking at bee hive  
72 S . bees are flying from the bee hive  
74 S bee hive is falling  
76 S the mole is . the mole is looking it . Tom is climbing up tree 
branches  
78 S and oll is appearing  
80 S up   
82 S a owl is appearing   
84 S Tom is falling is falling in ground (CS)cong2 shu4 shang4 diao4 
dao4 di0 shang4(CS)  从树上掉到地上(fall from the tree to the ground) 
86 S Tom Tom is falling in the ground   
88 S . Tom's dog is running away .   
90 S Tom's dog . is running away (CS)zai4 pao3 gou3 ye3 zai4 pao3 
tao2 le0(CS)  running away 在跑狗也在跑逃了(running the dog is running away) 
92 S the owl the owl is charsing Tom  
94 S (xxxx) Tom uh Tom is catching the rock .   
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96 S Tom is catching the rock   
98 S he is climbing on the rock  
100 S .. he is holding the reindeer and riding on the reindeer’s antler  
102 S uh the reindeer the reindeer and Tom's dog are running quickly
  
104 S . they have arrived at cliff .   
106 S Tom and his dog are falling in the pond  
108 S uh there is water water uh waterlily and    
110 S log in the pond  
112 S Tom is standing in the pond with the dog  
114 S uh is sitting   
116 S in the with his dog   
118 S he has catch the big log  
120 S he he has catch he has catched he has catched the big log climbed 
on it  
122 S Tom found two big frogs  
124 S then there are more frogs appearing  
126 S Tom find his own frog  
128 S . he is very glad and waved to other frogs ..   
130 S he is very he is very glad and waving to other frogs the other frogs 
are sitting on the log to say bye bye(laugh) 
132 S (CS)wo3 kan4 wan2 gu3 piao4(CS)  everyday I watch stock stock 
market 我看完股票(I finished watching the stockmarket) 
134 S the stock stock market finished at four o'clock  
136 S thank you very much 
138 S I I uh I plan uh uh I'm going to plan to come back to Sidony in in 
April  
140 S in April  
142 S yeah  
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144 S see you in Sidony  
146 S thank you very much 
148 S thank you  
1 R (CS)hao3 ba1 ni3 sui2 shi2 ni3 kai1 shi3 du1 ke3 yi3 xian4 zai4 
shi4(CS)  twenty seventh Feb seven pm five past seven 好吧你随时你开始都可
以现在是(ok you can start any time now it is) 
3 R today is Tuesday  (laugh) 
5 R ok S can you uh tell me the story what happened in the frog story?
  
7 R yeah … ok that's good that's great  
9 R uh  
11 R yeah  
13 R uh  
15 R yeah ok good  
17 R Tom is what? sorry?  
19 R oh smiling ok yeah yeah Tom smiling  
21 R yeah  
23 R yeah yeah that's correct very good  
25 R ok  
27 R yeah  
29 R uh yeah good  
31 R disappeared disappeared  
33 R yeah  
35 R yeah yeah  
37 R (laugh) uh ok yes yeah  
39 R (CS)mei2 wen4 ti2 mei2 wen4 ti2 shuo1 di2 hen3 hao3 hen3 hao3 
hen3 hao3(CS)  没问题没问题说的很好很好很好(no problem no problem 
you are doing very well very well) 
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41 R ok yes  
43 R yep  
45 R uh  
47 R yeah  
49 R yeah  
51 R uh  
53 R yeah sure that's good  
55 R yeah  
57 R uh  
59 R sorry a mole coming out from the hole?  
61 R uh ok  
63 R yeah  
65 R ok yeah  
67 R Tom Tom's dog is what did you say Tom's dog is?   
69 R oh touching touching ok yeah yeah touching  
71 R yeah  
73 R uh yeah  
75 R uh yeah  
77 R ok yes  
79 R an owl  
81 R yeah  
83 R yes  
85 R uh yes falling onto the ground yeah yeah … yeah  
87 R uh . yeah  
89 R ok why is the dog running?  
91 R yeah  
93 R oh he is chasing Tom yeah  
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95 R you mean climbing the rock? Yeah  
97 R ok  
99 R yeah  
101 R antler  
103 R ok  
105 R yeah  
107 R ok yes yeah  
109 R yes  
111 R uh  
113 R is Tom standing or sitting?  
115 R sitting yeah sitting sitting yeah yeah yeah  
117 R yeah  
119 R uh  
121 R yep  
123 R ok yes  
125 R uh  
127 R yeah  
129 R so he is very what?  
131 R (laugh) that's funny say bye bye happy ever after that's excellent 
you are the best … (CS)zhen1 di2 fei1 chang2 hao3 fei1 chang2 hao3(CS) uh 
that's it … (laugh) (CS)zhen1 di2 zhen1 di2(CS)  真的非常好非常好(really very 
very good)真的真的(it's true it's true) 
133 R yeah  (laugh) 
135 R (CS)ran2 hou4 jiu4 kai1 shi3 zhao3 qing1 wa1 liao3(CS)  然
后就开始找青蛙了(after that you start to look for the frogs) 
137 R (CS)mei2 wen4 ti2 na4 ni3 shi2 me0 shi2 hou4 hui2 lai2 ni2(CS) ？
 没问题那你什么时候回来呢？(it's ok so when are you coming back?) 
139 R April? yes?  
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141 R uh ok beginning April?  
143 R yeah ok yeah ok so I will see you when you come back   
145 R yeah see you in Sidony  (laugh) 
147 R ok thank you bye bye thank you ok bye   
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3) Pre-test Transcript (H) 
Researcher=R, Informant 3=H    
Turn number Speaker Transcription Code-switch translation 
2 H hello … ok  
4 H (CS)dian4 hua4 wo3 dou1 wang4 ji4 duo1 shao3 gang1 gang1 
gang1 gang1 yong4 de0 dian4 hua4 wang4 le0 ling2 si4 qi1 ling2 wo3 jia1 li3 
de0 dian4 hua4 xie3 ma0(CS)  电话我都忘记多少刚刚刚刚用的电话忘了零
四七零我家里的电话写吗？(telephone I already forgot what it is just just just 
just used and forgot 0470 do I write down my home nuhmber?) 
6 H (CS)deng3 hui3 wo3 jiao4 na4 ge0 shui2 da3 guo4 wo3 jiu4 zhi1 
dao4 le0 ben3 lai2 you3 de2 zen3 me0 zi4 ji3 pao3 diao4 le0? yin1 wei2 wo3 
xian4 zai4 shi4 shi4 en0 zen3 me0 shuo1 ne0? wo3 shi4 can2 ji2 di2 xie3 can2 
ji2 a1? can2 ji2(CS) 等会我叫那个谁打过我就知道了本来有的怎么自己跑掉了？
因为我现在是是嗯怎么说呢？我是残疾的写残疾啊？残疾(later I call whoever 
called me just now and I will know I had it before how come it has gone missing 
by itself? because I am now now ehnn how do I say this? I have disability do I 
write disability? disability) 
8 H (CS)can2 ji2(CS) 残疾(disability) 
10 H (CS)dui4 ma1 can2 ji2 ji2 zi4 zen3 me0 xie3?(CS)  对吗残疾
疾字怎么写？(is it correct? how do you write this character ji2?) 
12 H (CS)hen3 duo1 shi2 hou4 du1 shi4 zhe4 yang4 lao3 le0(CS) 很
多时候都是这样老了(it is like this sometimes getting old) 
14 H (CS)shi4 a1(CS) . 是啊(yes) 
16 H (CS)wo3 ying1 wen2 cheng2 du4 bu4 hao3 ta1 men2 li4 hai4 
chu1 zhong1 a1(CS)  我英文程度不好她们厉害初中啊(my English is no good 
they are very good junior high school level) 
18 H (CS)cheng2 du4 ying1 wen2 cheng2 du4 wo3 shi4 wo3 du1 bu4 
zhi1 dao4 cheng2 du4 shi4 duo1 shao3 de0(CS)  程度英文程度我是我都不知道
程度是多少的(level English level I am I don't know what is my level) 
20 H (CS)wo3 xue2 guo4 liang3 ge0(CS) term 我学过两个(I learned 
two terms) 
22 H (CS)zai4 zhe4 li3 a1 liang3 ge4 term zen3 me0 shuo1 a1?(CS) 在
这里啊两个 term 怎么说啊？(I learned it here how do you say two terms?) 
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24 H (CS)jiu4 wu3 bai3 shi2 a1(CS) 就五百时啊(uh just 500 hours) 
26 H (CS)en4 en4(CS) 嗯嗯(uh uh) 
28 H (CS)wo3 wo3 mei2 you3(CS)  我我没有(I I do not have) 
30 H (CS)yi1 bai3 ba1 shi2 hao3 xiang4(CS)  一百八十好像(I think 
just 180 hours) 
32 H (CS)yi2 min2 ying1 yu3(CS) 移民英语(Migrant English) 
34 H (CS)wo3 jiu4 xie3 yi1 bai3 ba1 shi2(CS) 我就写一百八十(I just 
write 180 then) 
36 H (CS)xiao3 shi2 ei1 ya1 mei2 shi2 jian1 qu4 xue2 ye3 lan3 wa4 
zhe4 ge4 shi2 jian1 ting3 chang2 de0 wa1 dan4 shi4 jiu4 shi4 yi1 jiu3 jiu3 jiu3 
yi1 nian2 ba1 shi2 jian1 hen3 chang2(CS)  小时诶呀没时间去学也懒哇这个时间
挺长的哇但是就是一九九九一年吧时间很长的(hours oh no time to learn also I 
am lazy uh this is a long time ago maybe 1991 very long time)  
38 H (CS)de0 dan4 shi4 xue2 bu4 dao4 ying1 wen2 jiu4 shi4 zhe4 ge4 
shi2 jian1 er4 shi2 liu4 er4 shi2 qi1 nian2 ou4 mei2 dao4 er4 shi2 qi1 ying1 gai1 
er4 shi2 liu4  .. shi4 fou3 you3 ting1 li4 wen4 ti2 mei2 you3 le0 .. zhe4 ge0 bu2 
yong4 xie3 le0(CS) 但是学不到英文就是这个时间二十六二十七年哦没到二十
七应该二十六 .. 是否有听力问题没有了 ..  这个不用写了(but did not learn 
English should be 26 to 27 years oh less than 27 should be 26 .. do I have 
hearing problem? No .. no need to write this)  
40 H  .. (CS)zai4 jia1 ting2 shuo1 ying1 wen2.. en4 mei2 you3(CS)  在
家庭说英文? .. 嗯没有 (speak English at home? .. uh no) 
42 H (CS)xxxxxxx zhe4 ge4 jiu4 shi4 wo3 de0 zhong1 wen2 ming2 
dan4 shi4(CS) xxxx 这个就是我的中文名但是(xxxxxxx this is my Chinese 
name but) 
44 H (CS)xie3 cheng2 ying1 wen2(CS) 写成英文(write in English) 
46 H (CS)a4 dui4 le0 xxxxx(CS) 啊对了 xxxxx(yes your are right 
xxxxxx) 
48 H (CS)en4 san1 heng2 na4 ge4 xxx(CS)  嗯三横那个 xxx(uh xxx 
is the character with three horizontal strokes) 
50 H yeah   
52 H uh  
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54 H (CS)zhe4 ge4 xian4 zai4 yao4 zuo4 hao3 gei3 ni3 de0 shi4 
ba0?(CS) 这个现在要做好给你的是吧？(this needs to be done and give it to 
you right?) 
56 H ok my name is Hao Jingling I come from here Australia uh 
nineteen ninty one I from China  
58 H ehnn  
60 H oh oh Guangdong Zhanjiang  
62 H Zhanjiang  
64 H (CS)hui2 you3 shen2 me0 hao3 shuo1 a1?(CS)  还有什么好说啊？
(what else can I say?) 
66 H yeah I live by my uh now with my daughter  
68 H my daughter now only primary school uh high school … uh she's 
name uh xxxxxxxxx  
70 H uh now eighteen years old … I study the Bxxx High School Girl 
High School  
72 H (laugh) very hard to speak   
74 H lazy  (laugh) 
76 H uh little bit   
78 H little bit  
80 H uhn no 
82 H uh  
84 H not much but but my friend speak I speak but all the Chinese 
people together  
86 H yeah but but I I come here I got a business a small business here 
  
88 H uhm . a little English I sell the sell the food uh  
90 H uh at Ashfield I got a Chinese restaurant  
92 H but but short time business  
94 H yeah yeah short time and then I lived Campsie   
96 H a chicken shop chicken shop speak not much English  
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98 H yeah only druhmstick chicken  (laugh)  
100 H yeah  
102 H hobby?  
104 H now uh I I every morning I go the park exercise  
106 H Taichi yeah yeah  
108 H yeah sometime with friend go away ehh happy  
110 H yeah travelling yeah travelling sometime car uhm  
112 H oh no no   
114 H I can't I I sick  
116 H so I don't want uh drive a car  
118 H yeah  
120 H oh Manly Beach Bondi Beach Watsons Bay  (laugh)  
122 H Entrance oh  
124 H NewCastle ahnn Brisbane I travel travel the bo the the bo bo the 
the  
126 H yeah boat  
128 H the cruise … the (xxxx) with the friend so happy   (laugh)  
130 H no  
132 H yeah I I came here maybe nineteen ninty two I go the Surry Hill 
city uh  
135 H yeah  
136 H Surry Hill city the sew  
138 H sew yeah sewing machine  
140 H uhm maybe one year nearly two year  
142 H after   
144 H yeah yeah  
146 H (laugh) yeah no good   
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148 H yeah all the uhm all the come came Australia uh short time   
150 H all the speak Chinese no English  
152 H uh opened the business  
154 H yeah then I'm sick long time a long time  
156 H now uh yeah  
158 H .. I I want learn English but I lazy   (laugh)  
160 H yeah I am sing now first I do my health . so I everyday go the park 
  
162 H see the the the friend   
164 H do the  
166 H yes   (laugh)  
168 H speak again I exercise and after the singing yeah in the park  
170 H yeah yeah yeah yeah so happy  
172 H yeah … uhm … (CS)wo3 men2 shuo1 ying1 wen2 mei2 you3 tiao2 
li3 de0 luan4 shuo1(CS) 我们说英文没有条理的乱说(we don't have logic 
when we speak English we talk nonsense) 
1 R hello good morning take a seat please could you write your name 
please? write your details? just write underneath because there is no space   
3 R yeah .. I need to give you this information ..   
5 R (CS)ke3 yi3 xie3 jia1 li3 dian4 hua4 mei2 wen4 ti2 jiu4 shi4 ru2 
guo3 you3 xie3 shou3 ji1 hao4 ma3 bi3 jiao4 hao3 yin1 wei2 wo3 ke3 yi3 fa1 
xin4 xi1 shen2 mo4 de0 zan2 men2 a1 ni3 na4 ge4 en1(CS)  可以写家里电话
没问题就是如果有写手机号码比较好因为我可以发信息什么的咱们啊你那个嗯
(you can write down your home nuhmber no problems just that it will be better 
if you write down your mobile nuhmber so I can send SMS and that yeah ehnn) 
7 R (CS)shi4 shen2 mo0?(CS)  是什么？(what is it?)  
9 R (CS)ou4 can2 ji2 ou4 ke3 yi3 ke3 yi3(CS)  哦残疾哦可以可以(oh 
disability oh you can you can) 
11 R (CS)yi1 ge4 guang3 bian1 shang4 liang3 ge4 dian3 ran2 hou4 
zhe4 ge4 zai4 zher4 shi2 jian1 chang2 le0 jiu4 shi4 zhe4 yang4 ti2 bi3 wang4 
zi4 ai0 xiang3 bu4 qi3 lai2 le0(CS)  一个广边上两个点然后这个在这儿时间长了
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就是这样提笔忘字唉想不起来了(write the radical with two dots then write this 
stay here too long it is like this you want to write something but forget how to 
write it) 
13 R (CS)eng0 lao3 le0 zen3 me0 hui4 ?(CS)  嗯老了怎么会？(ehnn 
old? how come?) 
15 R (CS)kai1 xin1 jiu4 hao3 kai1 xin1 jiu4 hao3(CS)  开心就好开心就
好(as long as you are happy as long as you are happy) 
17 R (CS)jiu4 shi4 ying1 wen2 de2 ying1 wen2 (CS)  就是英文的英文
(it is English English) 
19 R (CS)jiu4 shi4 shuo1 ru2 guo3 ni3 xue2 guo4 mei2 you3 xue2 guo4 
duo1 shao3 nian2 ye3 ke3 yi3(CS)  就是说如果你学过没有学过多少年也可以
(that is to say doesn't matter if you learned it before or how long it is ok) 
21 R (CS)a1 shi4 zai4 guo2 nei4 xue2 de4 ma0(CS)?  啊是在国内学的
吗？(ah did you learn it in China?) 
23 R (CS)zai4 shi2 me0 di4 fang1 xue2 de0 ne0(CS)   在什么地方学的
呢？(where did you learn English?) 
25 R (CS)ou2 na4 ge4 wu3 bai3 shi2 na4 ge4 jiu4 shi4(CS)   哦那个五
百时那个就是(oh that 500 hours is the) 
27 R (CS)ni3 jiu4 shuo1 wu3 bai3 wu3 bai3 yi1 shi2 ge4 xiao3 shi2 jiu4 
hao3 le0(CS)  你就说五百五百一十个小时就好了(you can just say 500 510 
hours) 
29 R (CS)ou4 mei2 xue2 wan2 shi4 ba1(CS) 哦没学完是吧(oh you 
did not finish right?) 
31 R (laugh) (CS)mei2 guan1 xi4 ni3 jiu4 xie3 yi2 min2 ying1 yu3 mei2 
you3 xue2 wan2(CS) 没关系你就写移民英语没有学完(it's ok you just write that 
you did not complete the Migrant English training)  
33 R (CS)yi2 min2 ying1 yu3 xue2 le0 duo1 shao3 ge4 xiao3 shi2 ni3 
ke3 yi3 jiu4(CS)   移民英语学了多少个小时你可以就(just write whatever 
hours you completed) 
35 R (CS)yi1 bai3 ba1 shi2 xiao3 shi2 ye3 ke3 yi3 en4(CS)  一百八十
小时也可以嗯(uh you can write 180 hours) 
37 R uh  
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39 R uh   
41 R uh ok yeah thank you . (CS)en4 ni3 zhong1 wen2 jiao4 shi2 me0 
ming2 zi4 ne0?(CS) 嗯你中文叫什么名字呢？(uh what is your Chinese name?) 
43 R oh  
45 R (CS)xing4 xxxx ma0 shi4 zhe4 ge4 ma0?(CS) 姓 x 吗是这个吗？
(Your surname is xxx? is this the character?) 
47 R (CS)en0 xxx de0 xxx ma2?(CS) 嗯 xxx 的 xxx 吗？(uh is x the 
same character as xxx?) 
49 R (CS)xxx?(CS) xx？(xxx?) 
51 R (CS)zhe4 ge0 xxx? Xxx xxx?(CS) 这个 x？xx？(this xxx? xxx?) 
53 R uh ok uh (CS)zhe4 ge4 shi4 ni3 yao4 qian1 de0 zhe4 ge4 qian1 
zheng4 fan3 mian4 zhong1 ying1 wen2 de0 ran2 hou4 ni3 zi4 ji3 liu2 ge4 di3 
zhe4 ge4 shi4 guan1 yu2 wo3 de0 xiang4 mu4 de0 suo3 you3 de0 xin4 xi1 hen3 
xiang2 xi4 de0 ni3 ke3 yi3 kan4 zhe4 ge4 shi4 ying1 wen2 de0 wo3 ba3 ta1 fan1 
cheng2 zhong1 wen2 le0 a1 zhe4 ge4 ni3 liu2 di3(CS)  这个是你要签的这个签
正反面中英文的然后你自己留个底这个是关于我的项目的所有的信息很详细的
你可以看这个是英文的我把它翻成中文了啊这个你留底(this is the one you 
need to sign on both sides English and Chinese and you can keep this as your 
copy this is all detailed information about my project this is the English version I 
have translated it into Chinese uh you keep this for your record) 
55 R (CS)zhe4 ge4 jiu4 shi4 qian1 ming2 jiu4 hao3 le0 zhe4 ge4 jiu4 
shi4 wo3 zhao1 sheng1 di2 na4 ge4 na4 ge4 na4 ge4 xin4 xi1 ni3 ke3 yi3 kan4 
zhe4 ge4 ni3 ye3 ke3 yi3 liu2 zhuo2 a1 ran2 hou4 ne1(CS) .. ok and then what 
will happen is I will have a little chat with you in English ok? just to know your 
English level yeah so feel relaxed don't worry ok there is no pass of fail there is 
no pass or fail I just want to know everybody what their levels are yeah so if you 
could uhm tell me start from your name when you came to Australia? how long 
you have been here? yeah if you can tell me about yourself? 这个就是签名就
好了这个就是我招生的那个那个那个信息你可以看这个你也可以留着啊然后呢  
(this one you can sign it  this is this is the recruitment information you can have 
a read you can also keep it after this) 
57 R yeah  
59 R where about where about from China? you are from Shanghai? 
from Beijing?  
61 R from Zhenjiang?  
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63 R oh Zhanjiang oh ok yeah yeah yeah  
65 R so do you live with your uh family here? or you live by yourself?
  
67 R ok yeah  
69 R yep … yeah  
71 R ahh ok yep you've got Australian accent … yeah you speak with 
Australian accent Girl High School that's Australian accent you stay here too 
long  (laugh) 
73 R yeah no no no that's natural  
75 R uhm so you studied hundred eighty hours but when you were in 
China did you learn English?  
77 R little bit  
79 R yeah but did you have opportunity to speak to speak English?  
81 R no? how about in here in Australia? do you speak English?  
83 R like if  
85 R yeah so you always speak Chinese ok  
87 R yeah  
89 R so you have a restaurant do you? do you what kind of business do 
you have?  
91 R Chinese restaurant? oh well  
93 R oh ok only a short time  
95 R uhm  
97 R right ok yeah  
99 R ok ok yeah so you have a chicken shop   
101 R sell selling chicken right so what do you like to do? what's your 
hobby?  
103 R yeah  
105 R yeah what do you mean exercise? what kind of exercise?   
107 R TaiChi? ok yeah yeah 
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109 R just for travelling or? yeah travelling  
111 R uhm can you drive?  
113 R you can't  
115 R yeah ok  
117 R oh I see ok yeah yeah have you been to many places in Australia? 
have you travelled somewhere?  
119 R where where have you been?  
121 R ok yeah yeah  
123 R have you been anywhere ok yeah  
125 R uhm? … boat?   
127 R oh the cruise you mean? oh cruise yeah yeah yeah  
129 R (laugh) ok yeah I'm sort of running out of questions here yeah so 
you don't speak English at home  
131 R you don't speak English at home do you work have you worked in 
Australia?  
133 R uhm  
134 R Surry Hill yeah  
137 R sewing sewing machine?  
139 R like sewing clothe? yeah yeah  
141 R yeah  
143 R Chinese? for Chinese company?   
145 R so you don't speak Chi you don't speak English there ok yeah  
147 R yeah and everybody working there speak Chinese   
149 R yeah yeah   
151 R yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahand then what after that? you work 
there so you work two years there  
153 R you opened your business yeah  
155 R uhm … yeah so now you are retired you're   
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157 R yeah ok yeah so what do you want to do? what do you want to 
learn?  
159 R uhm … nobody's lazy it's just you you don't have confidence  
161 R yeah  
163 R yeah  
165 R Chinese friend?  
167 R speak Chinese again? yeah uhm  
169 R yep … auh that's good that's very good singing is good good for 
your lung  
171 R yeah yeah yeah very good yeah ok so uh thank you very much 
that's it it's a short speech uh and then what you need to do is do the test yes 
sign this and there is a test ..   
173 R it's ok it's ok it's ok uh ..  (explaining how to do the vocabulary 
test and explaining consent form to be signed after she reads it) 
  
 
   
 Post-test transcript (H)    
Researcher=R, Informant 3=H    
Turn number Speaker Transcript Code-switching translation 
2 H yes .. uh . there is the . there is a tree  
4 H . uhm . the bee hanging on the . tree  
6 H hanling  
8 H uh .  
10 H bee uh  
12 H bee hive yeah bee hive yeah hanling at the tree  
14 H uh . the many many bee fly uh .. in the sky  
16 H uhm . some bee inside the . bee hive  
18 H uhm . there is a dog  
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20 H the dog looking for the . for the bee hive bee hive uh .  
22 H .. uhm . uhm . the boy 
24 H .. the dog . uh the dog .. has bike  
26 H bark bark uh . juhmp .. juhmp?  
28 H this is a boy . the boy has uh had uh short hair  
30 H .. uhm . she get  
32 H she she get the boot  
34 H boot yeah dress . get dress and wear wear dress . and he has uh  
36 H has t tshirt  
38 H striped t tshirt  
40 H uhm .. he .. he he has he is knee on the ground?  
42 H knee kneeling 
44 H kneel … oh kneel . kneeling on the ground uh looking for the . the . 
the hole on the ground  
46 H has a hole on the ground the boy looking .. looking . uh .. the hole
  
48 H . looking the hole  
50 H oh say .  
52 H uhm uhm … (CS)han3 han3 shui2 ni2?(CS)  喊喊谁呢？
(calling calling who?) 
54 H (CS)qing1 wa1(CS)  frog? 青蛙(frog is it?)  
56 H frog where are you? . (CS) hao3 le0(CS) .. 好了(that's it)  
58 H .. uh ..  
60 H uh suddenly the hole . uh . came out the is came out (CS)zhe4 ge4 
shi4 shi2 me0(CS)？ 这个是什么？(What's this?） 
62 H . mole  
64 H mole uh the boy very scary . the the the dog the dog push push the 
the the tree  
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66 H uh .. the bee mole?  
68 H bee hive falling down  
70 H oh (CS)zhe4 li3 huan2 you3(CS) the bee run in the sky 这里还有
(here too)  
72 H uh the dog push the tree  
74 H the bee hive falling down  
76 H falling down on the ground falling  
78 H the .. the bee mole  
80 H bee hive falling down in the . on the sky on the ground (CS)ying1 
gai1(CS) on or in? 应该 (should be) 
82 H on the ground yeah on the ground many bee run .. uh uhm run  
84 H the bee the bees . uh come out . the bee hive  
86 H bee hive bee hive many many bee uh are angry  
88 H . the bees angry  
90 H the mole came out is came out looking for the dog ..  
92 H looking for the dog  
94 H uh looking for the (CS)zhe4 ge4 zhe4 ge4(CS) the boy 这个这个 
(this this)  
96 H the boy . uh scary climb climb on the big tree  
98 H looking for the . he looking for .. oh the the tree got the big hole 
has big hole  
100 H uh the boy looking inside and Froggie where are you?  
102 H .. (CS)hai2 you3 shi2 me0? mei2 you3 le0(CS)  还有什么？没有
了(anything else? nothing) 
104 H ..  
106 H (CS)ying1 zen3 me0 shuo1(CS) 鹰怎么说？(how to say eagle?) 
108 H owl . the owl came out the hole ..  
110 H from the tree … . the boy scary .. uh he go down  
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112 H scared yeah he is scared uh go down on the ground the  
114 H . the bee very angry chasing  
116 H the dog … .. the dog uh .. the dog ..  
118 H scary run run away  
120 H .. (CS)jiu4 zhe4 yang4 liao3 mei2 you3 le0(CS)  就这样了没有了
(that's it nothing else) 
122 H (laugh) (CS) jiu4 zhe4 me0 duo1 liao3 wo3 jiu4 jiang3 bu4 liao3 
chang2 di2 ju4 zi3 huan2 you3 shi2 me0 hao3 jiang3(CS)？ 就这么多了我就
讲不了长的句子还有什么好讲？(that's all I can't say long sentences what else is 
there to say?) 
1 R ok uh now it's xxxx ok alright hi xxx can you please tell me the 
story from what you have the pictures?  
3 R uhm  
5 R sorry?  
7 R hanging hanging  
9 R oh the bee hive bee hive  
11 R bee hive? (CS)zhe4 ge4 feng1 chao2 shi4 ma2? feng1 chao2(CS) 
uh 这个蜂巢是吗？蜂巢(bee hive is that right? bee hive)  
13 R yep  
15 R yep  
17 R yep  
19 R uhm  
21 R uhm  
23 R (CS)ni3 shuo1 ta1 zai4 jiao4 wang1 wang1 jiao4 ta1 zai4 tiao4(CS)
 你说它在叫汪汪叫它在跳(can you say it is barking it is juhmping?) 
25 R bark bark  
27 R juhmp juhmp yeah  
29 R yeah  
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31 R (CS)gui4 zai4 di4 shang4 ni3 kan4 ta1 gui4 zai4 di4 shang4(CS) 
 跪在地上你看他跪在地上(kneeling on the ground you see he is kneeling 
on the ground) 
33 R yeah the boots  
35 R yeah you can say he has yeah he has  
37 R yeah t-shirt striped striped t-shirt  
39 R yep  
41 R kneeling on the ground  
43 R kneel kneel (CS)gui4 zai4 di4 shang4(CS) kneel on the ground 跪
在地上(kneel on the ground)  
45 R there is a hole on the ground  
47 R yep  
49 R (CS)ran2 hou4 ta1 jiu4 guang1 kan4 zhuo2 na4 ge4 dong4 ma2? 
ta1 shuo1 shi2 me0 dong1 xi1 liao3 ma2? (CS)  然后他就光看着那个洞吗？他
说什么东西了吗？(was he just looking at the hole after this? did he say 
anything?) 
51 R (CS)ni3 yao4 shuo1 zheng3 di2 ju4 zi3 a1 na4 ge4 xiao3 hai2 
shuo1 huo4 zhe3 han3 shi2 me0(CS)  你要说整的句子啊那个小孩说或者喊
什么(you need to say the complete sentence say that child says or he screams) 
53 R (CS)jiu4 shi4 zhao3 na4 ge4 zhao3 na4 ge4 qing1 wa1 na4 
me0(CS) 就是找那个找那个青蛙那么(looking for looking for the frog right?) 
55 R uhm frog the frog  
57 R uh ok yeah  
59 R (CS)ran2 hou4 zhe4 ge4 dong4 li3 chu1 lai2 le0 ge4 yan3 shu3(CS) 
 然后这个洞里出来了个鼹鼠(then a mole came out from the hole) 
61 R (CS)yan4 shu3(CS) 鼹鼠(mole) 
63 R mole  
65 R ok yeah  
67 R bee hive  
69 R ok yeah  
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71 R yeah  
73 R uhm  
75 R uhm  
77 R yeah ok yeah  
79 R the bee hive  
81 R bee hive … on the ground  
83 R (CS)ni3 shuo1 zhe4 xie1 mi4 feng1 du1 cong2 feng1 chao2 li3 
pao3 chu1 lai2 fei1 chu1 lai2 le0(CS)  你说这些蜜蜂都从蜂巢里跑出来飞出
来了(say these bees all flew out from the bee hive) 
85 R bee hive  
87 R the dog is angry or the bee is angry? who is angry?  
89 R the bees oh the bees angry ok what's the mole doing there?  
91 R uhm  
93 R ok  
95 R ok yeah and what's the boy doing?  
97 R climbed onto the big tree  
99 R uhm yeah  
101 R uhm  
103 R ok yeah yeah that's fine yeah  
105 R (CS)mao1 tou2 ying1(CS) 猫头鹰(owl) 
107 R owl  
109 R from the tree right? yeah yeah  
111 R yeah … the boy is scared yeah scared  
113 R uhm  
115 R uhm uhm  
117 R (CS)na4 ge4 gou3 gan3 kuai4 pao3 liao3 pao3 le0(CS)  那个狗赶
快跑了跑了(that dog quickly ran away) 
119 R yeah  
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121 R ok  
123 R ok that's fine that's fine now you do the second part (CS)zhe4 ge4 
shi4 di4 er4 bu4 fen1 di4 yi1 bu4 fen1 nong4 wan2 liao3 huan2 you3 zao4 ju4 
na4 ge4 hao3 xiang4 ke3 neng2 huan2 yao4 wang3 hou4 yi1 dian3(CS) 这
个是第二部分第一部分弄完了还有造句那个好像可能还要往后一点 (this is the 
first part of the second assessment there is also section for you to make 
sentences that one maybe a little bit towards the back)  
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4) Pre-test Transcript (P) 
   
Researcher=R, Informant 4=P    
Turn number Speaker Transcription Code-switching translation 
2 P good morning  teacher  
4 P um  
6 P yeah yeah ok  
8 P um  
10 P um  
12 P .. I'm xxxxx   
14 P Chinese is xxx xxx  
16 P I'm from China Guangzhou   
18 P I live in Australia thirteen years old   
20 P yeah yeah  
22 P yeah yeah  
24 P yeah  
26 P . um with the daughter and the uh son in law  
28 P and the grandchildren  
30 P grandchildren  
32 P uh no   
34 P the . the son in law . the mother in here (laugh) 
36 P uh no   
38 P in in China learned English little bit  
40 P yeah only school  
42 P in China in the factory uh in the accounting  
44 P yeah yeah accounting  
46 P yeah  
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48 P no (laugh) 
50 P Mandarin yes uh my son in law the family is Mandarin  
52 P at at home only Mandarin  
54 P I with my daughter Cantonese yeah   
56 P .. um ..  
58 P um I very like in the Australia  
60 P um the the the very fresh the air  
62 P the people friendly  
64 P no only Sydney  
66 P Campsie only Campsie  
68 P only Campsie  
70 P because my brother the family all in Campsie  
72 P so  
74 P in Campsie uh uh  before Fourth st moved the Sixth st now is 
moved Friendly st (laugh) 
76 P um very good Campsie very good   
78 P many Chinese (laugh) 
80 P .. um  
82 P .. uh I learned English  
84 P yeah  
86 P a little bit little bit  
88 P yeah yeah yeah no problem  
90 P uh yeah no problem  
92 P before the the in the restaurant work yeah speak the Chinese 
speak the English yeah  
94 P restaurant yeah yeah uh I I say I sell the (CS)na4 ge0(CS) DimSim
 那个(the)  
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96 P YumCha yeah yeah … yeah prawn dumpling DimSim yeah so yeah 
yeah aha yeah yeah  (laugh) 
98 P um long time   
100 P uh um after restaurant I working in the massage shop  
102 P yeah … yeah … so many English people coming I I 
104 P yeah yeah yeah talking talking   
106 P so little bit    
108 P come in please yeah face down   
110 P turn over   
112 P yeah shoulder sore the lower back  
114 P the pain yeah only little bit (laugh) 
116 P I think um maybe I uh talking is slowly uh a little bit I understand 
um  
118 P maybe look the word is okay I in the mobile phone change change 
yeah but write down is very hard  (laugh) 
120 P yeah … yeah yeah … the the mobile phone tell me change the 
Chinese yeah  
122 P yeah  
124 P yeah but but write down is very hard very difficult … yeah  
126 P yeah in the language school yeah  
128 P yeah yeah yeah   
130 P yeah yeah yeah  
132 P yeah … yeah  
134 P um in the in the Campsie school  
136 P language school  
138 P um five hundred ten hours  
140 P yeah  
142 P uh  
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144 P after … I in the uh the Campsie Chinese uh uh Seven Six in the 
Campsie Sixth st  
146 P had the Chinese uh uh uh  
148 P a school yeah yeah in the line  
150 P what year? um  
152 P long time um uh three years three years ago  
154 P uh uh … uh the two years uh one week is two times in the line  
156 P yeah um two years  
158 P after no not not five not five hundred ten hours after finish finish 
five hundred ten hours I  
160 P study again yeah two years at night  
162 P after work yeah  
164 P yeah  
166 P yeah yeah … um  
168 P yeah yeah yeah yeah  
170 P (CS)dou1 you3 dou1 you3 … wo3 jue2 de2 wo3 jue2 de2 na4 
liang3 nian2 de0 wan3 shang4 wo3 xue2 de0 dong1 xi1 bi3 na4 wu3 bai3 yi 
shi2 xiao3 shi2 huan2 duo1(CS)  都有都有(yes everything everything) 我觉得
我觉得那两年的晚上我学的东西比那五百一十小时还多(I feel I feel that what I 
learned in the two years evening class is a lot more than what I learned in 510 
hours) 
172 P (CS)yin1 wei2 na4 shi2 hou4 wo3 yi3 jing1 you3 jie1 chu4 le0 
she4 hui4(CS) 因为那时候我已经有接触了社会(because by that time I 
had the opportunity to settle in the community) 
174 P (CS)wo3 bu4 hui4 shuo1 wo3 yi3 jing1 jie1 chu4 liao3 she4 hui4 
na4 ge4 ying1 wen2 yi1 dian3 dian3 zai4 nao3 zi3 li3 liao3 zai4 qu4 du2 zhe4 
ge4 wan3 di2 ban1 wo3 jiu4 jin4 nao3 zi3 liao3 dang1 chu1 xue2 liao3 wu3 bai3 
yi1 shi2 ge0 xiao3 shi2 wo3 mei2 you3 jie1 chu4 dao4 she4 hui4 huan2 shi4 yi1 
ta1 hu1 tu2 di2 wo3 bu4 hui4 shuo1 ying1 wen2(CS)  我不会说我已经接触了
社会那个英文一点点在脑子里了再去读这个晚的班我就进脑子了当初学了五百
一十个小时我没有接触到社会还是一塌糊涂的我不会说英文 (I don't know how 
to say that I have settled in the community that English a little bit in my memory 
then I went to study in the evening class I could take in what I learned when I 
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did the 510 hours I just came to Australia had no idea about anything all a mess 
I could not speak English) 
176 P um when when I in the language school uh five hundred ten hours 
I not not not all the understand  
178 P so um um (CS)hou4 lai2 zen3 me0 shuo1(CS)? 后来怎么
说?(how do you say then?) 
180 P later I I learned the the line is TAFE TAFE  
182 P yeah yeah two years   
184 P at the line I understand  
186 P yeah yeah more more understand  (laugh) 
1 R ok good morning  
3 R yeah um so I just want to have a little chat with you today  
5 R you don't need to get stressed ok I just relax   
7 R just relax I just want to know a little bit about you  
9 R yeah so can you tell me your name where you are from? and how 
long you've been here?   
11 R yeah can you say that in English?  
13 R yeah  
15 R ok yeah  
17 R ok yes  
19 R thirteen years 
21 R yeah and do you live by yourself or with your family? do you have 
children here?  
23 R yeah?  
25 R so who do you who do you live with?  
27 R ok yeah  
29 R grandchildren   
31 R oh ok you look after the grandchildren?  
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33 R no?  
35 R uh ok so you can go and sing that's good so did you learn English 
in China?  
37 R no you didn't  
39 R so you learned at school?   
41 R yeah ok what did you do when you were back in China? what 
what did you do? in China? did you work?  
43 R oh doing accounting   
45 R so how long you have been in Australia? thirteen years   
47 R and do you speak English at home?  
49 R no no English at home ok you speak speak Mandarin or Cantonese? 
Cantonese?  
51 R oh ok you   
53 R Mandarin ahh ok  
55 R Cantonese right ok yeah I see so uh .. uh .. yeah do you want to tell 
me a little bit about your life in Australia? what you like the most?  
57 R or you don't like? or something you don't like? or anything that is 
memorable something very interesting that you did or that you your hobbies 
that you like to do  
59 R very nice in Australia   
61 R the air is fresh ok yeah  
63 R yeah ok so have you been travelling around in Australia? have you 
been anywhere?   
65 R only Sydney so can you tell me where you have been in Sydney? 
not only Campsie? not only Campsie?  
67 R only Campsie?  
69 R you haven't been to other place? Opera House?  
71 R oh I see   
73 R you don't need to go anywhere else  
75 R ok … ok so everywhere in Campsie  
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77 R yeah … yeah yeah yeah  
79 R so do you have opportunity to speak English?  
81 R like do you speak English in Australia?  
83 R now when you are here in Sydney   
85 R do you use English?   
87 R yeah they can you find people can understand you? no problem 
yeah?  
89 R yeah ok so like when you go shopping or?   
91 R ok that's good yeah  
93 R oh you worked in Chinese restaurant before?  
95 R oh oh is like YumCha YumCha Yum Cha ? I see so yeah yeah yeah 
yeah that's a good way to learn English yeah ok  
97 R so you know all the words for the food so you are still working 
there?  
99 R yeah  
101 R in the massage shop Chinese massage? ahh ok  
103 R yeah yeah you have to ask them  
105 R yeah yeah  
107 R oh that's good that's good yeah  
109 R (laugh)face down turn over  
111 R oh that's great  
113 R yeah … yeah (laugh) I see I see yeah  
115 R uh yeah it's good it's good so uh what do you think your problem 
is with English? what do you want to learn? what do you think it is the biggest 
problem for you here?  
117 R yeah  
119 R um … ok so you can read and roughly you can understand the 
writings but you can't say it to write the sentence you can't but you can read it 
and understand the writing ok right  
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121 R so you have translation   
123 R have you? dictionary? you use dictionary? yeah yeah yeah  
125 R so have you learned English Grammar before?  
127 R you have? … in Sydney?  
129 R the five hundred hours?   
131 R you did that one? yeah? what do you think of that course? you like 
it?  
133 R is it useful?  
135 R yeah  
137 R yeah yeah how long ago did you do that course?  
139 R yeah five hundred ten hours   
141 R when did you when did you do it? this year?   
143 R uh when you just came to Australia?  
145 R uh  
147 R school?  
149 R when did you do it? when? … what year?  
151 R long time ago?  
153 R three years ago do you remember anything you learned?  
155 R ahh ok  
157 R um oh you studied for two years ok the five hundred ten hours  
159 R you studied again  
161 R right ok  
163 R so ok after the five hundred ten hours   
165 R uh you studied two years English what did you learn? did you 
learn Grammar?  
167 R what did you learn? is it just conversation or Grammar?  
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169 R (CS)xue2 xi2 shi2 tai4 le0 ma? yu3 fa3 jiao4 yu3 fa3 le0 ma0? du1 
you3(CS) you still remember? 学习时态了吗？语法教语法了吗？都有(did 
you learn grammar? were you taught grammar? everything)  
171 R um  
173 R can you can you say it in English? (laugh) 
175 R can you can you explain try just try it it's ok to say a word here a 
word there just try to tell me  
177 R um yeah yeah  
179 R later  
181 R yeah … ok  
183 R ok  
185 R better you understand better  
187 R yeah yeah   
    
 
Post-test transcript (P)    
Researcher=R, Informant 4=P    
Turn number Speaker Transcript Code-switching translation 
2 P hi teacher  
4 P um … uh ok . um since upen a tie . the Tony is little boy um  
6 P . um .. the Tony .. uh .. the .. the Tony . the f . frog is di disa disapled
  
8 P disappeared  
10 P he he is uh fi everywhere .. uh . when he is . when he is joint away 
to the . to the forst   
12 P . f forest  
14 P um . the forest is .. uh many the trees . uh had many trees had a 
stork the the  
16 P big rock   
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18 P big rock and the . many small rock small rock   
20 P small small  
22 P (CS)xiao3 di2 shi2 tou2(CS)  小的石头(small rock) 
24 P yeah   
26 P . um .. had had one th th the the the owf  
28 P owl  
30 P . um . the owl pow . po yeah that one um poshed the Tony  
32 P the Tony . lift up the right hand  
34 P uh . drive away the the owld  
36 P um ..   
38 P . oh Tony wearing the . uh stro strop  
40 P st striped striped tshirt and black pants  
42 P . and Tony uh wear the . old adult shoes  
44 P yeah  
46 P yeah too big . too big the shoes too big Tony clim  
48 P climp ..   
50 P uh uh (CS)dui4 dui4(CS) climb crimb climb up to big rock (CS)pa2 
dao4 da4 shi2 tou0 shang4 mian4(CS)  对对(right) 爬到大石头上面(climbed 
onto the top of the big rock) 
52 P big rock .   
54 P the . the big rock the side (CS)pang2 bian1(CS)big rock (CS)de0 
pang2 bian1(CS) 旁边 (besides)  的旁边(beside) 
56 P behind the rock  
58 P had the . uh big branch  
60 P branch of a tree  
62 P um . the Tony uh climb up to big tr big rock  
65 P um big rock yeah uh . Tony the he her . his his dog is uh fi 
everywhere around the big rock  
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67 P um the .. the .. the owl  
69 P the owlr um is ..um   
71 P sq squark squaking the big tree . um the Tony shout loudly  
73 P uh  
75 P frog frog where are you?  
77 P um yeah . um .. the . but Tony . the body lands for wat . to wat the 
Tony . fall down the big tree the ..  branch .. yeah  
79 P uh … ok oh (CS)zhe4 yang4 a1 wo3 huan2 mei2 kan4 dong3 zhe4 
ge4 tu2(CS)  ok sorry . um ok the Tony oh (CS)qi2 shi2 zhe4 ge4 yang2 shi4 zai4 
shi2 tou2(CS)  这样啊我还没看懂这个图(oh it is like this I haven't figured 
out what is happening in the picture yet) 其实这个羊是在石头 (actually the 
sheep is on the rock) 
81 P (CS)lu4(CS) 鹿 (deer) 
83 P oh rheindeer oh rheindeer  
85 P rheindler … rheindler … oh (CS)shi4 zhe4 ge4 ya1 wo3 cha2 chu1 
lai2 zhe4 ge4(CS) 是这个呀我查出来这个(oh it is this I just found out) 
87 P oh  
89 P (CS)lu4 yang2 jiao3 jiu4 bu4 yi1 yang4?(CS) 鹿羊角就不一样？
(deer horn is different with sheep horn) 
91 P oh ok (CS)qi2 shi2 na4 ge4 lu4(CS) the rheindeer rheindeer 其
实那个鹿(actually that deer) 
94 P uh behind the big rock  
96 P yeap the the an- antl  
98 P antlow antlow uh .. up  
100 P .. (CS)ta1 ta1(CS) 他他(he he) 
102 P .. t t t  
104 P ..   
106 P (CS)qi2 shi2 wo3 xiang3 shuo1 zhe4 ge4 lu4 di2 jiao3 ta1 gao1 
yu2 na4 ge4 shi2 tou2 suo3 yi3 ta1 yi3 wei2 shi4 shu4 zhi1 zen3 me0 shuo1?(CS)
 其实我想说这个鹿的角它高于那个石头所以他以为是树枝怎么说？
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(actually I want to say that the antler is higher than the rock that's why he 
thought it was tree branch how do you say this?) 
108 P oh higher  
110 P higher than the big rock  
112 P oh so Tony think this tree  
114 P tree tree branch … ok uh the Tony the body lands forward away 
fall down in the antle antler  
116 P fall  
118 P um (CS)na0 wo3 zen3 mo0 shuo1 ne0(CS)  the Tony clim climb on 
the (CS)pa2 shang4(CS) 那我怎么说呢(so how should I say this?)  爬上
(climbed onto) 
120 P .. so the the rheindeer um uh (CS)zen3 me0 shuo1 tuo2 zhe4 
ta1?(CS) 怎么说驮着他?(how do you say to carry him?) 
122 P yeah yeah carry  
124 P um … (CS)zuo2 tian1 zhao3 guo4 de0(CS)  昨天找过的(looked for 
it yesterday) 
126 P carry yeah the the rheindeer  
128 P rheindeer carried the Tony the (CS)wang3 qian2 zou3 wang3 
qian2 gan3(CS) 往前走往前赶(go forward go forward) 
130 P walk yeah walk because Tony the feet no no no leg  
132 P legs … . uh over  
134 P cover cover the rheindeer the eyes so rheindeer can looking the 
road yeah  
136 P .. the .. the . the rhein rheindeer uh carry carryling the Tony 
(CS)zhui1 gan3(CS) 追赶(to chase) 
138 P cha cha chase the dog um uh   
140 P chase the dog uh .. uh .. um find the frog yeah  
142 P yeah um .. when they go to the  .. uh .. go .. case to the cliff they 
stop the   
144 P they stopped   
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146 P yeah  
148 P finish thank you thank you   
150 P (CS)wo3 yao4 kan4 le0(CS) 我要看了(I want to have a look at it) 
1 R hi Amy  
3 R ok can you tell me about the story you have in the pictures? what 
do you have?  
5 R hep  
7 R disappeared   
9 R disappeared yeah . ok so his his frog is disappeared yeah  
11 R forest  
13 R yeah  
15 R oh that's a big rock  
17 R big rock (CS)da4 shi2 tou0(CS)  大石头(big rock) 
19 R many?  
21 R uh?  
23 R uh … small rock?  
25 R ok  
27 R owl  
29 R yea  
31 R (laugh) ok yes yeah yeah uha  
33 R yeah  
35 R ok  
37 R and what is what is Tony wearing?  
39 R striped striped T-shirt yeah  
41 R black pants yeah  
43 R adult shoes (laugh) why you say why you say they are adult shoes? 
too big?  
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45 R too big?  
47 R ok … climbed climbed (laugh) 
49 R (CS)pa2 shi4 ma1?(CS) 爬是吗？(is it climb?) 
51 R big rock yeah  
53 R and what what is this?  
55 R behind (CS)zhe4 shi4 hou4 mian4(CS) … behind the rock 这
是后面(this is behind) 
57 R (CS)zhe4 ge0 shi2 tou2 hou4 mian4(CS) 这个石头后面(behind 
this rock) 
59 R yea  
61 R yeah ok yep  
63 R um  
64 R big rock yeah  
66 R yeah  
68 R the owl  
70 R (CS)zhe0 shi4 shuo1(CS) 这是说(it means) 
72 R um  
74 R so he shout he shout loudly  
76 R uh ok yeah  
78 R was it a actually a big branch or is it the antler of the deer? (CS)ta1 
shi4 zhe4 ge4 shu4 zhi1 qi2 shi2 shi4 shu4 zhi1 huan2 shi4 shuo1 zhe4 ge4 shi4 
lu4 jiao3? ta1 yi3 wei2 shi4 shu4 zhi1 qi2 shi2 ta1 zhua1 di2 shi4 lu4 jiao3 kan4 
dao4 ma2？ jie2 guo3 lu4 di2 nao3 dai4 zai4 zhe4 li3 jiu4 deng3 yu2 pao3 dao4 
lu4 di2 tou2 shang4 qu4 liao3 dui4 ba1?(CS)  它是这个树枝其实是树枝还是
说这个是鹿角? 他以为是树枝其实他抓的是鹿角看到吗？结果鹿的脑袋在这里
就等于跑到鹿的头上去了对吧？(it is actually a tree branch or is this an antler? 
he thought it was a tree branch he was grabbing but actually it was the antler 
can you see? so the deer's head is here and he went on top of the deer head 
right?) 
80 R (CS)bu4 shi4 yang2 zhe4 ge4 shi4 zhe4 ge4 shi4 lu4(CS) 不是羊这
个是这个是鹿(no it is not a sheeep it is a deer)(laugh) 
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82 R (CS)xun2 lu4(CS) rheindeer 驯鹿(rheindeer)  
84 R (CS)na4 ge4 bu4 shi4 zhe4 ge4 shi4 lu4 jiao3(CS)  antler antler 
(CS)shi4 lu4 jiao3(CS)  那个不是这个是鹿角(that one is not this is antler)
是鹿角(it is antler) 
86 R uh (CS)na4 na4 ge4 shi4 ji1 jiao3 yang2 huo4 niu2 di2 ji1 jiao3 
zhe4 ge4 bu4 shi4(CS) horn 那那个是犄角羊或牛的犄角这个不是(that that is 
horn or cow's horn this is not)  
88 R (CS)zhe4 ge4 lu4(CS) 这个鹿(this is deer) 
90 R (CS)bu4 yi1 yang4 yin1 wei2 zhe4 ge4 bu4 shi4 na4 zhong3 ying4 
di2 na4 zhong3 lu4 rong2 a1 lu4 er3 duo3 shang4 mian4 chang2 di2 na4 ge4(CS) 
 不一样因为这个不是那种硬的那种鹿茸啊鹿耳朵上面长的那个(not the 
same because this is not the hard deer antler that grows on the deer's ears) 
92 R rheindeer  
93 R yea  
95 R yea  
97 R antler  
99 R antler antler … (CS)ni3 jiu4 shuo1 ta1 pa2 dao4 ta1 di2 tou2 
shang4 qu4 liao3(CS) 你就说他爬到它的头上去了(you just say that he 
climbed on his head) 
101 R (CS)ta1 pa2 dao4 na4 ge4 lu4 di2 tou2 shang4 qu4 le0(CS) 他
爬到那个鹿的头上去了(he climbed onto the deer's head) 
103 R (CS)pa2 shi4(CS)  climb 爬是(climb is) 
105 R climb on  
107 R oh ok … (CS)gao1 yu2 shen2 mo0 dong1 xi1 shi4(CS) is higher 
than 高于什么东西是(higher than something is)  
109 R high so the   
111 R yeah yeah  
113 R thought it was a tree tree branch perfect yeah yeah  
115 R fell fell onto the head 
117 R (CS)ta1 qi2 shi2 shi4 pao3 dao4 ta1 tou2 shang4 qu4 liao3 na4 
ge4 xue1 zi3 dang3 zhu4 ta1 di2 yan3 jing1 liao3 ma2 kan4 bu4 dao4 suo3 yi3 
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hui4 diao4 dao4 xuan2 ya2 li3 mian4(CS)  他其实是跑到它头上去了那个靴子挡
住它的眼睛了吗看不到所以会掉到悬崖里面(he actually climbed onto its head 
the boots blocked its eyes he could not see that's why fell down the cliff) 
119 R rheindeer … yeah ok  
121 R carries 
123 R carry (CS)jiu4 shi4 dai4 zhe0 ta1(CS) uh (CS)ying1 gai1 you3 
de4(CS)  就是带着他(that is to carry him)应该有的 (there should be) 
125 R (CS)zhe4 er2 zhe4 zhe4 tuo1 zhuo2 ju3 zhuo2 dai4 zhuo2(CS)  
carry 这儿这这托着举着带着(here this this holding carrying carrying) 
127 R rheindeer  
129 R (CS)ni3 jiu4 shuo1 jiu4 shuo1 zou3 jiu4 xing2 liao3 huo4 zhe3 
shi4 pao3(CS) 你就说就说走就行了或者是跑(you just say walk or run will be 
fine) 
131 R the legs the legs  
133 R (CS)ta1 de0 tui3(CS) his legs … (CS)gai4 zhe4 shi4(CS) cover 他
的腿(his legs)盖着是 (cover ) 
135 R how do you say the whole sentence? . the complete sentence  
137 R chase  
139 R uh  
141 R um   
143 R uh ok yeah … they stopped  
145 R is that it?  
147 R ok alright that's fine yeah thank you  
149 R thank you very much ok now you need to do this (CS)zhe4 ge4 
shi4 di4 er4 bu4 fen1 di4 yi1 bu4 fen1 zuo4 wan2 liao3 xia4 mian4 shi4 zhong1 
wen2 ni3 yao4 zen3 me0 zuo4 jiu4 shi4 gai3 cuo4 wu4 di2 ma2 you3 di2 shi4 
dui4 di2 you3 di2 shi4 cuo4 di2 zuo4 ye4 bu4 shi4 zuo4 guo4 di2 ma2 wo3 
shao1 wei1 you3 yi1 dian3 gai3 dong4 ran2 hou4 zhe4 ge4 zao4 ji1 ge4 ju4 zi3 
bu4 tong2 shi2 tai4 di2 ni3 zao4 zhe4 ge4 ju4 zi3(CS)  这个是第二部分第一部
分做完了下面是中文你要怎么做就是改错误的吗有的是对的有的是错的作业不
是做过的吗我稍微有一点改动然后这个造几个句子不同时态的你造这个句子
(this is the second part you have done the first part what you need to do is to 
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correct the mistakes in sentences we have done this exercise before I made 
some changes after this you need to make some sentences using tense and 
aspect) 
151 R (CS)a1 ni3 hai2 you3 yi1 ge4(CS)Susan (CS)ni3 bu4 shi4 yao4 
zui4 hou4 yi1 ge4 ma02?(CS)  啊你还有一个 (oh you still have another one) 
你不是要最后一个吗？(didn't you say you want to be the last one?）  
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5) Pre-test Transcript (W) 
  
Researcher=R, Informant 5=W    
Turn number Speaker Transcript Code-switching translation 
2 W hi  
4 W yes  
6 W yeah  
8 W yeah  
10 W yes  
12 W um … my name is uh now I I tell you my Chinese passport number 
passport name ok?   
14 W my name is xxxx xxx   
16 W um … I . I went to Australia about . twenty .. about .. about twenty 
twenty six ago  
18 W um um I'm living I'm living ..  
20 W go  
22 W I'm bought uh I'm living in Burwood uh but I I rent a house . after 
ten years ago I buy I bought a house in Canterbury  
24 W Canterbury  
26 W the near Campsie Campsie Canterbury  
28 W between  
30 W uh my address is twelve (xxxx) st Canterbury uh the street near 
Canterbury League Swimming Pool  
32 W and uh and skating the house  
34 W uh yeah  
36 W um yes uh not always just sometimes   
38 W um . I have to I have to uh .. I have two daughters yeah and I have . 
two grand grandchildren one girl and one boys um  
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40 W uh one daughter live Canterbury with me one uh live at uh 
Kogarah  
42 W um Kogarah near the hospital   
44 W St George Hospital um I'm six uh six five years years ago I'm I um 
about my English very (laugh) 
46 W no ju um uh . the grandchildren speak to me I I say Chinese
 (laugh) 
48 W uh yeah yeah … they are speak uh English I speak Chinese both  
50 W yeah I speak Chinese  
52 W I don't speak  
54 W and shopping no English just Chinese shop Chinese shop little the 
little grand child is English always   
56 W little bit little bit talking English  
58 W older uh thirty years years old  
60 W thirteen one thirteen 
62 W thirteen   
64 W thirteen uh younger is two  
66 W two years … um . I . many job . I I . I job uh sewing at the factory 
  
68 W in the factory … because um first job uh cutting first job cutting 
the line the factory sewing sewing factory and I sewing   
70 W second second time I sewing make clothes   
72 W and uh change another one the factory yeah the make sugar the 
coffee sugar the  
74 W that's cube packet package sugar  
76 W uh finish that one I um cleaning  
78 W cleaning … yes … yes … Chinese … yeah … no … yes … and uh I'm 
have a business have a business Chinese shop Chinese something food  
80 W yeah I have a shop   
82 W yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah shop … no West Ryde  
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84 W West Ryde two years uh … I I have business two years my English 
grown up very good  
86 W this two years very good so after two years I'm sick  
88 W I am sick my husband other side have a woman  
90 W so I am sick I cry I'm going to hospital the   
92 W Australia Australia  
94 W I finished and sell the shop sell sell the business go to hospital and 
I crying um from this year I am memory loss  
96 W English nothing .. English nothing .. so I repair repair repair and 
now I just a little bit  
98 W um  
100 W five hundred ten hours I did that oh uh nineteen ninty four yeah
  
102 W yeah I do with it yeah   
104 W uh this uh . I I English course . uh when I young younger when I 
younger . uh . it's easy finish five hundred and ten so I uh the children . many 
something give me children . school uh pick up . uh cooking . many something 
do homework yeah the house work oh yeah  
106 W so I don't uh uh studying I at home reading hard I reading hard so 
I want to study again I go to TAFE  
108 W test no pass  
110 W yeah I want to go continue  
112 W um English . no pass no pass I . I looking for work give me study 
ok? say you waiting . you waiting waiting waiting oh no future no give me phone 
or something   
114 W um  
116 W um   
118 W and oth places now I  
120 W um … sometime I I going Campsie um Campsie library some time 
not often sometime one hour two hour  
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122 W uh because I children I look after children I care children got no 
time  
124 W time so no  
126 W um I life here? … uh uh including anything no job I like I like 
dancing I like singing I like dancing I like  
128 W I like uh bushwalk   
130 W anything many like  
132 W uh … yes just ballroom dancing yeah  
134 W um um Punchbowl  
136 W yeah some teacher sometime Auburn  
138 W yeah  
140 W no dancing club just no chairs just hall near library hall many 
people dancing   
142 W Chinese uh many people no no not only Chinese um many country 
people go together um  
144 W together … happy happy  
146 W yeah I uh and I Taichi  
148 W Taichi Taichi I I do Taichi ok yeah I teaching you  
150 W yes … yeah … um  
152 W if all or two if I choose one is true or all no problem?  
1 R hi  
3 R my name is Jenny   
5 R Amy yeah can you uh we just have a little chat today  
7 R um I just want to have an understanding of your English  
9 R so if you could tell me little bit about yourself?  
11 R um like when you came to Australia? how long you have been 
here? um yeah could could you please tell me something about you?  
13 R ok  
15 R um  
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17 R uh  
19 R so you came to Australia twenty six years ago?  
21 R yeah  
23 R and where? Canterbury?  
25 R uh ok yeah  
27 R yeah yeah yeah yeah   
29 R um  
31 R ok yeah  
33 R oh I see yeah  
35 R so do you go swimming in the swimming pool?  
37 R yeah  
39 R yeah … so uh both your daughters live with you at Canterbury?  
41 R ah ok  
43 R auh right right ok yeah ok yeah  
45 R that's ok I can understand you so uh do you speak English at home?
  
47 R so you ask them to speak Chinese? (laugh) 
49 R so when they speak English to you you speak Chinese?  
51 R you don't speak English to them  
53 R no ok so when where do you use English? do you use English 
when you go shopping or?  
55 R ok  
57 R um how old how old is the grandchild grand child?  
59 R thirteen?  
61 R thirteen not thirty?  
63 R thirteen  
65 R two years two years old ahh ok um so can you tell me what you do? 
like in Sydney do you work? 
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67 R oh you do sewing uh yeah ok make clothes  
69 R yeah … ok yeah  
71 R right  
73 R oh the cube oh okay  
75 R packaging … ok right ok  
77 R cleaning yeah are they all Chinese that you work for? Chinese 
companies? all Chinese so you don't speak English you only speak Chinese at 
these places? and   
79 R you you have a shop  
81 R like a (CS)za2 huo4 mai4 shang1 pin3 dian4 shi4 
ma2?(CS)grocery shop Chinese grocery shop is that in Canterbury? oh West 
Ryde is that in uh Canterbury? 杂货卖商品店是吗？(grocery shop selling 
grocery is that right?)  
83 R ah West Ryde ahh ok ahh  
85 R yeah?  
87 R oh ok  
89 R oh no  
91 R so is he in Australia or in China?  
93 R uh ok oh  
95 R um … uh  
97 R but you speak good you speak good English uh what I was going 
to ask you? uh so when you migrant to Australia  
99 R did you do the migrant uh English the five hundred ten hours? you 
did that? how long ago was that?  
101 R you came ninety two oh two years after you came you did that 
course oh  
103 R do you thing that course is ahh useful? help you? with your 
English?  
105 R yeah … yeah all the house work … ok  
107 R uh yeah?  
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109 R uh so you have to pass exam to go to the TAFE is it?  
111 R yeah  
113 R yeah   
115 R ok so apart from that did you have any other opportunity to learn 
English?  
117 R any other places?  
119 R any other places not TAFE not the five hundred ten hours any 
other English lessons?  
121 R um … oh they have lessons English lessons  
123 R yeah  
125 R can you tell me uh something interesting or something you really 
like to do here that you enjoy doing? your hobby or something you hate to do? 
tell me something tell me about something your life here  
127 R dancing? … yeah  
129 R uh ok  
131 R what kind of dancing? ballroom dancing?  
133 R oh ok do you do you go dancing somewhere in the clubs?  
135 R yeah  
137 R yeah  
139 R so is it like in the church or dancing club? is it a dancing club?  
141 R uh ok they are all Chinese?  
143 R ok oh ok uh ok it's good make you happy right dancing and 
singing   
145 R I I I saw you in the singing club yesterday you were very happy  
(laugh) 
147 R uh Taichi uh  
149 R uh ok I have to learn from you … ok yeah very nice talking to you 
so that's it thank you very much for talking to me can you please complete this 
test? (laugh) 
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151 R explain in Chinese about the vocabulary test .. doesn't matter 
doesn't matter (CS)mei2 you3 ji2 ge2 bu4 ji2 ge2(CS) there is no fail or pass 没
有及格不及格(no pass or fail) 
 
Post-test transcript (Participant W)    
Researcher=R, Informant 5=W    
Turn number Speaker Transcript Code-switching translation 
1 W (CS)jin3 zhang1 le0(CS)  紧张了(I'm nervous） 
3 W ok … where . froggy where are you? uh the boy and he thought  
5 W um .. in the window in the outside of calling someone help me 
help me  
7 W uh my dog my dog the head in the jar  
9 W .. and the dog and the dog uh very (xxxx) the dog is bak bak  
11 W barking barking woo woo barking help me help me I very hard the 
neck here  
13 W because the head in the jar .. (xxxx) 
15 W .. uh second second pic uh when uh they are calling the boy went 
calling suddenly the dog .. jump .. outside of the window  
17 W .. uh outside of the window down on the ground  
19 W down on the ground uh the ground uh it is broken .. it is broken 
the uh  
21 W uh the dog it is broken the jar the jar broken uh at the ground  
23 W .. so the boy is very very dangerous  what's happening what's 
happening? the boy quickly go inside outside the house find quickly pick up 
quickly pick up the dog  
25 W on in his arm one arm (CS)nuan3 nuan3 di2 shen1 ti3(CS) he say 
don't worry don't worry the dog say don't worry we are going to find froggy uh 
the jug . the jar broken we are bought buy at the (xxxx) for you don't worry 
don't worry I'm going 暖暖的身体 (warm body)  
27 W uh .. the boy and dog are going outside  
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29 W . the boy have the boy has soft hair and he is wearing a pair boats 
boots  
31 W boot boots on his foot on his foot in his foot  
33 W in in his foot his foot uh . the the dog .. and  
35 W .. the dog lick lick the boy of face of face face the boy say  
37 W . uh thank you thank you for your kiss .. thank you for your kiss  
39 W thank you for dog kiss kiss  
41 W thank you for your kiss … uh (xxxx) uh the boy say we are going 
find froggy are you ok? dog answer yes we are  
43 W .. dog the boy and his dog uh go .. go to go inside (CS)shu4 
lin2(CS) .  树林(forest) 
45 W forest (xxxx) the boy and and dog the boy and dog going to the 
forest  
47 W .. uh to the forest  
49 W .. uh then they see .. the the … bee the bee uh  
51 W bee hive  
53 W bee hive and suddenly the bee is flying the armin (CS)hao3 xiang4 
jun1 ren2 yi1 yang4(CS) armin 好像军队一样(just like the army) 
55 W armin like armin fly in the sky  
57 W .. the many tre the (CS)sen1 lin2 zen3 me0 shuo1?(CS)  森林怎么
说？(how do you say forest?) 
59 W the forest many many beautiful the tree ..  and the .. and the .. and 
the bee fly in the sky . the boys and his dog calling froggy where are you? we are 
find you uh it's long time very upset you come back give me come back you 
come back come back (CS)jiu4 mei2 you3 le0(CS) 就没有了(that's it 
nothing else) 
61 W outside … in the park uh some hill  
63 W some hill some hill  
66 W .. (xxxx)  
68 W uh the the boy and dog uh .  find everywhere  
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70 W uh find (CS)zheng4 zai4 zhao3(CS) . 正在找(looking) 
72 W look looking for  
74 W everywhere  
76 W they are don't find it .  
78 W uh they are cannot find it they are upset  
80 W yeah thank you very much  
2 R don't worry xxx you will be fine ok so can you tell me about your 
story your pictures what happened?  
4 R um  
6 R yeah um  
8 R um  
10 R barking  
12 R ok … ok because the bottle the head is in the jar ok yeah  
14 R (CS)mei2 guan1 xi4 mei2 guan1 xi4(CS) 没关系没关系(it's ok 
it's ok） 
16 R yeah … um yeah  
18 R on the ground yeah yeah  
20 R what is broken?  
22 R yeah  
24 R pick up yeah … yep  
26 R um  
28 R ok can you describe the the boy? does he have long hair? short 
hair? what clothes he is wearing?  
30 R boots um  
32 R I'm not going to tell you what's right or wrong you you  
34 R (CS)zai4 tian3 ta1(CS) 在舔他(is licking him) 
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36 R (CS)zhu4 yi4 ni3 di2 shi2 tai4 huan2 you3 ren2 cheng1 di2 bian4 
hua4(CS) 注意你的时态还有人称的变化(watch your tense and aspect and 
the agreement) 
38 R thank you for what?  
40 R kiss the dog's kiss yeah  
42 R um … um ok yep alright the next one next picture here here  
44 R forest yeah forest forest or woods  
46 R um  
48 R (CS)kan4 jian4 zhe4 ge4 le0(CS) 看见这个了(saw this) 
50 R bee hive  
52 R yeah (CS)na4 ge4 feng1 chao2(CS) 那个蜂巢(the bee hive) 
54 R oh like an army ok  
56 R ok yeah … (CS)ni3 shuo1 zhe4 shu4 lin2 li3 hen3 duo1 shu4(CS)
 你说这树林里很多树(say there are many trees in the forest) 
58 R forest  
60 R so are they this is already outside in the park or somewhere is 
that right?  
62 R ok  
64 R yeah  
65 R (CS)ni3 shuo1 ta1 men2 dao4 chu3 zhao3 zhe4 ge4 qing1 wa1(CS)
 你说他们到处找这个青蛙(say they are looking for the frog everywhere) 
67 R everywhere (CS)dao4 chu4(CS)  到处(everywhere) 
69 R (CS)ni3 yao4 shuo1 ta1 men2 zai4 zhao3 zheng4 zai4 zhao3(CS)
 你要说他们在找正在找(you need to say they are looking now) 
71 R look for  
73 R yeah  
75 R um  
77 R they cannot find it  
79 R ok alright that's fine thank you very much  
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81 R thank you thank you for your effort . ok and now  
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6) Pre-test Transcript (B) 
Researcher=R, Informant 6=B    
Turn number Speaker Transcript Code-switching translation 
2 B um  
4 B oh  
6 B I'm my name is xxxxx English name xxxx I'm sixty seven years old 
I'm come from Shanghai  
8 B I with my husband and (CS)yi2 min2 zen3 me4 shuo1(CS) 移
民怎么说(how do you say migrate?) 
10 B migrate to Australia since tw (CS)er4 ling2 ling2 yi1  nian2 zen3 
me4 jiang3(CS)  二零零一年怎么讲？(how do you say the year 2001?) 
12 B oh two thousand and one  
14 B uh but I am not uh stay here long  
16 B because my old father always sick and in the hospital so I often 
back China  
18 B yes and uh the year before before last year my father is was dead 
so now I can stay long time  
20 B so I I English is very poor the the in the school is back to the 
teacher so the 
22 B yes learn learn the English knowledge back to teacher  
24 B so I in fact I like (CS)wo3 xi3 huan1(CS) English 我喜欢(I like) 
26 B uh (CS)you2 qi2 shi4 zen3 me0 jiang3?(CS) 尤其是怎么讲？
(how do you say especially?) 
28 B especially now we sing the song  
30 B I very like English song  
32 B so I must have to learn English  
34 B much  
36 B I hope to sing English song better  
38 B yes  
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40 B uh I have a daughter in Sydney and now we live without them  
42 B uh he uh  
44 B yes now I live with my husband and without them they have oh I 
have a granddaughter granddaughter  
46 B she is eleven years old  
48 B (xxxx)  
50 B (xxxx)  
52 B no  
54 B Shanghai she is not uh she speak English with her mother  
56 B uh but we we don’t speak because uh my husband is very very the 
words is doesn't know  
58 B we we also speak Shanghai Shanghai in home um 
60 B shopping  
62 B very very hardly … uh (CS)ke1 ke1 ba1 ba1 zen3 me0 jiang3 
ne0?(CS) 磕磕巴巴怎么讲呢?(how do you say broken not fluent English?) 
64 B uh just the little words (CS)jia1 shou3 shi4 zhe4 yang4(CS) 加
手势这样(with hand gesture) 
66 B very hard to … to the  
68 B yes  
70 B yes (CS)wan2 zheng3 zen3 me0 jiang3? jiu4 shi4(CS) 完整怎么
讲? 就是(how do you say complete? that is) 
72 B complete  
74 B I can't complete uh (CS)ju4 zi0 zen3 me0 jiang3?(CS) 句子怎么
讲?(how do you say sentence?) 
76 B sentence so I'm very hate myself  
78 B yes just little words  
80 B and and not in (CS)liu2 li4 zen3 me0 jiang3?(CS) 流利怎么
讲?(how to say fluent?) 
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82 B not influent with so I very hate so I hope I can learn English better 
more  
84 B at (CS)chu1 zhong1 zen3 me0 jiang3?(CS) 初中是怎么讲?(how to 
say junior high school?) 
86 B yes middle school  
88 B three years  
90 B you know the (CS)wen2 hua4 da4 ge2 ming4(CS) we must go to 
the country 文化大革命(Cultural Revolution)  
92 B uh I was eighteen years  
94 B with with the  
96 B (CS)zhong4 tian2(CS)  with the farmer with farmer almost ten 
years 种田(to caltivate the land)  
99 B um I back t t Shanghai Shanghai um I was twenty nine years  
101 B yes … but I I want to study so I learn I became a student to learn 
medical university (CS)yi1 bian1 gong1 zuo4 yi1 bian1 xue2 xi2(CS)  一边工作
一边学习(I work full time and study part time) 
103 B (CS)si4 nian2 wan2 cheng2 le0(CS)  四年完成了(completed 
in four years) 
105 B yes part time to learn the finished the university college course  
107 B so finally uh (CS)yuan2 liao3 wo3 de0 meng4 zen3 me0 
jiang3?(CS) 圆了我的梦怎么讲？(how to say fulfilled my dream?） 
109 B fulfill yeah my dream so (CS)hai2 suan4 xing4 yun4(CS) 还算幸运
(I was lucky) 
111 B I'm very … bit lucky than most of the  
113 B my my age  
115 B (CS)zong3 suan4 hai2 xue2 le0 yi1 dian3(CS)  总算还学了一点
(at least I learned something) 
117 B yes uh (CS)bi4 ye4 shi4?(CS) gratute 毕业是?(how to say 
graduate?)  
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119 B graduate after graduate go to the Shanghai Shanghai clinic at fact 
(CS)gong1 chang3 chang3 yi1 ya0(CS) 工厂厂医呀(the clinician in the 
factory clinic） 
121 B (CS)chang3 yi1(CS) yeah factory … of factory so I four years 
English of Medicine (CS)yi1 xue2 ying1 yu3(CS) but all back to the teacher 厂
医(factory clinician)  医学英语(Medical English)  
123 B the medical words very hard  
125 B too long too hard (CS)bi3 ri4 chang2 yong4 yu3 geng1 nan2 du1 
bu4 yong4 le xian4 zai4 wan2 zheng3 de0 yi1 ju4 ying1 wen2 ye3 ke1 ke1 ba1 
ba1 zi4 ji3 hen3 tao3 yan4(CS)  比日常用语更难都不用了现在完整的一句英
文也磕磕巴巴自己很讨厌(more difficult than daily conversation never get to 
use it cannot speak one complete English sentence broken English I am very 
annoyed by this) 
127 B forget  
129 B work? no  
131 B like like singing  
133 B first sing in everyday 
135 B yes  
137 B uh … I do homework everyday cooking the breakfast the lunch the 
dinner  
139 B and wash uh clothes  
141 B and the rest time (CS)duo1 yu2 de0 shi2 jian1(CS)  I I all put on 
the time to sing 多余的时间(spare time) 
143 B sing sing listen listen the singer the song … then then (CS)duo1 
yu2 di2 shi2 jian1 quan2 yong4 zai4 chang4 ge1 shang4(CS) I I also like the 
dancing 多余的时间全用在唱歌上 (all my spare time is used for singing) 
145 B dancing is not my uh strength (CS)bu4 shi4 wo3 de0 qiang2 
xiang4 bu4 tai4 hao3(CS)  but I like it the music I like the music 不是我的强项不
太好(not my strength not that good)  
147 B they give me very enjoy (CS)hen3 kai1 xin1 ting1 yin1 le4(CS) 很
开心听音乐(listening to music makes me very happy) 
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149 B because the singing the dancing also the (CS)xuan2 lv1(CS) 旋
律(the melody) 
151 B the rytum the melody is very beautiful very nice make me very 
happy (CS)chu2 le0 jia1 wu4 shi4 jiu4 shi4 chang4 ge1 tiao4 wu3 zhu3 yao4 
shi4 chang4 ge1 mei3 tian1 zai4 jia1 chang4 tiao4 wu3 yi1 ge4 xing1 qi1 qu4 yi1 
ci4(CS)   除了家务事就是唱歌跳舞主要是唱歌每天在家唱跳舞一个星期去
一次(apart from doing housework I go singing and dancing mostly singing I sing 
at home everyday dancing is once a week） 
153 B now I learning (CS)gong1 ting2 wu3 jiao4 sha2?(CS) 宫廷舞叫
啥?(how do you say ball room dancing?) 
155 B new vogue new vogue … is simple (CS)shao1 wei1 jian3 dan1 
dian3 xiang4 ji2 ti3 wu3 yi1 yang4(CS) 稍微简单点像集体舞一样(a little 
easier like line dancing) 
157 B yes yes I I like I I learned the Waltz the Tango the Latin  
159 B uh uh in the Shanghai also the old man social school (CS)she4 qu1 
xue2 xiao4 shang4 hai3(CS) 社区学校上海(community school in Shanghai) 
161 B yes I I in the this school dance few years (CS)ji3 nian2 xue2 le0 ji3 
nian2(CS)  几年学了几年(few years learned a few years) 
163 B Waltz waltz Tango and Latin  
165 B I don't like this one  
167 B yes … I like Waltz Waltz Waltz beautiful  
169 B the the air  
171 B fresh  
173 B this the forest the grass smile (CS)qi4 wei4(CS)  气味(smell) 
175 B smell I like yes so and uh  
177 B and (CS)ren2 kou3 shao3(CS) 人口少(small population) 
179 B not not nosie in Shanghai  
181 B is not nosie like Shanghai  
183 B air is very fresh I like this  
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185 B uh I I travelled (CS)huang2 jin1 hai3 an4(CS)  黄金海岸(Gold 
Coast) 
187 B Gold Coast and Brisbane and Canberra and Melbourne  
189 B yes … which one?  
191 B oh Melbourne 
193 B I I want to go again  
195 B and  
197 B yes  
199 B and Canberra is very (CS)zheng3 qi2 zen3 me0 jiang3?(CS) 整
齐怎么讲?(how do you say tidy?) 
201 B tidy … (CS)yin4 xiang4 hen3 hao3(CS) good 印象很好(very 
good impression)  
203 B (CS)yin4 xiang4 hen3 hao3 ...um dui4 dui4 dui4(CS)  印象很
好 … 对对对(very good impression … yes yes yes) 
205 B (CS)yin4 xiang4 hen3 hao3(CS) … vocabulary?  印象很好(very 
good impression) 
207 B oh oh oh  
209 B um um 
211 B yes yes yes yes yes  
213 B thank you  
215 B um  
217 B um  
219 B twenty third  
221 B twenty third … twenty third  
1 R ok so just relax I just want to have a little chat and uh I want to 
have an understanding of your English  
3 R yeah and uh the other lady told me she couldn't sleep last night 
because she was so nervous she was so nervous about today and she couldn't 
sleep  
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5 R (laugh) make me feel bad you know so could you please tell me 
about yourself? like your name when you came to Australia? how long you have 
been here?  
7 R yeah  
9 R migrate m migrate  
11 R two thousand and one  
13 R yeah  
15 R oh ok  
17 R oh ok so your father lives in in Shanghai  
19 R oh ok (laugh)  
21 R you mean you give all your English back to the teacher?  
23 R yeah  (laugh) 
25 R ok yeah yeah  
27 R especially  
29 R yeah yeah  
31 R oh that's great  
33 R ok  
35 R yeah  
37 R yeah … yeah because when you understand the words  
39 R it's more meaningful and more interesting so do you live with 
your family do you have children here?  
41 R uh ok  
43 R you don't live you don't live with her no  
45 R yeah  
47 R oh ok  
49 R yeah  
51 R do you speak English at home?  
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53 R no? no English what do you speak with your granddaughter? do 
you speak English or Chinese Shanghai dialect?  
55 R oh ok  
57 R oh ok  
59 R I see so when you go shopping so when you go shopping do you 
do you speak English?  
61 R can people understand you? 
63 R is not fluent  
65 R ok with signs and gestures yeah  
67 R so you find it hard to communicate with Australian people 
because of your English? do you find it difficult  
69 R to to talk to people? yeah  
71 R complete  
73 R complete  
75 R sentence yeah  
77 R oh you cannot cannot say the complete sentence  
79 R yeah ok  
81 R yeah fluent  
83 R ok so when you were in China uh you learned English at school?
  
85 R oh ok middle school  
87 R so how many years did you learn English  
89 R three years  
91 R yeah … um (laugh) 
93 R um  
95 R (CS)xia4 xiang1(CS) 下乡(go to the countryside) 
97 R yeah yeah yeah  
98 R oh  
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100 R um … that's a long time yeah  
102 R uh … oh ok yeah  
104 R so part time yeah  
106 R very excellent yeah … uh ok  
108 R fulfill my dream to go to university yeah  
110 R that's very good yeah  
112 R yeah yeah yeah  
114 R your age yeah yeah yeah yeah  
116 R yeah so did you work as a doctor in China or?  
118 R graduate  
120 R oh in the factory oh right ok  
122 R yeah ok … yeah yeah … um … but as soon as you pick it up you see 
it again you will remember yeah believe me if you see the English words the 
medical words again (laugh) 
124 R yeah but if you learned it you will pick it up  
126 R ok … does it ring a bell do you know these words? … have you 
seen it before?  
128 R no ... these are medical words (CS)zhe4 ge4 shi4 mi4 niao4 ke1 
zhe4 ge4 shi4 fang4 she4 ke1 suo3 yi3(CS) if you have learned before it will be 
easy it will come back to you if you read it few times it will come back to you 
yeah yeah because it's in your memory somewhere yeah yeah um ... so do you 
work in Australia? 这个是泌尿科这个是放射科所以  (this is urology this is 
radiology so) 
130 R do you you don't work yeah so can you tell me your hobbies? 
what do you like to do? do you like cooking travelling dancing singing what do 
you like to do?  
132 R yeah  
134 R you want to sing everyday?  
136 R ok  
138 R um  
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140 R um  
142 R um … oh I see you must sing very well I should ask you to sing  
144 R ok … yeah … lady just now she also likes dancing  
146 R yeah … yeah … yeah it's good for exercise  
148 R yeah … yeah yeah  
150 R the rhythm the the melody  
152 R so where do you dance in the club or? where do you dance?  
154 R oh ballroom ballroom new vogue ah new vogue um  
156 R um um … so do you like do you like Waltz Tango Foxtrot  
158 R yeah  
160 R oh that's community school  
162 R oh in Shanghai uh ok  
164 R um um … ok do you know how to dance the (CS)guan3 chang3 
wu3(CS)do you know (laugh) you don't 广场舞 (square dancing)  
166 R you don't like that one yeah because many Chinese dance that one
  
168 R yeah yeah yeah ok so what's your best um the things you like 
most after you came to Australia you feel that your experience in Australia .. is 
there something that really you can't forget very different from back home?  
170 R the air yeah  
172 R yep  
174 R the smell  
176 R and it's more relaxed more relaxed here  
178 R um small small population  
180 R um yeah yeah yeah  
182 R um  
184 R yeah … so did you go anywhere um in Australia? did you travel 
anywhere?  
186 R oh Gold Coast  
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188 R oh ok … yep … oh good so you been you have been to many places 
yeah yeah which one you like the best?  
190 R which one do you think is good very good?  
192 R Melbourne? yeah?  
194 R yeah  
196 R I like Melbourne too very cultured  
198 R yeah  
200 R very tidy yeah  
202 R yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah very modern and because the whole 
city is designed um  
204 R (CS)zheng3 ge4 cheng2 shi4 shi4(CS)  .. ok . so uh . this this course 
is only four lessons uh so what I am going to do is teach briefly about the 
Chinese the English grammar . about the tense . uh focused on Present Past and 
Future and there will be a lot of exercise in class and I want to give all of you lot 
of exercise and homework and vocabulary . uhm 整个城市是(the whole city is) 
206 R vocabulary (CS)ci2 hui4(CS) 词汇(vocabulary) 
208 R yeah because I feel that many of you have that problem you can 
you can say English you can speak English but because you don't know the 
words you don't know what to say  
210 R yeah that's the problem and also the grammar because you don't 
know how the correct sentence should be so you only just popping up one word 
here one word there it's not a complete sentence as you said it's not a complete 
sentence  
212 R yeah so I hope I hope you I can make you learn a little bit thank 
you very much  
214 R for talking to me so next week the class is Tuesday  
216 R Campsie Library  
218 R at 10 o'clock twenty third of January you want to write it down?
  
220 R you want to write down somewhere? this one this one I need to 
have it you write somewhere there  
222 R explain about vocab tests  
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Post-test transcript (B)    
Researcher=R, Informant 6=B    
Turn number Speaker Transcript Code-switching translation 
2 B hi  
4 B .. ok  
6 B .. Tommy and his dog are fall down from the cliff into a pond  
8 B they are lucky the water in the pond is very light  
10 B yes yes .. Tommy find there is a big log beside the pond .. and 
there is a big hole  
12 B in the log .  
14 B so she think thinks maybe the frog is inside the hole  
16 B she says to the dog be quiet then they climb on the log  
18 B then they yeah then they are climbing climbing on the log  
20 B climbing on the log . when they lay on the log .. they . look at . 
when they laying on the log they look . at .. the other side of the log
 (interruption) 
22 B (xxxx) Tommy Tommy has find Tommy has found there are two 
frogs on the ground  
24 B Tommy is very excited oh my God you are here I have found you 
finally  
26 B .. after a while some little little frogs are coming too Tommy is 
very happy  
28 B the little comes from the .. uh  
30 B the little some little frogs uh comes from the pond  
32 B Tommy and his dog are very happy . they  
33 B play . they playing with they play with the the them  
35 B she he has realized realized that they are frog's family .  
37 B .. they play they have played a while  
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39 B then .. Tommy will back home she he carry a little frog with him
  
41 B he say saves to the frog's family and says Good Bye  
43 B . and then . uh little frog is on the ground and frog's family are all 
on the log  
45 B .. Tommy back home with his dog and little frog . after then the 
frog's family has happy life  
47 B after  
49 B ok .. Tommy and his dog .. are all fall down from  the cliff into a 
pond . they are lucky the water of pond is very is not deep  
51 B there is waterlily there is a waterlily in the pond and a big log 
beside the pond  
53 B Tommy has found there is a big hole in the log so she she thinks 
she says be quiet maybe the frog is inside the hole  
55 B Tommy and his log uh his dog climbing on the log  
57 B ..  
58 B when they laying on the log they look at the other side of the log
  
60 B they have seen two there are two frogs on the ground  
62 B Tommy is very excite  
64 B excited  
66 B oh my God I have found you finally you are here  
68 B .. after a while some little some baby frogs are coming from the 
pond Tommy has realized that they are frog's family  
70 B .. Tommy was uh Tommy is very happy . they play . they play … 
Tommy and his dog play with the frog's family .. they are very happy after a few 
hours Tommy were back home  
72 B .. Tommy after few hours Tommy yes Tommy will  
74 B will  
76 B Tom Tommy and his dog will back home .  
78 B will go back home  
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80 B will go back home will go back home  
82 B he carries a little frog .. she says Good Bye  
84 B to the frog's family  
86 B .. a little frogs a a little frog on the ground and the frogs the other 
frog's family are all on the log after then frog's the frog's family have happy ever 
after  
88 B evt  
90 B happy life ever after  
92 B yes  
1 R ok hi xxxxx  
3 R (laugh) ok now tell me about your story  
5 R yeah  
7 R yeah  
9 R oh you mean shallow it's not deep  
11 R um  
13 R um  
15 R yeah  
17 R can you repeat what you just said? and then they  
19 R ok ok ok yeah  
21 R uhn  
23 R uhm  (laugh) 
25 R ok yeah yeah  
27 R so where did the where die the little ones come from? where did 
the little frogs come from?  
29 R (CS)ni3 jiu4 shuo1 cong2 shui3 tang2 li3 you2 chu1 lai2 zhe4 bu4 
du1 shi4 shui3 ma2?(CS)  你就说从水塘里游出来这不都是水吗?(you can say 
come out from the pond this is all water right?) 
31 R uhm  
34 R uhm  
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36 R yeah  
38 R uhm  
40 R uhm  
42 R uhm  
44 R uhm  
46 R ok so they are happy ever after . (CS)hou4 lai2 na3 qu4 liao3 na4 
you3 yi1 ge4 cong2 ci3 yi3 hou4(CS) 后来哪去了那有一个从此以后(where 
is it later there is） 
48 R um so they are happy ever after ok can you repeat what you just 
said say it one more time?  
50 R yeah ok yeah  
52 R uhm  
54 R yep  
56 R uhm  
59 R uhm  
61 R uhm  
63 R excited  
65 R yep  
67 R um  
69 R yep  
71 R uhm what's the word what's the word you used? after a few hours 
Tommy  
73 R how do you spell it? what's that word? what's that word you 
used? . is it WILL or WENT or what was the word?  
75 R will?  
77 R uh  
79 R ok will go back home ok yeah  
81 R yep  
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83 R uhm  
85 R uhm  
87 R ever after  
89 R happy life ever after  
91 R great thank you very much so that's it you did really well you did 
really well you even used the perfective tense perfective aspect   
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7) Pre-test Transcript (T) 
  
Researcher=R, Informant 7=T    
    
Turn number Speaker          Transcript        Code-switching translation 
1 T hi hello  
3 T hi Jenny  
5 T ok uh my name is xxxxx I coming from China in Beijing . I I go to 
the for nineteen ninety two uh to coming to Australia uh I'm coming from 
twenty six years . I English still can't speaking speak to somebody because at 
home never . never speak English always speak Chinese  
7 T uh yes . I'm living .. I'm . daughter I with daughter live daughter 
together . um  
9 T no  
11 T no never  
13 T yes no no more … yes  
15 T yes … uh . I from I come Australia go to the factory factory .. 
factory clothe  
17 T yes making clothe factory sewing uh .. (CS)zheng3 li3 zen3 mo0 
jiang3?(CS)  整理怎么讲？(how to say tidy up?) 
19 T (CS)jiu4 shi4 yi1 fu2 a1 zai4 zhi4 yi1 chang3 jiu4 shi4 zuo4 xie1 
za2 qi1 za2 ba1 di2(CS)  就是衣服啊在制衣厂就是做些杂七杂八的(clothing 
I mean doing all sorts of jobs in clothing factory 
21 T yeah yeah … but this job uh uh not in Engish yeah just doing just 
doing that's all  
23 T uh I don't know maybe Vietnamese something uh after I go to the 
another factory . uh Australia factory speak little a little English because I come 
here I go to the class immigrat immigration class yeah five hundred ten hours 
because I learned more I learned more but  
25 T yeah (CS)hai2 chao1 guo4 le0(CS)  还超过了(and I had more) 
27 T uh ..   
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29 T yeah yes .. um but I . can't understand teacher what say  
31 T what say  
33 T uh um .. because we never ever uh learned English in China . uh 
(CS)na4 ge4 jiao4(CS)  cultural cultural revolution 那个叫(what's that 
called?)  
35 T cultural revolution uh then no go to the school anymore 
somebody go to the farm (CS)jiu4 shi4 nong2 cun1(CS)  就是农村(that is farm) 
37 T yeah country I go to the Army  
39 T so I never learned English  
41 T then I come Australia go to the English class but I   
43 T yeah can't understand I go to the I always look at the elec (CS)jiu4 
shi4 zi4 dian3(CS)  就是字典(the dictionary) 
45 T dictionary dictionary but teacher said no dictionary just for listen 
just for listen but I can't understand anymore then I take the teacher gave me 
(CS)zhe4 ge0 fu4 yin4 de0 zi1 liao4(CS)  这个复印的资料(photocopied 
materials)  
47 T material go home I use the dictionary every words . but next day . 
he change another things so can't use last night (CS)fan1 yi4 guo4 lai2 de0(CS)  
so I ask teacher say before before you gave me I can go home do something then 
 翻译过来的所以(what I translated the night before)  
49 T yeah I can understand follow the teacher but .. no more   
51 T um  
53 T oh thank you thank you  
55 T um  
57 T um  
59 T um  
61 T ok  
63 T uh uh   
65 T oh travelling (CS)lv3 you2 shi4 ma0? (CS) Uh 旅游是吗？
(travel?)  
67 T yeah I coming Australia is I really like this country   
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69 T uh very nice … uh very beautiful and cleaning uh we are coming 
earlier because China is (CS)jiu4 shi4 hen3 luan4 zen3 mo4 jiang3?(CS)  就
是很乱怎么讲？(it is caotic how do I say it?) 
71 T Tiananmen square  
73 T yeah Tiananmen square trouble   
75 T yeah trouble China is change everything this y this year this 
history so I coming here is very free (CS)zi4 you2(CS) because in China 自
由  (free) 
77 T yeah and then so I very happy I do the many many job in the 
Australia factory changed three factory . food clothing and (CS)ci2 zhuan1(CS) 
 瓷砖(tiles) 
79 T yeah tiles making tiles   
81 T that's ok that's ok  
83 T (CS)xiao3 ci2 zhuan1 ran2 hou4 yi1 kuai4 yi1 kuai4 di2 qu4 
shang4 you4 ci2 zhuan1 nan2 di2 zuo4 wo3 men2 nv3 di2 jiu4 ba3 xiao3 ci2 
zhuan1 mo2 ca1 ran2 hou4 bai3 zai4 jia4 zi3 shang4 shang4 you4(CS)  小
瓷砖然后一块一块的去上釉瓷砖男的做我们女的就把小瓷砖磨擦然后摆在架子
上上釉(small tiles then we put glaze on the tiles the guys make the tiles we 
women do the glazing grinding the tiles and put them on the shelf) 
85 T (CS)you3 dian3 ying1 gai1 you3 di2(CS)   uh after this I I . (CS)yi1 
bian1 gong1 zuo4 yi1 bian1 xue2 xi2 zen3 me0 shuo1(CS)  part time I full time 
job part time go to the TAFE有点应该有的(yes a bit dusty) 一边工作一边学习怎
么说(how to say I work at the same time I also study?)  
87 T learned nursing learned nursing then go to the nursing home 
working long time then retired now  
89 T and last job is dental surgery . dental surgery (CS)ya2 yi1 zhen3 
suo3(CS)  牙医诊所(Dental Surgery) 
91 T do the I do the … assistant uh dental assistant yeah dental 
assistant because I in the China I hospital working yeah nearly thirteen years 
the thirty thirty years   
93 T yeah in the hospital um  
95 T if I English good . I go to the nurse uh (CS)jiu4 shi4 hu4 shi0 a1(CS) 
 (that is nurse)  
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97 T uh nurse registered nurse … yeah yeah … yes yes  
99 T but still English no well .   
101 T yeah  
103 T uh … uh yes yes yes experience  
105 T ok  
107 T ues um  
2 R my name is Jenny  
4 R hi yeah I want to just have a chat with you today I want to know 
your English level so don't feel don't feel stressed ok so I'm going to ask you like 
how long you've been here? uh whether you speak English at home where you 
are from . how long you've been in Australia? what do you like ok? so can you 
can you introduce yourself to me please?  
6 R yeah so do you uh is your family here? do you live with your 
family?  
8 R ok do you have any grand children?  
10 R no ok (laugh) ok so can you tell me did you learn English in China?
  
12 R you never learned English at school? no? ok . do you work in 
Australia?  
14 R yeah can you tell me a bit if you want to tell me? what did you do?
  
16 R making clothe  
18 R yeah sewing yeah yeah … (CS)zheng3 li3 shen3 mo0 zheng3 
li3?(CS)  整理什么整理？(tidy up what do you mean tidy up?) 
20 R oh ok odd jobs odd O D D odd jobs um  
22 R yeah … Chinese factory Chinese? ok uh ok yeah yeah yeah   
24 R little bit English yeah … yeah five hundred and ten hours yeah 
yeah yeah yeah … you mean you did all five hundred and ten hours? yeah yeah 
  
26 R how long how long ago was that?  
28 R when you just came? when you just came to Australia?  
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30 R yeah ok … oh ok  
32 R why why is that? vocabulary? (CS)yin1 wei3 ci3 hui4 de0 wen4 ti2 
ma0 hai2 shi0?(CS)  因为词汇的问题吗还是？(is it because of vocabulary or?) 
34 R uh ok yeah  
36 R um um um … yeah (CS)xia4 xiang1(CS)  下乡(go to the 
countryside) 
38 R ok    
40 R oh ok yeah   
42 R um … that's why you couldn't understand  
44 R oh the dictionary dictionary  
46 R oh oh uh the material  
48 R uh yeah yeah yeah so you can understand yeah yeah yeah  
50 R but you're doing good your English is not bad you know even you 
haven't learned English at all you can can I can understand you  
52 R yeah it's good uh probably just the grammar a little bit um your 
grammar actually is better than some ladies in the class  
54 R yeah it's just the vocabulary I think the vocabulary could be the 
problem  
56 R yeah . um . all right um .. so what I'm going to do is like this is four 
classes uh   
58 R one hour each each week and after that after the fourth class 
there will be a test   
60 R so there will be it could be that I give you a picture and you tell me 
using using the grammar that we learned you tell me about it   
62 R tell a story or something like that . yeah um . there is nothing else 
oh can you tell me something about your experience in Australia? something 
that unforgettable or something you really like about Australia? or you don't 
like?   
64 R or have you been travelling?  
66 R yeah  
68 R um  
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70 R was  
72 R oh it was caotic  
74 R caotic … trouble  
76 R um um … um um yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahI understand 
yeah  
78 R oh the tiles  
80 R making the tiles? oh that's hard work  
82 R (CS)na4 ge0 hen3 xin1 ku3 de4(CS)  那个很辛苦的(that is 
hard work) 
84 R uh yeah uh uh uh uh … (CS)na4 hen3 duo1 fen3 chen2 ba0?(CS) 
 (must be very dusty)那有很多粉尘吧？ 
86 R part time … yeah … oh oh really oh well  
88 R oh ok … oh that's you work very hard yeah  
90 R oh ok … uh so what did you what did you do there? assistant?  
92 R dental yeah yeah … um … uh ok … oh thirty years in the hospital 
ok I see ..   
94 R so  
96 R nurse registered nurse yeah ok so you've got a Diploma of 
Nursing from TAFE  
98 R yeah ok yeah but uh  
100 R that's why you cannot get a nurse job  
102 R because of your English not because of your experience actually 
you have a lot of experience  
104 R yeah yeah yeah … ok that's very nice talking to you that's it just a 
simple simple chat  
106 R so so I have an understanding of your level . um if you can do this 
  
108 R and then bring it back now is uh  
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 Post-test transcript (T)   
Researcher=R, Informant 7=T    
Turn number Speaker          Transcript        Code-switching translation 
2 T ok and this this story is ran ranbear  
4 T uh rheindeer  
6 T uh rheindeer (CS)zhui1 gan3 zhui1 gan3 zhe4 ge4 xiao3 hai2 zen3 
me0 shuo1 a1？ wo3 jue2 de2 shi4 lu4 ba3 ta1 men2 tui1 xia4 qu4 le0(CS)  追
赶追赶这个小孩怎么说啊？我觉得是鹿把他们推下去了(how to say chase chase 
this child? I fell the deer pushed them down) 
8 T oh little boy and the dog fall down (CS)shui3 tang2(CS)  the pond
 水塘(the pond) 
10 T the pond .. pond (CS)ran2 hou4(CS)  然后(then) 
12 T (CS)ou4 xuan2 ya2 shu4 zhe4 ge0(CS)  哦悬崖树这个(oh cliff 
and tree this) 
14 T uh (CS)shi4 a1 wo3 gang1 cai2 na4 ge4 xuan2 ya2 na4 ge4(CS)  是
啊我刚才那个悬崖那个(yes I was just now the cliff the) 
16 T (CS)dan1 ci2 dui4 dui4 dui4(CS)  单词对对对(the word yes yes 
yes) 
18 T cliff cliff fall down the pond pond the flost forest (CS)cong2 zhe4 
ge4 xuan2 ya2 diao4 xia4 qu4 liao3 diao4 dao4 sen1 lin2 li3 di2 yi1 ge4 shui3 
tang2 li3 liao3 yin1 wei2 shui3 tang2(CS) not very deep 从这个悬崖掉下去了掉
到森林里的一个水塘里了因为水塘 (fell from the cliff into a pond in the forest)  
20 T not deep  
22 T little boy and the dogs dog fall down the pond uh  
24 T cliff cliff fall down the pond pond the flost forest  
26 T forest uh in forest inside many many animal uh mole  
28 T mole  
30 T mole and  
32 T (CS)zhe4 ge0(CS)  这个(this) owl and maybe fog 
34 T uh frog inside  
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36 T uh uh this this pond not very deep they are quickly uh jump up 
jump  
38 T climb climb up they are find some waterlily uh  
40 T waterlily and uh  
42 T in the pond  
44 T (CS)zhe4 li3 yin1 wei2 yi3 jing1 diao4 xia4 qu4 le0(CS)  这里因为
已经掉下去了(here because he already fall) 
46 T (CS)diao4 xia4 qu4 le0 zhe4 ge0(CS) waterlily 掉下去了这个  
(fell down this) 
48 T is clothe everything is west  
50 T (CS)shi1 le0(CS)  湿了(it is wet) 
52 T wet wet (CS)shi1 le0(CS)  湿了(it is wet) 
54 T uh boy oh boy maybe listening  
56 T (CS)ta1 chuan1 di2 shi2 me0 yi1 fu2(CS)  他穿的什么衣服？
(what clothes is he wearing?) 
58 T oh oh oh oh (CS)zhe4 ge0 zhe4 ge0(CS) uh striped t-shirt uh thirt 
(CS)zhe4 ying1 gai1 shi4(CS)tshirt he maybe listen the fog 这个这个 (this 
this) 这应该是(it should be) 
60 T yeah the frogs then his  
62 T dog in the head  
64 T yeah head  
66 T his uh  
68 T because he is jump in the  
70 T yeah climb up his head then  
72 T big he is (xxxx) … (CS)zuo4 zhe0 de0 zhuo4 zhe0 de0(CS)  sit 
down in the … sit down in the pond sit down in the pond dog is uhup 坐着的坐
着的(sitting sitting)  
74 T um shoulder stand the shoulder up (CS)da4 mu4 tou2(CS)  大
木头(big log) 
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76 T the big big log big log  
78 T log  
80 T big log  
82 T he is find (CS)da4 mu4 tou2(CS)  大木头(big log) 
84 T yeah they are find big big lag  
86 T log  
88 T big log uh uh hearing frog hearing frog  
90 T yeah frog uh .. then this little boy be quiet  
92 T (CS)jiu4 shi0 xu1(CS)  就是嘘(they say shhhh) 
94 T yeah be quiet  
96 T talking the dog uh he said the dog no shout  
98 T barking  
100 T barking  (xxxx) 
102 T (CS)zhe4 ge0 xiao3 gou3 shi4 zhe4 ge0 zhe4 ge0(CS)  这个小狗
是这个这个(this little dog is this this) 
104 T puppy puppy maybe in the hole maybe uh hole maybe there can 
found found froggy  
110 T  .. I can't sorry I can't (laugh) 
112 T .. uh pic (CS)zhe4 ge0 shi4(CS)  red beer 这个是(this is)  
114 T rheinbeer  
116 T rheindeer little boy from the rheindeer follow down the cil cliff 
cliff with the dog together uh .. uh (CS)diao4 dao4(CS) 掉到(fall down) 
118 T into uh into uh into pond  
120 T pond uh pond not very deep  
122 T uh . they uh .. have some .. some (CS)zhe4 ge0 zhe4 ge0 zhe4 
ge0(CS)   这个这个这个(this this this) 
124 T uh waterlily yeah some waterlily and big log  
126 T uh .. (CS)dui4 xuan2 ya2(CS)  对悬崖(yes cliff) 
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128 T cliff yeah cliff  
130 T . uh .  
132 T deer look look they fall down the  
134 T then … they are maybe is uh stand (CS)zuo4 zai4 na4 li0(CS)  sit 
sitting in the pond dogs in he shoulder want to jump the (CS)zhe4 ge0(CS)  坐
在那里(sitting there) 这个(this) 
136 T log yeah log but little boy hearing  fok maybe  
138 T uh hears hears hears frog in the big large wood  
140 T uh log maybe in the log they found the hole  
142 T so be quiet  
144 T uh be quiet talk the dog no dark no dark maybe uh frog in inside
  
146 T (CS)wo3 gen1 ni3 shuo1 wo3 bi3 shi4 zuo4 bu4 liao3 wo3 yao4 
qu4 kan4 yi1 sheng1 yi3 wei2 shi2 yi1 dian3 jie2 shu4 yue1 di2 shi2 er4 dian3 
dao4 cheng2 li3 mian4(CS)  我跟你说我笔试做不了我要去看医生以为 11 点结
束约的 12 点到城里面(I want to tell you that I cannot do the written test now I 
have to go to see my doctor I thought we can finish here before 11am my 
appointment is 12 in the city) 
148 T (CS)wo3 deng3 yi1 hui4 er2 na4 ge4 wo3 ben3 lai2 ji4 hua2 xia4 
wu3 jiu4 dao4 na4 bian1 qu4(CS)  我等一会儿那个我本来计划下午就到那边去
(I will go there later I was planning to go there this afternoon) 
1 R ok take your time repeatly you can say it tell me tell me the story 
xxxxx  
3 R rheindeer  
5 R yep  
7 R (CS)bu4 shi4 qian2 mian4 di2 shi4 zhe4 yang4 di2 shi4 zhe4 
yang4 di2 dao4 liao3 xuan2 ya2 zhe4 ge4 di4 fang1 zhe4 ge4 xiao3 hai2 shi4 
zai4 ta1 nao3 dai4 shang4 yin1 wei2 ta1 di2 yi1 fu2 ba3 ta1 di2 yan3 jing1 
dang3 zhu4 liao3 ta1 kan4 bu4 jian4 suo3 yi3 ba3 ta1 shuai1 xia4 qu4 shuai1 
dao3 xuan2 ya2 xia4 mian4 qu4 liao3(CS)  不是前面的是这样的是这样的到了悬
崖这个地方这个小孩是在它脑袋上因为他的衣服把它的眼睛挡住了它看不见所
以把他摔下去摔倒悬崖下面去了(not the one in the front it was like this when 
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they arrive at the cliff the boy is on its head because his clothes blocked its eyes 
it could not see that's why the child fell down the cliff) 
9 R pond yeah  
11 R (CS)zhe4 shi4 yi1 ge4 xuan2 ya2 ni3 shuo1 zhe4 shi4 xuan2 ya2 
ran2 hou4 zhe4 ge4 shu4(CS)  这是一个悬崖你说这是悬崖然后这个树(this 
is a cliff you say this is cliff then this tree) 
13 R (CS)ni3 de2 miao2 xie3 ni3 gei3 wo3 miao2 xie3 yao4 bu4 ran2 
ni3 shuo1 bu4 liao3 shi2 wu3 fen1 zhong1 suo3 yi3 ni3 bu4 yao4 guang1 shuo1 
fa1 sheng1 shi2 me shi4 qing2 ni3 de2 miao2 shu4 na4 ge4 huan2 jing4(CS)  你
得描写你给我描写要不然你说不了十五分钟所以你不要光说发生什么事情你得
描述那个环境(you need to describe for me otherwise it won't take you 15 
minutes so you not only need to say what happened but also describe the 
environment) 
15 R (CS)jiu4(CS) cliff 就(just)  
17 R cliff  
19 R yeah but you cannot tell me in Chinese say it in English (laugh) 
21 R now say it again say it again the whole sentence so they fell 
(CS)ta1 cong2 shang4 mian4 diao4 xia4 qu4 diao4 dao4 na4 ge4 li3 mian4 qu4 
le0(CS)  他从上面掉下去掉到那个里面去了(he fell from the top into that) 
23 R (CS)mei2 you3 ta1 cong2 cong2 na4 ge4 xuan2 ya2 diao4 xia4 
qu4 bu4 shi4 cong2 shui3 tang2 diao4 xia4 qu4(CS)  没有他从从那个悬崖掉
下去不是从水塘掉下去(no he fell from the cliff not from the pond) cliff 
25 R um  
27 R yeah  
29 R mole yeah mole  
31 R owl  
33 R frog  
35 R ok yeah  
37 R climb up  
39 R uha  
41 R where's where is the waterlily? where is the waterlily?  
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43 R you have to show me the photo where this one doesn't have a 
waterlily  
45 R uh  
47 R ok yeah  
49 R is what?  
51 R oh wet wet  
53 R what what is the boy wearing?  
55 R (CS)ta1 chuan1 di2 shi2 me0 yi1 fu2(CS)  他穿的什么衣服？
(what clothes is he wearing?) 
57 R (CS)a1 ni3 lai2 miao2 shu4 yi1 xia4 ta1 chuan1 di2 shi2 me0 yi1 
fu2?(CS)  啊你来描述一下他穿的什么衣服？(can you describe what clothes 
he is wearing?) 
59 R oh ok he hear the frog  
61 R and what happened to the dog? where is where is the dog?  
63 R in his head?  
65 R how come?  
67 R why why the dog is in his head?  
69 R climb up his head?  
71 R um wait wait wait wait too quick too quick go back (laugh) ok so 
(CS)ta1 men2 shi4 zen3 me0 dai1 zhuo2 de0 zai4 shui3 li3？ shi4 zhan4 zhuo2 
de0 huan2 shi4 zuo4 zhuo2 de0？ a1 zuo4 zai4 zhe4 li3(CS)  他们是怎么呆着
的在水里？是站着的还是坐着的？啊坐在这里(how are they staying in the 
water? are they standing or sitting? uh sitting here) 
73 R (CS)ni3 shuo1 zai4 ta1 jian1 bang3 shang4(CS)  你说在他肩膀上
(say it is on his shoulder) 
75 R um  
77 R log  
79 R ok  
81 R (CS)ni3 shuo1 ta1 men2 kan4 dao4 yi1 ge4 da4 mu4 tou2(CS)  你
说他们看到一个大木头(say they saw a big log) 
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83 R (CS)ni3 zai4 shuo1 yi1 bian4 ni3 zai4 shuo1 yi1 bian4 shuo1 yi1 
ge4 zheng3 di2 ju4 zi3 ta1 men2 kan4 jian4 yi1 ge4 da4 mu4 tou2(CS)  你
再说一遍你再说一遍说一个整的句子他们看见一个大木头(please say it again 
say it one more time in complete sentence that they saw a big log) 
85 R log  
87 R um  
89 R so he hear hearing the frog  
91 R um what did he say?  
93 R oh be quiet  
95 R who is he talking to?  
97 R barking  
99 R yeah  
101 R be quiet  
103 R puppy  
109 R ok … ok can you say it again? … what you explained?  
111 R ok you explained to me I understand you so quickly explain what 
your picture is all about?  
113 R um  
115 R rheindeer  
117 R cliff cliff … into  
119 R uha ok and then into the pond and then  
121 R um  
123 R waterlily  
125 R (CS)zhe4 ge4 shi4 shi2 me0 dong1 xi1? shi4 xuan2 ya2(CS)  这
个是什么东西？是悬崖？(what is this? cliff?) 
127 R cliff  
129 R and this one?  
131 R what's the deer doing? what is the rheindeer doing?  
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133 R and then?  
135 R so the dog wants to jump on the log (laugh)  
137 R hearing frog?  
139 R hears he hears frogs? … log  
141 R yeah  
143 R be quiet  
145 R ok alright thank you ok that's fine  
147 R oh ok (CS)na4 wo3 ba3 zhe4 ge4 gei3 ni3 ni3(CS)  uh (CS)ni3 
zuo4 wan2 liao3 gei3 wo3 pai1 zhao4 fa1 gei3 wo3 hao3 ma2? huo4 zhe3 ni3 
men2 xia4 xing1 qi1 gei3 wo3 ba4 ye3 ke3 yi3(CS)  那我把这个给你你
(then I give this to you) 你做完了给我拍照发给我好吗？或者你们下星期给我爸
也可以(after you finish can you please take a photo and send to me? or you can 
give it to my father next week) 
149 R (CS)o2 ni3 wan2 liao3 zhe4 ge4 zhe4 ge4 yao4 qian1 ming2 ran2 
hou4 wo3 gei3 ni3 na4 ge4 shi2 me0(CS)  哦你完了这个这个要签名然后我给你
那个什么(oh ok you need to sign this for me then I will give you the) 
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Appendix D -Nation’s Vocabulary Size Test (Bilingual 
Mandarin) 
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Appendix E - Final written task (Post-test) 
 
Final assessment: Participant________________ 
Date of assessment: 20Feb2018 
———————————————————————————— 
Part 1 
Retell the story “Frog, Where are you?” using the pictures 
supplied (看图讲故事，用学过的时态描述图中的故事情节。注意
要用完整的句子)（40分） 
Part 2  
1. Read the following sentences carefully, are they correct? If not, please 
correct the mistakes(E.g,: My friend Mary don’t work. x My friend Mary 
doesn’t work.√) 
 (仔细阅读以下句子是否正确，如有错误，请标出并改正。共 20
分)： 
 
1). Hespeak German, he don’t understand English. (4 分).  
________________________________________ 
2). This table have four leg.（1 分） 
____________________________________ 
3). My train leave five hours early this morning, so I is go to catch the next train 
at 8pm tonight. (4 分) 
______________________________________________________________ 
4). Do your car have air-conditioning?（1 分） 
____________________________________ 
5). It is raining for 2hours, I do not bring umbrella when I leave home this 
morning.（4 分） 
__________________________________________________________________ 
6). Jenny dancing at the party last Thursday.（2 分） 
____________________________________ 
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7). Linda like sing, she sang “Changing Partners” now.（4 分） 
__________________________________________________ 
2. Write five sentences to describe your daily routine, hobby or habit, try 
to use first,second and third person singular（用现在时，过去时，
现在进行时，将来时的第一和第三人称各造 1个句子，每句 5
分，共 40分）： 
Example（例句）, I like dumplings. She doesn’t like apples. He is working 
now. Will she like this handbag? 
Present Tense (现在时) ： 
1. 
 
2. 
 
Past Tense (过去时) ： 
3. 
 
4. 
 
Present Progressive (现在进行时) ： 
5. 
 
6. 
 
Future Tense (将来时) ： 
7. 
 
8. 
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Appendix F - Homework 
 
Week 1 - Present Simple  
 
Read the following sentences carefully, are they correct?  
If not, please correct the mistakes 
E.g,: My friend Mary don’t work.x My friend Mary doesn’t work. √ 
 
1. We goes to China every March. 
____________________________________ 
2. He speak German, he don’t understand English.  
________________________________________ 
3. Australian people likes meat pie. 
____________________________________ 
4. Woolworths open 24hours everyday. 
____________________________________ 
5. My train leave at 07:09am, so meets me at Campsie station before 07:00am 
tomorrow. 
_______________________________________________________________ 
6. Do your car have air-conditioning? 
____________________________________ 
7. It cost $20 to see this movie. 
____________________________________ 
8. It never snow in Hong Kong. 
____________________________________ 
9. She tells me that you are the best student. 
____________________________________ 
10. I always has dumplings on Fridays. 
________________________________ 
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Week 2   
Present progressive 
• 请用现在进行时完成以下句子（用括号里列出的动词）: 
Listen to the birds. They (sing) ________________. 
Look at that one. It (fly)____________high in the sky.  
The other one (play)_____________with a worm.  
I feel happy because I (have)___________a good time here in the garden.  
 
• 选择适合的时态完成以下句子（现在时或现在进行时）： 
a) Look! Sara (go)to the movies.  
b) On her right hand, Sara (carry) her handbag.  
c) The handbag (be)very beautiful.  
d) Sara usually (put) on black shoes but now she (wear)white trainers.  
e) And look, she (take) an umbrella.  
(Activity adapted from: http://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/grammar-exercise-present-progressive.php) 
 
句型转换： 
She is doing housework.(分别改成疑问句和否定句) 
①_______________________________________________ 
②_______________________________________________ 
My mother is cooking dinner now. ( 改成疑问句并作肯定和否定回答) 
①_______________________________________________ 
②_ ___________________________________ 
③_____________________________ 
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Past Tense 
Change the following sentences into Past Tense and Present Progressive , 
using the word underlined (请将以下句子改成括号里所要求的时态) 
例句： Linda brings Ice Cream to the Birthday party. 
▪ Linda brought Ice Cream to the Birthday party last Sunday(过去
时). 
▪ _Linda is bringing Ice Cream to the Birthday party(现在进行时). 
 
1. I go to Campsie Library to learn English every Tuesday. 
___________________________________________(过去时). 
____________________________________________(现在进行时, 否定句). 
He forgot to buy milk. 
______________________(现在时，表示经常). 
_______________________________?(过去时，问句) 
2. He had steak for dinner yesterday. 
 
————————————————————（疑问句） 
___________________________________(现在进行时) 
3. Mary watched the movie last week. 
 
________________________________________ (过去时否定句) 
———————————————————————（现在时） 
4. We left at 7am. 
 
_______________________________ (将来时-will) 
—————————————————（将来时-be going to） 
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Irregular verb forms: 
 
Please learn these frequently used irregular verb forms by heart. 
动词原形 第三人称单数 过去时 过去分词 中文 
be is was/were been 是 
begin Begins began begun 开始 
break Breaks broke broken  
bring Brings brought brought  
buy Buys bought bought  
build Builds built built  
choose Chooses chose chosen  
come Comes came come  
cost Costs cost cost  
cut Cuts cut cut  
do Does did done  
draw Draws drew drawn  
drive Drives drove driven  
eat Eats ate eaten  
feel Feels felt felt  
find Finds found found  
get Gets got got  
give Gives gave given  
go Goes went gone  
have Has had had  
hear Hears heard heard  
hold Holds held held  
keep Keeps kept kept  
know Knows knew known  
leave Leaves left left  
lead Leads led led  
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动词原形 第三人称单数 过去时 过去分词 中文 
let Lets let let  
lie Lies lay lain  
lose Loses lost lost  
make Makes made made  
mean Means meant meant  
meet Meets met met  
pay Pays paid paid  
put Puts put put  
run Runs ran run  
say Says said said  
see Sees saw seen  
sell Sells sold sold  
send Sends sent sent  
set Sets set set  
sit Sits sat sat  
speak Speaks spoke spoken  
spend Spends spent spent  
stand Stands stood stood  
take Takes took taken  
teach Teaches taught taught  
tell Tells told told  
think Thinks thought thought  
understand Understands understood understood  
wear Wears wore worn  
win Wins won won  
write  writes wrote  written  
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Week 3 (6Feb)    Name:_____________ 
1. Translate the following sentences from Chinese to English using the 
appropriate aspect (Past Perfective or Present Perfective): 
 
1) 这周悉尼的天气不好，到现在已经下了一周的雨。 
——————————————————————————————
_____________________________________________________________. 
2) 她今天早上告诉我她前天就已经写完作业了。 
_____________________________________________________________. 
3) 我已经很久没有见到他了。 
_____________________________________________________________. 
4) 我们 10年前就已经买了这辆车。这辆车我们已经开了 10年了。 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________. 
5). 我刚发现我把钱包放在家了。 
____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________. 
2. Complete the following sentences using the correct tense and aspect: 
1) I _____________(have/negation) car now, I (sell) my car_______(两年前). 
2) He ________________(own-拥有)his first Toyota for two years before he 
___________(buy) this Mercedez in 2017. 
3) Mary ________________ (travel) to China every March, but she _______________  
(go/negation) next year, because she _____________    (go) to America. 
4) Amy _______________(come/negation) to our English class today, she 
__________________(cook) for the party tonight. 
5) I ____________(shop) at Campsie Centre every morning, and ________________(babysit) 
my grand-daughter in the afternoons. 
 
3. Make 3 sentences each using Present Simple, Past and Future tenses 
(肯定句，否定句和疑问句) 
1)_________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________2)____________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________3)__________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
4. Make 3 sentences each using Present Progressive, Present and Past 
Perfective (肯定句，否定句和疑问句) 
1)_________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________2)____________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3)_________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________ 
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Appendix G – Lexical category distribution (all 
participants) 
 
(a) Pre-test 
    J S B H P W T 
1 Noun 47 93 74 53 55 83 55 
2 Verb 45 48 45 24 24 55 37 
3 Adj 33 48 32 17 16 22 21 
4 Numeric 8 19 21 5 11 14 11 
5 Adv 6 7 14 3 17 14 21 
6 Prep 4 4 7 9 4 8 5 
7 Conj 3 1 5 3 3 6 5 
8 Modal 2 1 3 1 0 1 1 
9 Det 2 1 1 1 0 3 2 
10 Article 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 
11 Intj 9 6 6 13 8 8 9 
 
(b) Post-test 
    J S B H P W T 
1 Noun 27 52 27 21 38 42 38 
2 Verb 32 50 30 26 34 34 25 
3 Adj 17 24 16 11 11 9 14 
4 Numeric 2 3 12 0 1 2 0 
5 Adv 3 9 1 11 13 12 7 
6 Prep 6 1 10 3 7 9 7 
7 Conj 3 1 2 1 4 3 4 
8 Modal 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 
9 Det 2 1 2 2 2 0 2 
10 Article 1 0 2 2 3 2 1 
11 Intj 7 4 7 5 8 5 7 
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Appendix H - Comparison of participants’ wordlists 
 
Table 6. 17. Comparison of participants’ wordlists at Pre-test 
 
 
 
 
Table 6. 18. Comparison of participants’ wordlists at Post-test 
 
 
 
 
